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At 109 Exchange St., Poetland.
Terms: Eight Dollars a Tear in advance.
u! subscribers Seven Dollars a Tear it paid in
vance.
m

%

$2.50

Carpenters and Builders.

ft

IVOITNEY At MEANS, Pearl Street, oppoaite the Park.

Hates op Advertising : One inch of space, the
of column, constitutes a “square.”
$1.50 per square daily first week; 75 cents per week
after; three insertions, or less, $1.00; continuing
every other day after first week, 50 cents.
Half square, three insertions, or less, 75 cents; one
week, $1.00; 50 cents per week after.
Special Notices, one third additional.
Under head of “Amusements” and “Auction
Sale6,” $2.00 per square per week; three insertions

Iftngth

or

Furniture—Wholesale and Retail.
GEORGE

change

done

to

Plumbers.
JAMES MILLER, No. 91 Federal Street

less, $1.50.

Real Estate Agents.

Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
Press” (which has a large circulation in every part
of the State) for $1.00 per square tor first insertion,
an 1 50 cents per square for each subsequent insertion.
Address all communications to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.

JOHN C. PROCTER, No. 93 Exchange
Street,

Stair Builders.
F. LIBBY. No. 959 Fore Street, cor.
Croat* St.* in Delano’s mill.
«. 1j. HOCPJER, Cor. York and maple
B.

ENTERTAINMENTS.
Fro©

Street*.

Leoture.

Watches, Jewelry aud Silver Ware,
A. MERRILL A CO., 139 Middle

J.

J. A. MERRILL.

PROF. HOWE, of Boston, Mass

CITY

jan20d2t

M. L. A.
Course of Entertainments,

Grand

I

AT

CITY

HALL,

Wednesday Evening,
—

BY

Jan.

the

24th,

MRS

H. K. II. CARTER, Soprano,
iMISft ANNA CL HOLBROOK, Contralto,
MR. J. CL COLLINS, Tenor,
MR H. C BARN A BEE, Basso.
MR. R SHCEBRCK, Cornet Soloist,
MR. UOiVAUD M. BOW, Pianist.

ja!8dlw

Grand Army Hall,
MANAGE!!.F. P. SAUGENT,

25 th and 27 th.
Lite, entitled,

Neighbor
Tickets 35 cu.

jaulO
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United States
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City Marshal’s Office, )
Portland, Dec. 21, 1876. j
following streets have been designated on
which boys can coast with sleds during the
winter, and on none others. If detected in coasting
on other public streets, the penalty of the law will
be enforced
On

Mayo

Situated in the very Center of the

COMPRESSED

City.

Makes

THE

the best

1 /A/A Agents, both Male and Female, to sell our
Al/U useful household articles. They will sell
almost every house. Any one can sell them. We
have agents that never sold anything before, making
from four to five dollars per day and expenses.
Please call and examine the goods, every housekeeper needs them and wants them
We have a large
variety. N. B.—Business chances bought and sold
here. Call, or address with stamp, T. F BOWE,
119j Exchange street, Portland.
ja9dtf

.In

central and desirable location,
either for one or two families, with
modern conveniences and in good order.
Will lea&e if desired. Address HOUSE,
28 Exchange Street.

—

Table set with

D013

AT

sep28d6m

$2.00 per day.
parlor and bed-rcom

$3.00.
WOLCOTT A CO., Proprietors.
anglOdeodtf

1

j

ToJLaet.

Melbourne street, a Cottage bouse nearly new,
containing 10 rooms, good cellar, bard and soft
water, gas &c. Large yard, 80 foot front; first class,
stable, sbed &c. Rent reasonable to right parties

ON

Inquire

jal3d4w

NASSAU, BAHAMA ISLANDS,

Street, directly opposite.
Per order of Hall Committee. ^
jan8dtmal

To be Let.
in Second Story of Hopkins’
Block,
Middle Street, over store of Messrs. C. A.
ST. JOHN SMITH,
Vickery & Co. Apply to
dec29iltf31j Exchange Street.

ROOMS

A

CO.,

738 Ilr.adway, New York.

d3m

JAMES
dc8

UDUEBWOOD

DEWITT HOUSE,
Lewiston,

A full line of Ladies* Hand-sewed
Kid of the finest quality, especially
1
der
ieet, at

Boots in French

l?le.

Proprietors, formerly of the FrankHouse, Bangor, having leased this commodious Hotel for a term of years, are
uow prepared to entertain their old friends,
and the travelling public generally.
Tbe Hotel Is plsafantly situated on the

adapted

to ten-

PKEBLKDAVlI^' } LEAVITT & DAVIS
4Li Congress St., Farrington Rlocfc.

To Let.
chance to get a good

NOWself.is your
smalt House, within 3
a

City Building;

rent about

to

Ilin

COR. OF I1SE AND PARK STS.^
Neatly opposite City Building aud Post

Office,

«

the Park, and forming one of the most
beautiful locations in the State.
It is also convenient to tbe principal places of business in the
It
all
the
modern
has
of Steam,
conveniences
City.
Bath Rooms, Sample Rooms and Billiard Hall; also
a first-class Livery Stable.
Carriages always in wailing to take guests to and
from tbe trains.
ROVAL QUITO BY,
EBE.1 muttCIl,
J Proprietor..
nov25
<]3m

sells faster than any other book. One Agent
gold 34 copies in one day. This is the only authentic
and complete history published. Send tor our extra
terms to Agents.
National Publishing Co. Philada., Pa.
de!9
d4wt
It

overlooking

COPARTNERSHIP.

TRIFLING
WITH A COLD IS ALWAYS DANGEROUS.
USE

To
of

a

Corner.
HALF

house

LET*
Mechanic street, Woodfords’

on

Enquire of GEORGE KACKLEFF,

Woodfords’ Comer.

de9dtt

FIRST-CLASS House

berland streets.
A
nov29

comer Franklin

Ajtpiyto

E.

and Cum
PuNCE.

LAW,

Middle

180

Appropriated

Street. dtf

jan3

J. B. SIN FORD,

—

Total

of debts, bankruptcy, &c., a specialty. Funis remitted soon as collections ara
made. Also collects in England and foreign countries claims of American beirs.
ecp2b
d&wly

CEKTEKNIAE

mid

ffioob, Job

BERRY,

(gmd ffian’leb, I

No. 37 pium Street.

€.

BABCOCK.

Matter how slightly d sMT CilllolCrU
abled. Increases now paid.
Advice and circular free
T. McMlUHAEL, Atty.,
707 SansomSt.. Philadelphia.
jan3d4wt

Aleuts wanted instantly to introduce the

HENTEilAL
DESCRIBED

EXPOSITION

AND

lLUMTUVTtO.

Nearly 800 pages; only $*.50; rich illustrations,
and a treasure as tbe best ond cheapen! History of
tbe Great Exhibition. Endorsed by officcals. Press,
and Clergy Is selling immensely. One lady cleared
$350 in four week** Act quickly. Now or never.

Dissolution.
mHE copartnership existing under tbe firm name
JL of Bacon, Libby & Gatiey is this day dissolved
by mutual consent, Mr. John Gatiey retiring from

For lull

lie will also settle all ihe bills of the late

MAKER

JOBBER,

4*

SPARROW &

Watch and Chronometer Markers* Tools.
Mathematical, Optical and Philosophical Instruments, School

DISTRICT

Apparatus, &c.,

uu.'iui,coi

II.

No. 32J Emery St.
novll

particulars,

HUBBARD

Ricnv

‘‘The 4*lory

HOSEAI. LIBBY.
The business will be continued under the firm
name of Bacon & Libby at the old stand, No 10 and
12 Oak street, where we hope to receive the patronage of our old customets and lots of uew ones.
RUFUS F. BACON,
HOSE A I. LIBBY.
Ja6d2w*

At 85

IL B.

RUSSELL, Pub., Boston,
aI"1
two

steady

work

Dr. D

T.

Wildej

The Natural magnetic Physician,
He shall lay band s on them and they shad be heale
302 Cumberland, Cor. of Elm St.
nov8

Pre3umpscot

Mags.

one or
or
men

A

iu
VKKE.

women

AUG, P. FULLER & CO.
The new Arm will continue the business of manufacturers of Varnishes awl Japans, ami dealers in
Lubricating and Wool Oils.
AUG. P FULLER.
Portland, Jan, 1 1877
ja3dlm
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— NOTICE,
we nave uie
largest and best soiling
Stationery Puckugnln tha
It contains |8
—
World.
Sheets of paper, |Q envel-

Ml
M0
D9A
K99
Boml gfMm.
BHM
Hi
flV

_MATT

A.'

F.

MOULTON,
Attorney-at-Law,
93

x iuui

nuu

B
o
valuable
a
opes, pencil, penholder, golden pen ,and
Jewelry. Complete sample package, with elegant goid-platsleeve bnttons, and ladles* fashionable
Jewassorted
.with
drops, post-raid, 25 cents. 5 packages
to all agents.
elry ,81. Solid Gold Patent Lever Watch free
BRIDE A CO., 769 Broadway, N. V.

pl^

0^ |

FLORENCE

H

«

Mustard!

!

rations.
Your patronage is

respectfully solicited.

no25d3m

iHORltlSON & WHITTEN,

Horses Wintered.
farm, on hay and grain at §10 per month.
HorsesI
Sunny yards and running water.
-ISO FORK STRKKT, tPorilnnd, Maine.
taken and returned,and carriages stored without exC.
P.
tra
at
once.
charge.
abthl'u d, mokeison. william m. whitten.
Apply
MATTOCKS,
31 § Exchange Street.
( noviWdtf
no!6__eodty
PROPRIETORS.

Fred L. Stevens
will put your SEWING MACHINE in
jalUdlw
perfect order.

AT

my

For Sale.
Creek Uexicon for tale

lhi« office, cheap.
ALATINanil
m3
at

dtf

MISS EDITH J CUMMINGS,
and

NO.*G96

Teacher of Standard Phonography,

tingly acknowledged

CONGRESS STREET,

PORTLAND,

is better than
even, and of

References—Andrew J. Graham, 583 Broadway,
New York, Author of Standard Phonopraphic Work,
oe2i
eod6m
PORTLAND

Navigation

with modern

conveniences,

to

School

December the 1st, 1870.

Conducted by Cnpi. E. Breen, where tbe use and
adjustment ot Nautical Instruments will be given,
and a thorough knowledge of practical Navigation.
Apply at the Hchool, 199 FinuLliu Ntieet.
C. H. FARLEY, 4 Exchange Street, or by letter to
CAPT. E. BREEN, 199 Franklin Street, Portland,
Maine.
nov24eodtf
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HEATING

STOVE

—FOR—

Cooking, Healing
Stoves and

n

and Illuminating* Two
Powerful JLamp Combined.

Florence Oil

SYRUP

SOOTHING

For Children Teething,
facilitates the process ot teething, by softengreatly
ing the gums, reducing all inflammation—will al'ay
all pain and spasmodic action, aud is

[

Sure to Regulate the Bowels.
it will give rest to you-

Depend upon it, mothers,

BOARD.

Relief aud Health to l'onr Infants.
We have put up and sold this article for years, and
CAN SAY IN CONFIDENCE AND TRUTH of it,

Pleasant Rooms with Board.
and

two

wife,
accommodated with pleasant
GENTLEMAN
at
or

can be
with boaid

Boarders Wanted.
single gentlemen and a number

Congress

find excellent
street, up stairs.
can

of tabl®
accommodation a*novlldtt

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
STATE OF MAINE.
J. Sawyer in her own right and Phillip
W. Sawyer, both of Vinalhaven in the county
of Knox, by their deed dated tba 19tb of June, A.
D. 1876, and recorded in the Cumberland County
Registry of Deeds, book 421, page 433, conveyed to
me, the undersigned, in mortgage, a certain parcel
of real estate situaied in Freepon, in the county of
Cumberland, aud bounded as follows: Beginning on
the easterly corner ot land now occupied by George
Randall, thenco Northeasterly by the road leading
to Porter’s Landing, so called, to the large pine tree
on stump standing on the side line oi said road,
tlieucc Northwesterly six rods to a stake and si ones,
thence Southwesterly eighteen rods to land occupied
by saol Randall, tbence Southeasterly by said RanAnd
dall’s land six roils to tbe place of beginning.
tbe condition of said mortgage having been broken,
reason
thoieof
claim
a
tne
foreundersigued, by
I,

SARAH.

closure.

Dated the eigth day of January, A. D. 1877.
ja!3(13wWILLIAM A. MITCHELL.

HALL’S RUBBER CEMENT;
For repairing all kinds of Rubber
Goods and warranted to stick. Sent
on receipt of 25 cts.

by mail

SINK CLEANER.
Tbe best ever made; no tamily should be without one
oeni uy iu;ui on receipt oi zu
hau:s rubber
MORE, PORTLAND, ME.

I_
t^mnKmuKmm.
Ue*5(ltt

been able to say ot auy other
mediciDe—NEVKft I1AS IT FAILED. IN A SINGLE INSTANCE, TO EFFECT A CURE, when
timely used. Never did we know au instance of dissatisfaction by any one who used it. On the contrary,
all are delighted with its operations, aud speak in
terms of highest commendation of its magical effects
and medical virtues.
We speak in this matter
’•WHAT WE DO KNOW,” after years of experience
AND PLEDGE OUR REPUTATION FOR THE
FULFILMENT OF WHAT WE HERE DECLARE.
In almost every instance where the infant is suffering from pain and exhaustion, relief will he found
in fifteen or twenty minutes after the syrup is ad-

gentlemen
rooms

private family. Apply
de23dlm17 BROWN STREET.
a

TWOboarders

what

we

"BANGS,

FINE

SHIRTS

Sliarp,

This Soap is manufactured by

A If oil Humic Folio given to persons buySheet music to the niuount of $ I .OO,
retail ptiee.
A fine music Rinding Folio given to
persons baying Sheet music to the amount
of $3.00 retail, price, by

ing

C.

K.

HAWES,

177 Middle Street.
AND
ORGANS

PIANOS

great inducement offered for cash,

or

sold

on

instal-

ments.

110 Violins, lOOO Harmonicas
and a large Stock of Musical Instruments bought
from a bankrupt Stock selling very cheap. Call and
get bargains, at
jan31 177 MIDDLE STREET, deodly*

a new

by

Patent process

Williams, Watson & Co.,
195 COMMERCIAL STREET,
A

Charles Custis & Co.,
403 CONGRESS STREET.

mya_

MUSIC !

in me new

TIIE BEST IN THE WORLD.

warranted not to crack at

ja4dtf

!

dly

ing

cake of this soap will l>e given to any one
to test it upon application at the Factory,

193 COMMERCIAL STREET.

For Sale by Grocers generally.
defl
dtf

BIG BONANZA. “room

papers
—

instructions for Painting on Convex
Glass from Photographs in Oil Colors by a new
sent
to
method,
any address on receipt oi $1.00.
F. fi. WATERMAN,
226 Uarrison Ave., Boston, Mass.
Ja3d4w

COMPLETE

wish-

AT

—

NEW STORE ON FREE STREET.
Special inducements in prices and styles.

Lost,
the 17th inst., in front of the Ladies’ entrance
to the City Hotel on CongTess street, or between
there and Winter Street, a Seal Money BagThe tiuder will be rewarded on leaving it at 44 Winter street.
jalOdlw*RUFUS CUSHMAN.

ON

WINDOW
—AND—

Drapery Work of all

CAN

kinds at very

Low

Prices.

giO Per Day
made by energetic salesmen with our
goods, Call at 42$ Exchange Sireet, between
6 and 10 A. M.,or enclose $1.00 foi sample, directions,
ja20<l#odti
&c., to Box 1032 Portland, Maine.

SHADES

GEO. M. BOSWOBTH,

be

CORNER FREE AND COTTON
mb2l

tit.
dtf

ST

a mere

adventurer.

He

now

It does aid however, with the
guiding
indication of his name beneath, the effort to
recall his manly and venerable presence.
These sermons, if associated with any smaller name, would be
called good sermons; might
still be oalled good, could one
subdue his estimate of what must be
expected from a “late
President of Harvard College.” Their subjects are, for the most part, of the practical
order, relating to the conduct of life; they
show considerable acumen in analytical
argu.
ment; their tone is positive, wholesome, and
“sound." They appear to aim simply at practical instruction on the plane of common
sense.
They are honest, manly, earnest and eminently
sensible. And yet, it must be
confessed, they
are slow.
They belong to a period when time
was long and art was short
A mind very
much at leisure can perljaps follow them
at
tentively, but a slight mental pre-occupation
suffices to distract the reader’s attention
from
these slow moving sentences, until he is
brought to by some indication of a new departure;—“my next general remark," “my second
inference,” “Again,” “Once more,” efc;tliose welcome mile-posts so
judiciously placed
in slow sermons to indicate
progress.
It may be well imagined that, in their
day,
when church-goers were not so busy as
they
are now, and delivered by him as his own fresh
utterance, and supported by the prestige of his
aoademic position, and emphasized from
point
to point by that wide-eyed,
glassy, unearthly

justifies their

_

———

Recent Publications.
ViKmo Tales of the Nobth.

The Sagas of
Fridthjof the Bold.
Translated from the Icelandtc by Prof. Rasmus. B,
Anderson and Mr. Jon Bjamason. Also Tegner’s
FridthjoPs Saga, translated Into English by Professor George Stephens.
Fridthjof’s Saga, translated from the Swedish of
Bishop Tegner, by Mr. and Mrs.|Thos. A. E. Hol-

Thorstein, Viking’s Son,

and

•omb.

These two volumes (S. C. Griggs & Oo., Chi'
Portland: Goring, Short & Harmon,) are
so nearly allied in matter and treatment that
their simnltaneons appearance seems to require
the consideration of them together rather than
individually. The treasure-stores of Northern
myth and legend have remained comparatively

cago.

challenge opposition from a distant, upper corner of tho auditorium, and
which, to young
minds, considerably relieved the monotony of
his discourse, these sermons
might have been
to many hearers valuable and effective. In
the cold light of the printed page
they may be
seen to contain a great amount of solid and
useful matter. Nevertheless, it was
scarcely
just to the memory of Dr. Walker to put them
into print, even thouzh with tha
niio.i

in the Northern myths there; Is a noble
and powerfal imagination, a majestic dimness
through which Balder aad Freya, Odin and

ervation that

Thor appear to us as in the
gods;" and the long northern

“twilight of the
nights lit by the
meed-giviDg maids,

enduring

nature that thrives in the northland—have given to the legends and Sagas a
wonderful and potent charm.
The Saga is, exactly speaking, a tale, historical in its nature; but as is the case with all
and

Three

.tncyiopocaia

liritaunica' 1113

“Chicago is probably the fourth city
in size, and certainly the second in commercial importance, in the United States.” This
may seem an ambitious claim to the general
reader, but it is supported by the Tribune of
that city in an array of statements substantiated by statistics. It shows that Chicago
exceeds any other emporium in the world in
the amount of breadstuffs handled, the beei
and pork packed, and the lumber received.
It is second only to Pittsburg in its manufactures of iron and steel; it is second only to
said that

Boston in the manufacture of boots and shoes
and leather goods. It is the chief city of the
American lakes, and the centre of the carrying trade of the country. It is the terminus
of ten thousand miles of railway, and is more
directly connected with the entire railway
system of America, embracing seventy thousand miles, than any other point.
The
growth and prosperity of the Queen City of
the Lakes are certainly a marvel, even in this
land of progress. The rude trading post has
in less thau fifty years become the metropolis
of half a continent.
The Democratic investigation succeeds in
showing that Mr. Chandler and the Republican managers had a very just understanding
of the desperate efforts the Democrats would
make to count in Tilden and a very correct
appreciation of the importance of the utmost;
vigilance to defeat them. And no investigation was necessary to establish that.
Does anybody believe the telegrams of the
Democratic managers would bear the light asi
well as those of Mr. Chandler?

odes—one read at Concord, April
that written for the celebratien beneath the branohes of the
“Washington Elm"
In Cambridge, and the Centennial ode for the
4th of July, 1876—form the contents of this
volume. The Concord ode is brilliant and entirely poetic in conception, the verse is ringing
and msnical as a peal of bells, and the
figure
of Freedom is at once powerful and
inspired

19, 1875,

Icelandic language In whioh it was written.
In their brief narration, crowded full of epic action in the unimpassioned manner of thechron.
oler with which they record deeds that the reader translates to himself with a sudden thrill and
flush of the cheek—these sagas remind one of

with

grace and movement. Mr. Lowin this, as in the
following
ode, and
Centen.
occasionally in the
nial
poem, shows
somewhat the
influence of the more modern school of
poets, while
the native directness and wealth of of his
original gift remain unaltered. The
snperb sweetness, the delicately accentuated power of the
goddess of the Concord ode recalls the poise of

Raphael’s “Honrs", and the verse compels indelight by its spontaneous beauty. The
Cambridge poem is in more serious and stately

Bishop Tegner’s poem—of which the translation by Prof. Stephens forms the latter part of
the volume of Messrs. Anderson and Bjarnasob, and the entire contents of that of Mr. and
Mrs. Holcomb—is a noble and original work.
Its form i3 both epic and dramatic, with very
great metrical variety and fine freedom of
treatment. Its proportions are large and welldefined, its dramatic truth is notable, and its
unruuuuuuu

many and elaborate metres is an innovation tbat adds melodic and harmonic power to
the epic and does not at all mar its effect of
so

dignity. The alliterative measure of the twentyfirst canto—a trait catefnlly repeated by both
translations—is admirably managed and in fine
accordance with the spirit of northern elegiac
verse.
This alliterative measure—which, it
will scarcely be necessary to explain, is an unrbytned semi-rhythmic verse of which the only
arbitrary law appears to have been the threefold appearance of the same initial letter among
the words of every two lines,—was a favorite one
among northern nations; and, in its subtle

iteration that is rather felt by the ear thin
as is a rhyme its effect is singularly
powerful. “Piers Ploughman” is a familiar
example of the alliterative measure in its early,
rude manner; in the verse of the Welsh poets,
up to the present time, it exists with very elaborate modifications and rules, aud it has its
apotheosis in the "Love is Enough” of Mr.

noted,

William Morris. In the "Frithjof’s Saga,”
Bishop Teguer has kept closely to the spirit of
the prose poem which was his model, and
while he has accentuated the character of
Fritlijof and Ingeborg with something of the
refinement and complexity of modern thought

quality has not hindered the primitive mo
tion, the oldtime grace and power of these
noble figures. The purity and strength of the

this

saga loses nothing by its poetic garb of a later
day. Between the two translations it is difficult and even ungracious to make distinction.
the impression left upon the reader’s
mind will be that, as a whole, the work of
Prof. Stephens is somewhat more thoroughly
penetrated with the northern spirit, in its
clear, compact wording, whilo that of Mr. and

Perhaps

Mrs. Holcomb not unfrequently surpasses the
former in musical flow, ease and felicity of

phrase.
Kkasox,

Faith

a.vb

Dctv.

Sermons

by Jame

Walker, D. D., L L. D., late President of Harvard ».
College, Boston: Roberts Brothers. For sale by I
I
Bailey & Noyes.
It is a rash thing for any ono to publish to
the world sermons whioh their author deemed
unworthy of publication; for the most modest
of preachers is not likely to err in scruples of
that nature, or to undervalue the worth of his
But an enthusiastic admirer of
the late Rev. Dr. Walker has published in this
volume a series of discourses for the publication of which Dr. Walker himself was unwilling to give permission; although some partial
consent appears to have been extorted from
him at last The editor says,—"The revered
author of these Discourses should not be held
for their publication. Long since,

responsible

be gave to the flames far the greater part of bis
unpublished sermons." And then he adds,

somewhat ob'eurely,—"After repeatedly re.
fusing the friend, to whom he had given the
scanty remnant, the privilege of publishing a
portion of them, he allowed his scruples to be
in a measuie overcome, at the time of their
last interview." There is not much consent in
this, and if this Is all the editor could say on
that point, it appears to be substantially true

that these sermons aro published against the
will of their author. And this will be a satisto many readers,—to those
who have associated strong work with the
They can say to them'
name of Dr. Walker.
selves,-he has at least not made himself fully
responsible for this work. They can think that
the mental comments with which they read,
are perhaps such as he would make, and the
characteristics noted are perhaps those which

factory reflection

constituted his objections to the publication.
The editor's note has suggested to us, in the
of some of these sermons, the
does Dr. Walker himself
think of this volume? If he is perchance cog'
nizant of Its contents, and is still capable of
mundane emotion, the first thing in the book
may justly arouse in him a certain saintly re-

examination

question,—What

sentment. We refer to his portrait. It is that•
It•
falsest of things, a pseudo-counterfeit.
makes him look as if he had bitten hard on an>
obstinate file and was troubled by barassiug[
speculation as to the consequent condition off

vein, and contains
that Mr. Lowell has

of the noblest lines
written. His characterization of Washington is so unhackneyed,
so rounded and thorough in its tine faithfulness
that it has the worth of a statne from life, and
deserves to te a lasting memorial through

Goose’s melodies, King Colo that "called for
his pipe and called for his bowl?”

xuu

manner

stant

mystic parallels between the "four-and-twenty
blackbirds baked in a pie” and the myth of the
Sun and Dawn, in the mention of King Kol of
India and his magic drinking-horn—can it be
that this is the merry monarch of Mother

CAiiuuiuiuary.

winged

ell’s

the Arthurian chronicles of good Sir Thomas
Malory. The preface, notes, and the sketch of
Bishop Tegner’s life and his letter to Prof.
Stephens have much interest and value. A
curious little coincidence will amuse and possibly be of worth to those interested in comparative mythology who trace back the nursery
tales of Jack and his Beanstalk and Cinderella
to Aryan legends, and who ingeniously find

of

it.was done against'hia will.

C. W. B.
Tubes Mbmobial Poems: By James Bussell Lowell. Boston, J. B. Osgood & Co. Portland:
Lorlng,
Short & Harmon.

early historio lore, largely mixed with the
supernatural and with the storyteller’s lawful
perquisite of embellishment. It is not bard to
imagine the interest with which a circle of jarls
and vikings would listen to the voice of the
saga-man as he whiled away the winter evenings with the adventures of Fridtbjof and his
good ship Ellide, beside the generous blaze of
the hearth-fire. The translations in prose, by
Profs. Anderson and Bjarnasor, of the sagas
of Tborstein and Pridthjof are exceedingly
fine, and bear, in their terse strong language,
quaint without exaggeration of archaio wording, an impress of truthfulness to the spirit of
the saga, which is easy to perceive even without acquaintance with the original, dr the

pucuu ucauijr

with which in awful pause he seemed to

stare

unexplored until recently, and the large, vague
and austere terms of the gods of Valhalla have
not had place in the material of literary imagery and allusion as have the more vivid, human
and warm-colored deities of the Greeks.
Yet

dance of the Valkyrie, the
the suu low in the south, the SDectral brilliance
of ice and scow-field, and the strong, manly

IN ADVANCE

gree.

The Republicans have been shy of Pinchback all along. They have regarded him as

Opinion.

ANNUM,

his teeth. Its expression of distressed
expectancy, while he is still exploring with his tongue
for possible remnants, is affecting in high de

own sermons.

I

Laundry Soap--

-

30‘1 Commercial Street, Portland, Hie.
dtl
ju22

Store,

d6m

aug29

CHINESE

Sharp’s Preserved Smoked Halibut and Had dies,
picnic parties, and

Hall’s Rubber

faulty agreement

agreement at

Florence.

very nice article for family uso,
on board vessels at sea.
For sale by Grocers generally.

216 Middle St., uuder Faluioutli Hotel.

never

no

Evidence increases daily that the thoughtful minds of the South recognize the necessity of a generous policy in order to secure
the development of their resources.
Tbe
great tide of emigration has swept past their
rich soil, diversity of crops, and mildness of
climate, to build the splendid cities and till
the prairies of the bleaker Northwest. The
ministered.
This valuable preparation has becu used with
Louisville Commercial remarks that every
NEVER FAILING SUCCESS in
citizen of Louisville believes that if KenCOOKING STOVE.
Thousands ot Cases.
tucky had been identified with Ohio in social
Every stove warranted to give satisfaction. These
It not only relieves the child from pain, but in’
stoves are made of the be^tCast Iron, thoroughly and
the
and
stomach
corrects
policy fifty years ago, the population of that
j
vigorates
bowels,
acidity"
handsomely galvanized inside and out, and fine Rusanti gives tone aud energy to the whole system. It
State would be over three millions and that
It is made to last. For cookiDg,
sia Sheet Iron
will
almost
relievo
j
instantly
heating ami illuminating, nothing can equal the
of Louisville greater than that of either ChiGriping: of flic Bo^vels, and Wind cago or St. Louis.
Impressed with the same
Colic.
the Beaufort (S. C.) Tribune advises
truth,
Chambers, Bath Booms, Druggists, Barbers, DenWe believe it is the rest and surest remedy in
the planters not to carry out the threats
the world, in all cases of DY'SENTERY AND
tists; tor Restaurants, Offices of all sorts, and Green
Houses it will be found an indispensable article cf
DIARRHCEA IN CHILDREN, whether It arises
of the campaign against colored Republican
Furniture.
from teething, or from any other cause.
We would
The best of Oil always on hand and for sale. Office
laborers, as three-fourths of the land in that
say to every mother who has a child suffering irom
and Sales Room at
foregoing complaints do not let country has never been tilled and the rest is
any of the
THE
YOUR PREJUDICES, NOR
PREJUDICES OF
not half tilled. Instead of driving laborers
O. DYER’S,
others, stand between your sutlering child and the
relief that will be SUKE-ves, ABSOLUTELY
it should offer inducements to twice
if
to
follow
use
of
this
SURE—
the
medicine,
timely away,
No. 267 Middle St.
used. Full directions for using will accompany each
the present number to come iD, regardless of
bottle.
their politics.
This is the true doctrine.
Be sure and call for
A. K.
GENERAL AGENT FOR MAINE,
“Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup,” Political proscription is the bane of the Southern progress.
to whom all orders should be addressed.
Its disappearance will be the
ja3dlm
Having the fac-slmile ot “CURTIS & PERKINS’’ dawn of a better era for the land of the riceon the outside wrapper.
Sold by Druggists throughout the world.
field and the orange-grove.
•

ASPEMMlEDIiOOl
w xxl.

have

that a

all. Better
more consequence than the
adoption of any plan, however good, is the
spirit of conciliation and of regard for law
and,constitutional authority evinced by the
members of the committee. The wise example they have set will in all probability be followed in both houses, though in each house
theie may te found men in whom partisan
zeal outruns patriotism and discretion; let us
hope these are few in number.
One of the most gratifying circumstances
attending the committee agreement is afforded by tbe spectacle of men, strongly partisan,
inflamed by a recent exciting party conflict,
entertaining grave and honest differences of
opinion, believing that the man of their
choice is rightfully elected President, hut willing to surrender personal prejudice and party feeling at tbe call of duty and patriotism.
Almost every member of the committee is a
strong party man, and yet in the supreme
moment none hesitate to surrender party to
country. The much-abused politicians show
themselves quite as patriotic as the idlers
who criticise or the grumblers wh<4 condemn
them. It is also matter for congratulation
that the Republic has passed uninjured
through the fiercest political struggle in its
annals, and that each of its political parties
is disposed to suffer deprivation of power
rather than permit harm to come to the
country. Henceforth let no man question
the strength of republican government.

ME.

To be Let.
New High street, a Pleasant rent of

rooms

dtf

New York*
d4wt

North American Flower Co.,
MTORE 444 CONGRESS STREET,
would respectfully invite public attention to their
fine display ot FLOWERS and PLANTS,
which will be kept constantly on hand and made up
by the well-known Florist, JOHN HELL, of
Portland, who will give his special attention to ail
orders for Funeral Flowers, lioquets or Floral Deco-

|

EDUCATIONAL.

E. THOMPSON,
on the Spring St< Horse Car Route,

To Let.

»

articles In one. Tho LLOYD COMBINATION. Can be used
as a Pencil,Penholder and Pen, Eraser,Penknife, Envelope
ppener, Paper-cutter Rubber, Bowing Machine Thread
Cutter, and for Kipping Scams, Cutting off Hook6 and Eyes,
Buttons, Erasing Blots, Ac. Size of a common pencil. Is
heavily nickel plated, and will last a lifetime. Agents Hie
coining money and say it is tho best selling article out.
Sample 25 cents, Six for $ |
Extraordinary Inducements
Bend for sample hall-dozen and canvass your
to Agents.
town.
BRIDE A CO., 769 Broadway, N. Y.
STATIONERY PACKAGES, and SIX ot
the LLOYI) COMBINATION lor TWO
DOLLARS. BRIDE A CO.,

jgkx
\01769Broadway,
ja!7_

The Compromise.
The action in regard to the counting of the
electoral vote taken by the joint committee
of the two houses is occasion for profound rejoicing. There has been an apprehension in
the public mind that the positions of Senate
and House were irreconcilable and their relations so delicate that even slight provocation
would precipitate a conflict.
There were
those despairing one3 who feared it would be
impossible to moderate fierce partisan
zeal and that recourse would finally be bad
to the dread arbitrament of the sword. All
such fears are now happily dispelled by the
wise and patriotic action of the Congressional
committees. Whatever objections there may
be to the proposed agreement, and there
seem to be few if any, it will be unhesita-

THE

Reporter

TWELVE RUBBER BOOTS

I

MRS. W. G. SARGENT, Presidents

Annual Meeting of this Society tor the choice
of officers and other business, will be Uoldeu
; at the the Common Council Room, City Building, at
Portland, on Wednesday, Jan’y 31st, 1877, at 3
o’clock P. M.
ja!7d&wtdA. L. DENNISON, Sec’y.

BLOCK

vuuuuii^'uiuiu,

on

MISS MARIANA GAINES, Cor. Sec'y Woman's
State Christian Temperance Union.

Maine Stock Breeders Association.

eodlm

THE

Temperance

ance

o'
Company. No 28 Exchange Street,
WEDNESDAY, the 24th day ot January, inst.,
at 3 o’clock p. m„ for the choice of Officers for the
ensuing year, and the transaction of any other
business that may legally come before them.
H. J. LIBBY, Sec’y.
January 15, 1877.
janl5dtd

EXCHANGE STREET.

jal2

Christian
Union

the day after the opening of the State Convention.
We hereby extend a cordial invitation to ail temperladies to be present and unite in earnest efforts
to make this meeting of the State Union—as well as
that of all the friends of Temperance—a mighty
power through God in pulling down the strongholds
of the enemy.
For this let us pray and Tabor.
Entertainment by the Augusta Union will he
furnished to ladies attending the Convention.

Park Association.

Meeting of the Stockholders of the
THEInternational
Steamship Co will be liolden at
the office
the

ADAMS,

Residence 3$ melbourue St.

Woman’s

ANNUAL MEETING.

51 1-2 EXCHANGE STREET.

janSdtt

Ohadboubne,

Wednesday, Jan. 24,1 $77, tu 10 A. M.,

on

to at all hours.

Owen B.

E. W. Stetson,
State Temperance Committee,

MASS CONVENTION IN AUGUSTA,

Annual

dtf

Service of piecepts of all kinds a specialty. Confidential advice given, and services rendered in the
detection and arrest of criminals. Business attended

Geo E. Bbacbext,
H.R. Taylob,

of this State will hold a

20tb, at 4 o’clock P. M., at the
Anderson, 33 Exchange Street,
Business:—Reports of Officers, election of Officers
for tne ensuing year, and to arrange for the liabilities
of the corporation.
Per order,
S. H.TUKE5BURY, President.
J. C. SMALL, Secretary.
janlsdlw

Opposite the Grand Trunk Depot,
YARMOUTH, ME.

FOSS,

0. K

AGENTS,

SATURDAY,

Coins aM Caskets Always on Hanfl.

augU

PECK,

The

office of \V. H.

HITCHCOCK,

BLOCK.

HOUSE No. 74 Danforth Street
rgtHE BRICK all
the modern improvements
A containing
In
at
10
Central
Wharf.
No.
qnir

a

SWANTON,
Kyes,

Jos, T. Gbant,
G. O. Pay son,

Annual Meeting of the Stockholders of the
THEPresumpscot
Park Association, will be held
Jan.

_dtf

UNDERTAKER.

Robes,

j. s Kimball,
M. W Hall,
j. b. Lapham,
Hhney Tallman,

Joshua Nye,

J. Z
E. S

ANNUAL MEETINGS.

B

These offices are heated by steam;
have gas, water and fire proof vaults. Possession
oct27dtf
given Nov. 1st.

for

enterprising
each county.
t*A ItTICUl.A KM
NGND
8:t. for OUTFIT,
WORTH 820 Address. J. LATHAM & CO.,
410 Washington Street. Boston, Mass.
jal7d4w1

G. FULLER is admitted to an interest in
•
my business on and alter Jan. 1st,
1877,
under the firm name of

Randall,
Mobbill,
J. Rand,

commencing

■---.

will opeu

THE
front offices.

—

Ilf
Wl li PAY
xXvrvFAF X XX X

Copartnership Notice.

D. B.
W. F.

dtf

Practical

To be Let.
Offices in Third Story Merchants’ National
Bank, now occupied by J. & E M. Rand; also

BROS., Publishers;
ja6d4wf

AGENTS to sell my new
CjJLm and very attractive book,
Women of the Century,'* a grand Encyclopiedia. A
tine chance for first-class canvassers; nothing like it;
jalsMlwt

Thursday night.

The usual reduction of fare may be
expected on the
railroads.

Treasurer

de29

—

family without children.

of America is her Women.’

W A\TI?n
I

Let us come together to pray, consult and plan for
future.
The "Woman’s Christian Temperance Union” will
hold their Convention in connection with this.
The Convention will probably continue until

the

d&w-JGlt

five

in

approaches
m

GRANITE HALL, IN AUGUSTA,

194 middle Street.

58 Market Street, Printers Exchange,
jal
PORTLAND. ME.
dly

Nos. 121—123 Middle St.
The best location in the city

of Church St.

309 Main Street, Springfield, Mass.

GATLEY,

MILLER,

CONVENTION.

On Tuesday, at ‘I o’clock P. M., Jan. !I3,
tsrr.

LEWIS C. GROVER. President.
JAMES B. PEARSON, Vice-President.
EDW. A. STRONG, Secretary.
BENJ. C.

P.

Tables, and Elevator. Would make a splendid room
for Light Manufacturing, plenty of Storage Room it
required. Rent reasonable. Apply to

the

37,2

1000

DIVIDENDS AKE LARGER,

Below the Post Office.

291

KXHIBITON ILLUSTRATED
Demand equals tbe crowds at the Exhibition. One
agent sold 40, two 30 each in one day. Over 400
Fine Ei»graving*, costing $40,000 00, show
the best exhibits. Wide-awake Agents are quiting
all the inferior books for this. Get ihe best. Send
for circular, terms and sample engravings.
P. W ZIEOLEK A C O..
518 Arch St., Philadelphia, Pa.
jan3d4wt

Active

$81,149,507.76

10 0

selves, and

AGENTS StfSE NEW BOOK GREAT

NOTICE.

•

c.

<*

its

dtf

Jp

remedy
COUGHh,
THROAT.
U.UNOS, CHEST and
MUCOUS MEMBRANE.
PCI UP »NI,Y IN BLCE BOXES.
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.
C. N. CRITTENTON, 7 Sixth Avenue, Now York
d4wt
jal

All interests of C. F. Washburn in tbe
llrin of Brown & Washburn ceased July
1, 1870. Tbe business is eontinned as
hereiofore uuder the drin name of Brown
& Washburn by me.
A. D. BROIVS.
Portland, Jan. 12, 1877.
jan!3dtt

•

p.

Life and Endowment Policies, of the usual forms
issued on the most favorable terms.
The past experience of the Company shows that

&TO BY

IX

reserve commu-

for our Annual Temperance Gathering,
reviewing the past we see abundant reason to * thank Gotl and take courage.”
The success of the various Temperance
Organizations, hot h male and female, has been truly wonder
lul. The priuciple of total abstinence, and we may
add prohibition, was never more
strongly intrenched
in the hearts of the people than to-day. This should
enceurage us to work ou till victory crowns our efforts.
Therefore, the men, women and children of Maine,
of all temperance organizations, and of no temperance asso datums. of all religious denominations and
political parties, total abstainers, prohibitionists, and
those who have doubts with reference to
prohibition,
are invited to meet in Mass Convention at

sis

Returned to members..$42,791,410.45
Taxes and Expenses... 8,167,913.05
Reserve and Surplus... 30 100,184.26

Attorney and Counsellor at Law,
33 School St., Boston, Mass.

As tlie time

Follows:

as

Policy Claims.$19.282 541.18, being 23.8
Surrendered Policies... 4,2t4,344,82
5.3
Dividends. 19,224,524.15
23.7

~~

THE

SECQKD

or

TO THE PEOPLE OF MAINE.

$81^119^507776

Total

LET.

TO

the

THE

HTTPTTS F

ATTORNEY AT

CENTENNIAL

To Let,
well-known boarding-house, No. 31 FreeSt.,
having been lately repaired and put in firstclass order, will be let reasonably. For particulars
apply to H. J. Libby & Co., or over First National
dec5tf
Bank, Middle street.

Wells’ Carbolic Tablets,
for
and all diseases ot

naituership heretofore existing between us
under tbe firm name ot HOWLAND & DIAMOND. i* this day dissolved by mutual consent.
Debts due to ana from tbe firm will be adjusted by
Demon'l Brothers, who will continue the Hardware
business at the old stand.
PARKER HOWLAND,
WM. K. DEMOND.
Goiliam, N. H., Jan’y 12, 1877.
jal7dlw*

JOHN

MOTLEY^

a sure

NOTICE.

the firm,
firm

HOUSE,

to

dtf

y7

WM. H.

Constable of Portland,

F. SOITOWOUTH, ION IVcwbnry St.,
or J. X
95 .Exchange St.
novldtfno21eodtt

The

__

$10.00

tent all to yourminutes walk of
per mouth.
Apply
W. W. CARR,

dec15dlf191 Newbury Street.

OK FANCY CARDS 11 styles with name 10
SO cts. Post-paid. J. B. Htj,«ted, Nassau, RensCo., N. Y.
de‘.’3d4wt

as a

STATE TEMPERANCE

Premiums. .$64 832,014.97
Interest. 10 310,392.70

Successor to the late George marston,

The New England House, Portland, Me,
Address
AUG. P. FULLER,
Portland, Me.
de28dtf_

corner

necessarily

guaranty cf good faith.
We cannot undertake to return
nications that are not used.

Receipts from May 1845 to January 1876

Centenuial Block, 3d Story, No. 2.
d3w

GAD

HOTEL TO LEASE.

uuuinuj,

For fall information apt)ly to

but

MANUFACTURER OF

second floor, in Mechanic Bnihlinm
Manor. nongres8 anu nasco streets; suitable for
lectures, entertainments, Binging schools, &c., &c.
Will seat 350 people. For further particulars
inquire
of J. M. FECK, at Photograph Rooms, 518 Congress

THOMPSON

Boots!

Law,
at

__

We do not read anonymous letters and communications. The name and address of the writer are In
all cases indispensable, not
for publication

NEWARK, NEW JERSEY.

jau4

on

dec25dlw»tl

Ladies’ Fine

journal.

The vicar and church-wardens ef a parish
Sheffield, Eng., are at present, it seems,
greatly exercised in mind about an inscription which has just been placed over the
tomb of a deceased cricketer. This gentleman enjoyed a considerable local renown,
and his bereaved widow, by way of placing
on enduriDg record his best title to
celebrityt
had carved upon the tombstone representations of wickets, a foot long, a bat, and a ball.
The incumbent and his officials object to this
design, and want the tombstone removed,
saying it has been introduced surreptitiously.
The parishioners, proud of their local hero,
stand up for the inscription, pure and simple.
near

«

51 1-3 Exchange St.

TTALL

will be shown to those who wish to investiI shall employ no bovs hut deliver the milk in
CYliUS LOWELL, Agent.
person.

ROYAL VICTORIA HOTEL,

found, for the present,

may be

MODEL

ADAMS

To Let,

gate.

—

at

■

regular attache of the Press Is furnished
with a Card certificate
countersigned by Stanley T.
Pullen, Editor. All railway, steamboat and hotel
managers will confer a favor upon ua by demanding
credentials of every person claiming to represent our

of

M,

i
taking

WINTER RESORT.

Counsellor

STEPHEN

To Let.

WOULD respectfully inform my former patrons
and citizens in general win)contemplate a change
j their supply of milk, that
in
1 am prepared to furnish a superior quality of pure milk at reasonable
1
all orders felt at S. WINSLOW & CO.’S, 18
rates;
]
Market
Square, will receive prompt attention by me,
where the flattering testimonials of some now

McfOlISlT

TO LET

Pare Milk for Family Use.

:

T.

Every

and consequently its insurance
cheaper than that
famished by any other Company.

alHE

—

~J.

(itf

(EAST

220 Federal St. Portland.

mark.

Tit a Lr-

the very best the market affords.

a

Apply

General Agency

HEATED BY STEAM.

Life Insurance Go.

janl8dlw

COLLECTION

Corner Middle and India Street,
Portland.

and healthiest

PORTLAND, MB.

OYER X. r*. FARRINGTON’S,

H anted.

THE AMEBICAN

BREAD.
This yeast is made
irom Pure Grain. Factory at
Blissville, L. 1. For sale by all
retail grocers.

BEST LOCATED HOUSE

THE

Address of every working agent in Cumberland County.
5 Energetic men of good address to work in the
City. A liberal commission or salary, paid to tbe
F. W. BERNARD,
right men. Apply to
Chadwick Mansion,
,1al3dtfCongress St., Portland.

HOTEL TO LET.

Fleisclimann & Co.’s

FOR BUSINESS MEN.

Dest ot attention given to guests.

Wanted Immediately.

street.

On Fore from Atlantic street.
On Grove, from Congress to Portland street.
On Clark, from Salem to Summer street.
dec23dtf
C K. BRIDGES, City Marshal.

IHntnal Benefit

Over Colby’* Boob Store.

PRESS.

SATURDAY HORNING. JAN. 20. >77

ATTORNEY AND COUNSELLOR-AT-LAW,
1191-2 Exchange St.,

Wanted.
General Agent lo manage the sale of my publications in Maine. Address, stating age, experience, Ac.,
W. J. HOLLAND,
ja!3 l&wlwSpringfield, Mass.

A

On Fox, from Washington to Back Bay.
On New High, below Cumberland street.
On Mellen street.
On Pleasant to Centre street.
On Atlantic to Fore street.

Hotel,

d8t»

__

Marshal.

COASTING IN THE STREETS.

PORTLAIl), ME

—

film II l>o flm dnfv nf

and convenient, by removing the ice therefrom, or
by covering the same with sand or some other suitable substance; and in case such owner or occupant,
or other person, shall neglect so to do, for the space
of six hours during the day time, be shall forfeit and
pay not less than two nor more than five dollars, and
a like sum for every day that the same shall continue
so encumbered.
C. K. BRIDGES,

Reserved Neat* 35 els.
dtd

Terms hereafter will be but
Suits of rooms, including

U

THE

Jackwood

TERMS

sidewalk,

or

the occupant, and in case there is no occupant, the
owner, or any person having the care of such building or lot, to cause such sidewalk to be made safe

HOTELS.

THE

such footway

Sidewalks to be Sanded.
64.—Whenever the sidewalk, or any part thereof
adjoining any building or lot of land on any street,

Monday, Tuesday. Wednesday, Thursday,
and Saturday Evenings, and Saturday
Afternoon, Jan. 22d, 23d, 21th,
J. T. Trowbridge’s Great Drama ol New England

on

such tenant, occupant, owner or other person, shall
forfeit and pay a sum not less than one dollar, nor
more than ten dollars.
And if such buildinz or lot
should extend more than one hundred and fifty feet,
on any street or land, it shall be the duty ol such
tenant or occupant, owner or other person, to remove
such snow from the footway or sidewalk for the space
of one hundred aud fifty feet, according to tho provisions and subject to the penalties aforesaid.

—

Ticket* 50 Ct*. Reserved Neat* 25 Ct*<
To be obtained at Srockbridge’s Music Store and at
the door.
Doors open at 6i. Concert at 8 o’clock.
ornoiaers ot Course Tickets are remmuea mat
No. 6 is the proper one lor this entertainment.

shall remain

same

READY

of Maine to
New Article which Is
States.
Call at lot

HOUSE WANTED.

62.—The tenant or occupant, and in case there
should be no tenant, the owner,or any person having
the care of any building nr lot of land bordering not
more than one hundred and fifty feet on any
street,
lane, court, square or public place within the city,
where there is any loot-way or sidewalk, shall, after
the ceasing to fall of any snow, it in the day time
within three hours, and if in the night time, before
ten of the clock of the Jorenoon succeeding, cause
such snow to be removed lrom such foot-way or sidewalk, and, in default thereof, shall forfeit and pay a
sum not less than two dollars, nor more than ten
dollars; and tor each and every hour thereafter that

—

dispose of the Stale

to

Agents. We have a
selling rapidly in other
MIDDDE STREET, before Jan. 23d.
janl8

ORDINANCES.

Attention is called to the following City Ordinances, which will be strictly enforcel:
Removing Snow from Sidewalks.

Concert
—

St

A. KEITH.

CITY ADVERTISEMENTS

EVBNING next. 22d iuat.
Subject,—Howto Speak ! Howto Write !
Doors open at 7 o’clock; Lecture will commence
precisely at 8. Clergymen, Teachers and the public

janlgdlw

TERMS $8.00 PER

THE

NASH,

saves

to

,

and author of “Seven Hour System” of
Grammar, will give a Public Lecture in the
Mechanic*’ Hall of this city, on MHNDAV

generally invited.

A. WHITNEY, No. 56 ExSt.
Upholstering of all kinda
order*

sample.

F. C.

“Boston” Gas Burner, the

from 15 to to per cent,
bills; territory free; send 50 tents for
“BOSTON” GAS BURNER CO.,
517 Washington St,, Boston.

gas

your

WM. A. OmiVCY, Room 11, Printers’
Exchange, No. Ill Exchange St.
SHALL Ac SMACK FORD, No. 35 Plum
Street.

THE MAINE STATE TRESS
at

to eell the
best in the world;
AGENTS
in

Book Binders.

Tc
ad-

_____

published every Thursday Morning
ye ir, if paid in advance at $2.00 a year.

Wanted.

nOYT & FOGG, No. 91 Middle Street.

INSURANCE.

BUSINESS CARDS.

_WANTS.

Booksellers and Stationers.

CO.,

MORNING, JANUARY 20, 1877.

PORTLAND, SATURDAY

Published every day (Sundays excepted) by tbe

PRESS.

some

ever

“The winged years that winnow praise and blame**.
The Centennial ode is less fortunate In treatment than the two poems which precedo it.
In
it the Massachusetts politician stifles the utterance of the national poet.
Mr. Lowell In
mounting his platform deserts for a while his
Parnassus. It must be this poem which has
suggested the propriety of dedicating the volume to the editor of the Nation newspaper.
It
may be allowable to speak here very briefly of
the apparent ambitions and faita accomplia of
that journal. It was prooosed to furnish ths
public with opinion ready made, to set npa
dictatorship similar to the Eoglish rale of the
Times, and Mr. Godkin—born in the pnrple of
an Olympian nom-de-plume,that with its pretty
Saxon diminutive implies the demi-deity, the
miniature Jove able and willing to wiell the
terrors of this reduced copy of the “Ihucdererer’s” bolts—was selected as its editor.
Great is the weight of disaffection, constant
ana

b;

all-embracing, especially when emphasized
so admirable a literary style as is his.

The criticisms of the Nation, political and literary, are of a discouraging and paralyzing
tendency; before its bar men and measure are
held guilty until proved innocent; and it, especially in literary matters, is too apt rather to
deal with technical imperfections than to give
oredit for high, if imperfectly fulfilled aims
and to appreciate the motives and tendencies
of an author. The Nation has acquired by its

persistent policy of non-admiration an absolute
influence over a certain class of readers—the
the timid, the dyspeptic, the disappointed in
politics, and above all the large class of men
who like their opinions ready-made, and believing honest expression to consist In nnlversal

condemnation, do not reflect how easy it is to
things should not be and how hard to
they should. These politicians are
Utopians; they blink in the “frank prose of
undissembling moa" and long that

say how
say how

“So would light, not reason’s sharp-edged ray,
Trance them in moonshine.”
Yet moonshine—poli tical or actual—is made of
uncertain light and sharp shadows. It is a
slantwise hold upon worth to dispraise whatever is.
It argues wisdom cheaply. Apprecia-

tion is the substance of which fault-finding is
the shadow. The really admirable qualities of
the
Nation are precisely those which its
policy has somewat masked—its fearlessness,
honesty and ths wide range of learning and
talent which its contributors represent. So far
a digression, suggested by the bints of political opinion that Mr. Lowell's Centennial ode
affords. In a literary point of view, the ode is
not nearly so fine as the parallel work of Mr.
Bayard Taylor. It has not the harmony and
strength of design, the flue metrical variety
and subtle music, or the tree, generous movement of that modrl of occasional verse; but II
contains many noble lines, much depth of
thought and full measure of emotion and vigorous impulse.
Some passages have a wide
sweep, a grand, unlimited flow, as of mighty
fast flowing waves, and one recognizes the
touch of the master. A floe sonnet which is
the envoi of the volume, attests the poet’s right
to sing in warning and in praise of his country
Yet let him have full faith in her futnre.be*
as he loves her, and trusting
to men who are working with her, than
to the political sect who stand aside with garments held away from the dust of her toil.

lievinginher
more

Troubadours asdTbouvxres. By Harriet W.
Preston. Boston: Roberts Brothers.
Portland:
*
Bailey & Noyes.
The essays which are comprised ia this vol-

have already appearod in the Atlantio
Monthly; and lose nothing of their freshness

ume

of interest in their reappearance in collective
form, but serve to support and illuminate each
other. The ejai saber, the glad spontaneous art
of the Troubadours, lrovatori, Minnesingers—
for they changed their name with their skies,
as do all birds of passage—was the beautiful
widespread beginning of all that is richest and
most musicai;iu modera poetry. With a native gift, inspiration of high deeds, beauty and
praise—what wonder that the wandering singer
often found chords^that are sweet in our ears
of

to-day.
Miss Preston's

familiarity with the Provencal, her great appreciation of the richness and
condensed force of its idiom, and her conscien
tious treatment in translation—give her work
its genuine worth and interest Her ;devotion
to the spirit and phrase of the original is
marked, bnt her tine taste and thoroughly easy
handling of her subject enable her to avoid
servility or stiffness. Her literary perception
is delicate, fine and bright; and the translator’s
task does not demand the highest degree of
fervor and impulse, so long as clear recognition
°f those qualities in the original ensures at
least intellectual sympathy with the latter.
Miss Preston's treatment of rhythm and rhyme
is exceedingly fine; and her sketches of the
existence and mode of thought of the Proven
oal poets give fascinating glimpses, and rare
wafts of purely poetic atmosphere. It is perhaps due to her emotion being rather of the

impulse and instinct that one
Dotes at times an arriere pensee of her audlence, a slight want of identification with
her
subjeot, a note of the nineteenth

brain than of

in accord
not
is
that
century
As
a
troubadours’ singing.

the

with

whole

“Troubadours and Trouveres'1 iB a fine, suggestive and beautiful work; and the hope which Is
held out of a future volume upon the progress
of poetic form, seems likely of realization from
the wealth of research which the present one
evidences Miss Preston to have made in one of
the fairest of literary fields.
Goethe’s West Easteely Divan.
Translated
with Introductory Notes, by John Weiss. Published by Roberts Brothers, Boston. For sale by
Loring, Short & Hannon.
Mr. Weiss’ talent, ingenious, agile and even
somewhat mystical, is precisely suited in his
present task of translating and commenting

upon this unique work of Goethe. It seems to
have been a deliberate design of the poet to seclude himself from the turmoil that Napoleon
created in Germany, to “orient himself’ that
his mind should not be confused by shifting
winds or stormy waves, and like the hero of an
Arabian tale imagine himself an Eastern potentate for the moment. He tunes the lute
and spills the wine of Hafiz very gracefully—
and yet he is none tbe|less Goethe. The grave

reflection, the serious poise and philosophic
gaze of the Mussulman are, as Mr. Weiss remarks, congenial to the German genius—but
the naive content, the drowsy acquiesence in
Fate and sudden instinctive rapture of the
sons of the morning side of the world aie not to
be reproduced in their full proportions by any
passion of the brain
process. The work

or

by any mental
isj Goethe’s— hut

evolved

is fine, it
and at times even grotesque. MrWeiss's translation is faithful and spirited;
bat sometimes, no doubt on account of the re.
quirements of metre, the phrases seem harsh
and too often involved and inverted.
It is
rather a German poem in English words, than

it is

cold,

English translation of a German poem.
The Wine-Blbber’s Temperance Society. Boston:
Dee & Sheppard. For sa'e by Dresser, McLellan

an

& Co.
This little volume is one of the best temperance traots ever published.
It is dedicated to
moderate drinkers, to bar-keepers, to total

abstinence men, in fact to the whole world, and
something of interest for all classes. Singularly enough nobody is abused, the intemperate course of zealots is deprecated, and the
argument in favor of temperance is calmly and
has

courteously stated.
pleasing account of

By the attraction of a
novel experiment tried by
moderate drinkers the reader is led along step
a

from which be will find no little difficulty in’:
extricating himself. The book is one to be
heartily commended for its (good purpose and
its evident power of working benefit.

Sews and Other Items.
A French woman has bequeathed $17,000 to
Marseilles for a horse and dog hospital.
Over 21 million feet of lumber were shipped
from Ottawa, Canada to tbe United States, last
year.
Tbe 80-ton gon which tbe British ordnance
department has been testing now for some
months has cracked its inner lining of steel,
tbe outer coils of wrought iron still

although

hold.
Gov. Hendricks’ last official act was to pardon Buck McKinney, au old schoolmate, who
had served twenty years of a life sentence for
firing a pistol at one man and killing another.
Brigham Yeung is still “bucking” against the
court’s decree in favor of Ann Eliza’s alimony.
He now tells his Mormon tenants, whose rents
have been sequestrated injbehalf of tbe divorced

wife,

that they mnst pay the money to him or
he will sue them, while there is the implied
threat of chnrchly excommunication if they
dare to disobey his behest.
The border Mexicans are terribly excited over
the threatened invasion from California, and
propose to resist to the bitter end. Meantime
the expedition grows daily, and some think it
possible that the deposed president, Lerdo, will

BY TELEGRAPH.

FIFTY-SIXTH

morejand mote nn_
der the rale of the “hoodlums.” Unoffending
Chinamen are constantly maltreated in broad
daylight on the crowded streets, and;no|arrests
is the invariable record.
A new source of arsenic

poisoning

has
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Friday,
Ilcnriug

the

on

Law—Keporis

dame

of

1'omuiittceB—Portland limber Coininis-

persons.
The Salt Lake papers have the story of the
bared by a snow avalanche of a party of miners
in a Utah canon. The cabin was covered 300
feei deep, and four meo, a woman and a child

lay wedged.uuder

the crashed roof six days before the rescue came, and then only two were
foL-nn

nlinn

nnt

V.,1

nnn

__

f_

inmgled suffering and excitement.
The British admiralty has been made the
victim of

telegram

an; extraordinary
wag sent

hoax. A fictitious
about six weeks ago to the

Port Admiral at Cork, ordering the gunboat
Goshawk to proceed at once to Gibraltar. The
termB iu which this telegram was couched was
such as to leave no donbt of its being genuine;
the number of the crew and the amonnt of coal
were duly detailed, and io less than
twentyfour hours after the receipt of the orders the
Goshawk steamed out of the Cove of Cork,
leaving the fisheries, which were under her
care, entirely defenseless. Fortunately, a genuine admiralty telegram asking if the Goshawk
had sailed for Galway, aroused the

suspicious

of the authorities at Cork, and the hoax was
discovered.
Telegrams were instantly dispatched to all the ports on the way, and one of
them reached the captain of the vessel in

Vigo

Bay, where he had taken refuge during a gale
The vessel returned to her berth at Cork on
Dec.

30th._
Books

Becieved.

Mad World and Its Inhabitants.
By
Julius Chambers. Cloth, 226 pp. New York:
D. Appleton & Co. Portland: Bailey & Noyes.

A

Inventional Geometry: A Series of Problems
intended to familiarize the Pupil with Geometrical
Conceptions, and to excise his inventive faculty.
By William George Spencer. With a prefatory
-note by Herbert Spencer. One of the “Sc ience
Primers.” Cloth, 91pp. New York: D. Appleton
& Co. Portland: Bailey & Noyes.
Lessons of a Century.
1876. Paper, 64 pp.

the markets of other states, which preserve the
game iu their own limits by stringent laws,
were very interesting and produced a marked
effect on the committee. His position that all
game is owned by the state and its disposal Is
matter for state law was favorably received.
Further healing will he given next Friday,
The committee will probably report against the

a

repeal.
The same committee will report for

peal of the bounty

ou

the

hears; adversely

on

re-

the

requiring selectmen to keep the list of
persons moving in and out of their towns with

bill

place of residence; on hill abolishing
imprisonment for debt; favorably on the bill
legalizing the Biidgton Centre Village Corpora-

the last

tion.
The Committee on Fisheries will report a
bill to codify the laws relating to fisheries with
a commission to consist of five
persons, without pay, to report to the next legislature; also
a bill to prevent the killing of seal in Casco

Bay.
The Railroad Committee voted to report a
hill for the extension of the Somerset railroad,
to prevent loitering about railroads and to disallow new railroad corporations organized under the general railroad law, to build a road
within ten miles of a road running in the same
direction without; permission of the legislalure.

Next Wednesday a hearing will be given on
the bill exempting from taxes water corporations that furnish water free of cost for the extinguishment of tires; act relating to Harbor
Commissioners of Portland and Calais court
P.
bill.
[To the Associated Press.]
Association for the Preservation of Fish.
The annual meeting of the Maine State Association for the Preservation of Fish was held
A good
at the Augusta House this evening.
number of members were present and much
interest was manifested in the objects of the
association. The following officers for the en-

suing year were elected;
President—W. S. Badger, Augusta.
Vice President—C. B. Hazeltine, Belfast.
Treasurer and

Secretary—J.

Clapp,

W.

Au-

gusta.
Executive Committee—J. H. Kimball of
Bath, Mannaseh Smith of Portland, Samuel
E. Smith of Wiscasset.
The secretary was instructed to procure a
change in the charter so as to include the protection of game within the scope of the soci-

ty.
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lean Notes by Charles Dickens. Household Edi
tlon. Cloth, 383 pp., illustratedjby Thomas Nast
and Arthur B. Frost, New York: Harper &
Brothers. Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon.
Kismet. One of tho “No Name Series.” Clotli.
338 pp,, price $1.
Boston: Roberts
Brothers,
Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon,
Bears of Thought an ttacred Thiugs* By
Jams* Martineau, L. L. D., D. D., author of “Endeavors after the Christian Life,” &c. Cloth, 344
PP price $1.50. Boston: Roberts Brothers, Portland : Lonng, Short & Harmon.

The first of a series of legislative sociables
held at the Augusta House this eveuing.
Governor and Mrs. Connor, members of the
state government and legislature and promiwas

nent citizens, were present.
Sudden Death.
John Heath, a prominent citizen
son, died very suddenly

of

Jeffer-

818,000.
_

■Tbomas Langford, a silversmith or Prevlldeuce, committed suicide yesterday .by taking
strychnine.

Orders passed.— Directing inquiry into expeof repealing sec. 31, chap. 86, R. S., relating to diFClosures of trustees
Bills, petitions, etc:, presented and referred.—
Petition of Brldgton for prevention of pool
selling in certain places; bill an act to amend
R. S., relating to railroads;
sec. 71, chap 51

diency

also amendment of aot providing for loan of
credit of Bangor in aid of construction of Bangor and Piscataquis Railroad Company; bill
act to amend sec. 10, chap. 77, ReS., relating
to powers of Supreme Judicial Court; petition
for revival of Trustees of Parsonage Funds in
Bucksport, with bill.
The Committee on Financial Affairs
the accounts of the Treasurer's office

reported
properly
his reports presented to

cas', and agreeing with
The amount of cash on hand
the Legislature.
Dec. 31, 1876, is $394,422.27; of this. $1,042 is
in bank bills, $300 in specie, and $85.24 in scrip,
and $248 709 50 deposited in National banks in
this State, and $144 225 53 in the Suffolk Na"
tional Bank, Boston, their respective cashiers

certifying to the amounts in each.
The bonds and coupons paid during the past
year. $30,000, being the amount of the public
debt fully due that year, and registered bonds
surrendered to holders, $92,000; like amount
being reissued to other parties; coupon bonds
received in exchange for registered bonds,
$95,000; and coupons amounting to $271,246
being the amount paid for interest during the
year 1876, exclusive of $87,030 paid on registered bonds we have destroyed by burning and
made the record of the fact.
The committee reported adversely on giving
lot of land to B. B Byron, and favorably on

memorial of city of Portland relating to damage in consequence of defective highways (bill

reported.)
A bill was reported entitled “Act to abolish
Highway Tax.’’
Laid on the table.—Order referring the question to Supreme Judicial Court as to whether
the Legislature has the right to prohibit sendlut;

U1

UUII U1

UODl

IUO

BO

CA^ItCCOC

A

IU

chap. 106, public laws 1876
HOUSE.

Mr. Cleaves Speaker pro tem.
Eev. Mr. Quinby of Augusta.

Papers

from the Senate

Prayer by

disposed

of

in con-

currence.

reported favorably

Committees

act to

on

amend Sec. 8 Chap. 86 E. S., making foreign

corporations subject to trustee process; act in
relation to executions npon a judgment render,
ed in default of an absent defendant, making
them valid without deposit of the bond specified in Secs, 4 and 5 Ch ap. 82 E. S.; act to
repeal Chap. 146 Public Laws of 1876 relating
to ways and revive the provisions of Sec. 39
18 E. S.; act to amend Seo. 56 Chap. 6l
E. S. and additional to Chap. 122 Public Laws
of 1876; act to amend Sec. 18 Chap, jil E. S.
relating to scrvice_on corporations in civil ac"
tions; act additional providing that when any

Chap.

meeting of stockholders
against.them

to-day.

MAINE

may vote to dissolve a
bill in equity may be filed
for said dissolution by any officer

a

creditor, and giving the Supreme Judicial
Ceurt the power to appoint a receiver and issue
injunctions; bill to amend the charter of Penobscot Log Driving Company; petition of Isaac

Chap.

ment of Sec. 8

a new

86 E. S.

draft, amend-

relating to trustee

colnville lost his house

fire

all

the Press.]
Fire iu Lincolnville.
Rockland, Jan. 19.—Emery Marcus of Linto

and outbuildings by
few nights since. Loss $1300; uninsured.
[To the Associated Press.]

a

Biddeford Defaulter.

A

Biddeford, Jan. 19.—Will A. Woods, a
yonng man well known thronghout the state
in military circles, late Inspector General,
G. A. R., of Maine, Treasurer of Post Sheridan, G. A. R, of this city, and manager of the
Truckmen’s Express, has cleared out, taking
with him $300 of the Express Company’s
money and from $500 to $800 belonging to the
relief

fund of

Post

Sheridan.

Woods tele-

graphed to his wife to day his whereabouts,
but the police are unable to ascertain where
be is.

ed ta Philadelphia. Evidence of further crookedoess is coming to light.
Fire in Ymk,
The dwelling of Theodore Johnson of York,
with its entire contents, was destroyed ThursJohnson and family barely esday morning.
caped in their night clothes. The house, which
well

was

furnished,

w»s

a

total loss.

No in-

Defective flue was the cause.
Court Matters.
Saco, Jan. 19,—In the Supreme Court James
Quinby for larceny from the Eastern Railroad,
surance.

was
on.

sentenced to eighteen months in state prisW.lliam Herbert, for being common sell-

er and keeping a drinking house, was fined $200
and costs, or five mouths in jail.
Horace B. Lord was divorced from Nellie K.
Lord, James Jones, 2d, from Eliza Jones.
On trial, case of O. B. Dolliff vs. Boston &
Maine Railroad.
Ten cases were taken from the docket and re-

ferred,

bridges costing over $400.
Petitions, Bills, etc, Presented and Referred—

Petition of the citizens of Ellsworth in relation
to close time for trout fishiug; of tbe oitizens of
Franklin in relation to same; of certain citizens of Lisbon for modification of the trustee
process; bill, an act in relation to the equity
process of Supreme Judicial Court (amends
Chap. 101 Public Laws of 1876 by adding at tbe
end ‘‘and any property or interest conveyed in
fraud of creditors”).
Some petitions for new legislation were preferred and were assigned over to the next legislature under the rule prohibiting the introduction of such petitions after the 18ch inst., the
that petitions and orders relatbusiness should be excluded, and
ing
only bi'ls and resolves be admitted.
Orders Passed—That the use of Eepreseutatives Hall be tendered to Hon. Neal JJow ot
Portland, on Monday evening next, for ihe delivery of his lecture entitled “England aud the
English”; that all netitions, orders, Sc., in relation to the game laws of this state be reftrred
to the Committee on Legal Affairs.
Read and Assigned for Wednesday—Resolve
for the purchase 01 Maine State Year Book.

Speaker ruling
to

His
Woods leaves behind a wife and child.
wife is a most excellent lady and bas the sympathy of the community. Woods has been trac-

the

being the case of
Lowell, administrator, which was

new

Passed to be Etigrossed—Amendment to Chap.
263 Special Laws of 1876; act to set off certain
inhabitants from Bridgton Centre Village corporation; act to increase the criminal junsdic
tion of the Supreme Judicial C urt of Sagadahoc; act incorporating the Jersey Stock Association.
The act for the protection of certain fish in
on its passage to be engrossed, was
ordered to lie on the table.
The third reading of the hill relating to the
revision and consolidation of the laws relatiog
to savings banks was assigned to Tuesday at 11

Standish,

a. m.

NEW

.

YORK,
f

most important

Jordan vs.
referred to Hon. William 6. Barrows of Brunswick.
Deputy Warden Rice took to the State Prison a batch of seven convicts today.
Reform Club Convention.
Gardiner, Jan. 19.—The 5th anniversary of
the Gardiner Reform Club was observed here

Sixteen clubs from different parts of
the state were represented, Several well known
temperance men were present, among whom

today.

Joshua Nye aud Camp-meeting John AlMuch Interest was manifested, and Johnson Hall was filled to overflowing.
are

len.

MARINE NEWS.
[Special to Press.l
Missing Schooner.
Jan. 19. -The schooner Jennie
Crocker from Hoboken, coal laden, for Provi"
deace, has not been heard from for forty-five
days. It is feared she is lost. She is owned by
M.
parties in Northport.
[By Associated Press ]
The Missing Steamer Ceorge Cromwell.
Halifax, Jan 19.—The cabin passengers of
the missing steamer George Cromwell, hence
for St. Johns, N. F., areF. N. Jordan, W. N.
Roper and Charles E. Lyler. There are only
two or turee

steerage passengers,
are unknown.
E. 15. Bacon was

wnose

names

her captain,
Mr. Corkuw her first officer, Mr. Bacon, a
brother of the captain, second officer, and a son
of the captain was steward. Crew numbered
abouj twenty, and all belonged to New York,
from whence the vessel balled.
It is possible
she became disabled and was driven to the
West Indies.

NEW HAMPSHIRE.
Held for Arson.
Jan. 19.—The examination of
Munroe Dickey, charged with firing the Congregational and Unitarian chinches here, concluded to-day. The prisoner was held in $5000
for trial.

Laconia,

SENATORIAL

ELECTIONS.

Elected in JHatsachusells.l
Boston, Jan. It).—The fifth joint ballot for
U. S. Senator gave Hoar 140 votes, Abbott 02,
Boutwell 47, Bice 19, Bullock 2, Seel.ve 1, Chadbourne 1, aud Hoar was elected by 7 majority.
The following despatch was received tonight:
Washington. Jan. 19.
Hoii. Stephen H. Allen, of the Massachusetts
Senate:
My Dear Sir—I desire though you to express
my deep and earnest gratitude to the gentleSeunte and House of Kepreeeutamen of the
tives for the support 1 have received, aud to
assure them that the recollections of their devotion will ever remain among the most pleasant memories of my life. •
Geo. S. Boutwell.
^Signed,)
Niitl Voting in Illinois.
Spbingeield, Jan. 19.—Thirteenth ballot for
U. S. Senator
today, Logan 99, Palmer 80, Anderson 9, Davis 4, Haines 2. Parish 1; whole
vote 204; necessary to a choice 103.
Abe 17th ballot resulted, Logan 99, Palmer
89, Audersou 13. Haynes 2, Parish 1.
The Tennessee Contest Over.
Nashville, Tenu., Jan. 19.—James E. Bailey was today elected U. S. Senator for a short
term on the 73d ballot. The vote stood. Bailev
y
55, Key 38, Bates 7.
The engine house on on the Pennsylvania
Coal Company’s gravity railroad, about seven
miles above Scranton, in the Moosac mountains, was burned at noon yesterday. It is repoited that a young man named Dounelly was
burned to death.
About 1 o’clock yesterday morning a row of
wooden buildings in the town of Prescott,Ark.,
were burned. Loss £17,000,

Bogy.
Pending tbe discussion Mr. Windom from
tbe conference committee on the bill making
appropriation to supply certain deficiencies in
the contingent fund of the House of Representatives, made a report, which was agreed to.
Tbe report as agreed upon appropriates 840,000

for transportation of government notes, bonds.
etc., §24,000 for investigating committees of theHouse of Representatives, and 825,000 for the
investigations now being conducted by the Committee on the Privileges and Elections of the
Senate.
The Senate then went into executive session
and when the doors were reopened adjourned.
HOUSE.
Mr. Huntou’s resolution discharging Orton,
President of the telegraph company, from the
custody of the sergeant-at-arms, was adopted
without division.
J. Madison Wells and Thomas C. Anderson
were before the bar of the House in custody of
the sergeant-of-arms to answer for contempt of
the House.
Witnesses having answered to
questions propounded to them by the Speaker
that they would prefer to postpone their furtli
er answers until the two other members of the
Louisiana returning board shall arrive in
Washington. The matter was referred to the
Judiciary Committee.
Mr. Ellis of La., offered a resolution calling
on the President for information in
regard to
the rival governments in Louisiana.
Re-

ferred.

Mr. Foster of Ohio, submitted a report of the
conference Committee on the bill to supply the
deficiency in the contingent fund on the Honse
and it was agreed to.
Mr. Holman of Ind., from the Appropriation
committee, reported the legislative, executive
aud judicial appropriation bill and it was made
the special order for Tuesday next.
Adjourned till to-morrow.

or

state of money lost in transition; petition of
W. W. Walker for reimbursement of certain
money; petition of David New begin for change
of law so that counties shall be obliged to build

[Special

The Herald says, “We have stroDg confidence
that the judicious plan of the joint committee
ffor counting the electoral Votes will be endorsed
tby the American people.”

Washington. Jan 10.
Mr. Cameron presented resolution adopted by
*;he Pennsylvania Legislature, declaring tbe
will of the people in the election of President
(ml Vice President can only be declared in the
1manner prescribed by tbe Constitution, and denouncing any threats of violence or attempt to
east out electoral yote of any state by either
]House of Congress.
Tbe House bill making appropriations for
1consular and diplomatic service of government
for tbe year ending June 30, 1878, was taken
Several amendments were reported by the
up
Committee on Appropriations agreed to and
the bill was passed without discussion.
Motion to adjourn over today till Monday was
withdrawn wbeu the mover learned that Mr.
Edmunds intended to call up the compromise
bill for action tomorrow.
Mr. Hamlin presented tbe credentials of Jas.
G Elaine, elected United States Senator from
Maiue, to till the vacancy caused by the resignation of Lot M. Morrill, and also credentials
of Mr. Elaine, elected U. S. Senator from that
state for six years from March 1,1877, both of
which were read and placed on file.
Mr. West from the Committee on Railroads,
reported with amendments Senate bill (recently
introduced by Mr. Gordon,) to create a sinking
fund for tho liquidation ol government bonds
to tbe Central Pacific Railroad Company of
California, tbe Western Pacific Railroad Company and the Union Pacific Railroad Company
under the act of July 1, 1862, and acts amendatory thereof, and for tbe settlement of claims
of the government on account of said bonds.
Placed on tbe calendar.
Resolution of Mr. Wallace relative to the
count of electoral vote was taken up.
During the debate on Louisiana affairs Mr.
Bogy said that the character of Mr. Packard in
New Orleans was that of an infamous robber.
Great applause folluwed in tbe gallery on the
right of the chair, and on motion of Mr. Edmunds the Sergeant-at-Arms was directed to
clear tbe galleries on tbe right or the chamber.
Tbe order was executed immediately, and the
galleries designated were cleared without any
trouble.
Messrs. Sherman and Morton replied to Mr.

processes.
Committees reported adversely on petition of
H. F. Evans for lot of land; order relating to
marriage and its solemnization; petition of the
town of Topsfield for reimbursement by the

Hoar

Orphaa Asylum Burned.
St. Louis, Jan. 29.—The German Protestant
Orphan Asylum, situated 10 miles from this
City, was burned last night. All the children
were safely taken from tbe buiidiDg
excepting
Eugene Lang, six years old, who perished iu
thn flames. Loss not ascertained, lusured for

of in concurrence.

Varney for lot of land; in

MISSISSIPPI ELECTION.
Washington, Jan. 19.—The Senate committe® on privileges and elections
to-day continued
the taking of
testimony i“ relation to the conduct of the election in
Mississippi.
Mr. Merriam L. Howard
(colored) testified to
numerous instances in which intimidation had
been used to prevent colored
Republicans holding political meetings, aad threats made upon
their hves by armed Democrats. Witoess
left
Mississippi four days before the last election as
he considered his life in danger.
Mr. Richards (colored), lawyer from Claiborne
county, testified that fully one-third of the voters in Claiborne county were
denied registration by fraudulent means, tbe Republicans of
that county being thoroughly intimidated.
W. D. Gibbs, a lawyer from Yazoo county,
testified that he was a candidate for presidential elector at the late election in Mississippi on
the Democratic ticket. He canvassed ten counties, making political speeches in them all. He
claimed that tbe great ebauge in the vote of
Mississippi since 1872 was caused by a change
of political sentiment
amougtbe colored voters.
He had heard that iotimidation bad been resorted to in that state to influence
voters, but
never saw anything of the kind himself.

disposed

House papers

corporation,

Legislative Sociable.

Rockland,

Prom Dreams to Waking. A Novel.
By E.
Lynn Linton, author “Sowing the Wind,” &c.
52
25cents.
New
Paper, pp., price
York: Harper
& Brothers. Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon.

Mr. Kyes in the chair.
Prayer by Rev. Mr. Drew, of Augusta.

referred.

[Special to the Press.
Augusta, Jan. 19.
The Committee on Legal Affairs gave a
bearing to-day on the game law, Senator BragManasdou appearing in favor of the repeal.
seh Smith of tlis International Association lor
the Protection of Fish, was present and argued
against the repeal. His statistics showing the
vast destruction of game in Maine to supply

For the 4th of July,

Peter, the Apostle. By the Eev, William M.
Taylor. D. D., author of “David,t King of Israel,” &c. Clo(;b, 371 pp. New York: Harper &
Brothers. Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon.
The Duchess of Rosemary Lane. A Novel.
By B. L. Farjeon, author of “Blade O’ Grass” &c.
Paper, 147 pp., price 75 cents. New York: Harper & Brothers. Portland: Loring, Short & Har-

19,1877.

Jau.

Annual report of State College received and

aiom r«, etc.

been

detected at Paris, in the case of a lady who was
made chronically ill by the nse of the brilliant
white candles in vogne there. These had been
strongly impregnated with arsenic during the
bleaohing process, and this was volatilized by
the burning of the candle.
A wager has been made in England which
Ear1
may have some political significance.
Dudley, who is GO years old, has offered $25,000
to $25 that the son of Napoleon III. will be officially proclaimed emperor of France daring tbe
earl’s lifetime
The odds were at once accept,
ed by the Prince of Wales and by three other

SENATE.

[Specialto Press.)

join

it at San Francisco.
San Francisco is coming

iForty-Fourth Congress—Second Session.

LEGISLATURE,

heap Transportation.
New York, Jan. 19 —A conference of committee from the Chamber of Commerce, the
Produce Exchange, the Cheap Transportation
Association and the Importers’ and Grocers’
Board of Trade met today to consider the
freight tariff. A committee of four was appointed to consider the whole subject and report at a future meeting.
The Brooklyn Calamity.
It has been determined to reopen the inquest
touching the Brooklyn theatre calamity. It is
said that some new evidence of importance has
been discovered.
Another Ashtabula Victim.
Mr. Carter, who was injured at the Ashtabula disaster, and who subsequently argued a case
in a Western city and returned home to Brooklyn. was found by his family physician to be
suffering from injury to the spine, and last
night was not expected to live.
Veteran Beform Association.
A convention of the Union Veteran Reform
Association was held at the Westmoreland Hotel, this city, on the 17th and 18th inst. All
the Northern states except Rhode Island and
Oregon were represented. Reports of committees shewed a membership of 180,000 exclusively of Union Veterans, and that large numbers
were daily joining in all portions of the counC

try.

The Union Trust Company Forgery.
the New street broker,
has been arrested on a charge of complicity in

George L. Maxwell,

the fnr^erv nf $64,000

nn

the Union Trust. Cn

The Times Sued for Libel.
William F. Smith, Joel B. Echart, Dewitt C.
Wheeler and Sidney P. Nichole, police commissioners of this city, served today on the publishers of the New York Times, their complaints in the suits for alleged libellous publication on the 11th inst., in which statements were
made reflecting on the manner in which the
work of clearing the streets of snow had been
Each of the commissioners estineglected.
mates the damage ta him to be §10,000, tor
which a suit is to be brought.
Fire—Loss 8100,€00,
About 8 o’clock tonight fire broke out in William Heath’s fur and Rtraw hat factory, corner
Hall street aud Park Avenue, Brooklyn. Damage to store, machinery, building and toad-.
joining residences estimated at §100,000.
The Vale Alumni.
The Yale Alnmni Association held their annual meeting and banquet tonight, Albert Matthews presiding.
Addresses were made by
Prof Sumner of Yale, aud Gen. Jackson. William M. Evarts was elected Presidcut for 1877.
Various Mullers.
Lawrence Jerome, August Belmont and John
G. Herkshiner were before the grand jurv today in relation to the May-Bennett duel.
The Post says the election of Hoar is an honor to Massachusetts.
Jacob W. Picdets, who shot his wife in the
chees on 9th avenue, was sentenced to eight
years in state prison today.
The Tribune has a note on which it calls unimpeachable authority, which says that the second of May io the late duel states that the latter was not wouDded or touched by the one
shot exchanged, and that the affair terminated
by the parly seeking satisfaction declaring
himself satisfied.
Dr. McManus is in Kaymond striet jail for
perjury yesterday in a divorce case.
Horace E. Brown, charged with passing a
forged check on the Union Trust Company,
was arraigned at tile Tombs Police Court this
afternoon, and was held in §10,000 bail to await
the action of the grand jury.
Rurial of Ibc Ashtabula Victims.

Ashtabula, Jau. 19.—The funeral service of
the unidentified dead took place to day, nineteen bodies being lowered into a grave at
Chestnut Grove Cemetery. General funeral
services were held at the Methodist Episcopal
church at 12 30 o’clock and an Episcopal serThe
vice at St. Peter’s at 2 o’clock p. m.
clergy of Ashtabula, assisted by two Episcopal
ministers from Ciet eland, held joint services
Three
with the Masonic order at tbe grove
bodies still remain in tbe vault in the hope that
friends may yet lie able to identify them by
pieces of clothing clinging to them.

WASHINGTON.
The Western Union Succumbs.
Jan. 19.—The Committee on
the Powers, Privileges and Duties of the House
met this morning, when the members of the
executive committee of the Western Union
Telegraph Company appeared in answer to the
subpoena of the House. The couusel of the
company read a paper signed by Mr. Orton to
the effect that the company, in view of all the
circumstances, think it would not be right longer to postpone compliance with the subpoena.
A sub-committee was authorized to receive the
telegrams. The executive committee was then
discharged. Two telegraph officials from Augusta, G-a., and Tullobossee, Term., were examined but could recollect no telegrams prom-

Washington,

ising troops.

Tbe Oregon Fraud.
Pelton testified before Committee ou Elections this morning. He did not recollect telegraphing Senator Kelly the 8th of November
last that Tilden must have one electoral vote
from Oregon, and that Kelly would be depended
upon to see that be obtained it, while he
(Pelton) would furnish the means necessary for
procuring the same.
Augustus Wheeler, manager oPrhe Western
Union Telegraph oflice.at Salem, Oregon, arrived here to give testimony relative to any
telegrams which may have passed iu connection
with the Watts electoral case.
The Pacific Railroad Funding Rill.
The Senate Railroad Committee have had
under consideration to-day Gordon’s bill lor settlement of the treasury accouuts with the Pacific Railroad, and have so amended it as to
A---i---

ouce, with a million dollars paid io, and not
less than S759,000 annually until the whole
amount is paid, with interest at six percent.
This plan requires companies to commence pay
ing bonds twenty-two years before the average
date of maturity; under the supreme court decision extending the time twelve years beyond
the maturity ot the last issued bonds. This is
an all money settlement, which restores to tlie
treasury every dollar it has paid or may hereafter pay out, aod it is uoderstood will be preseuted by tbo comm’ttee io place of the land
and money proposition heretofore reported. It
is not known whether the railroad companies
will accept the plaD, as they hold that, under
the law, they are entitled to the whole thirty
years time of bonds in which to meet them.
Members of the committee say they might accept this settlement in its present shape as the
best they can obtain from this Congress,
measures to Collect the Revenue in Southern States.
The Commissioner of Internal Revenue has
called the attention of the Secretary of the
Treasury to the increase of frauds upon the
revenue by illicit distillation of spirits, and to
the difficulty of enforcing the internal revenue
laws in several of the Southern states. His letter was made the subject of consideration at
the Cabinet meeting today, having been presented by the Secretary of the Treasury and received the following endorsements:
Referred to the Secretary of War, who will
please have the commanders of troops in the
states referred to, instructed to give all aid necessary to enable revenue officers to perform
their duties and to arrest the violators of the
revenue laws.
U. S. Grant.
(Signed,
Respectfully referred to the General of the
Army, who will issue such instructions to the
commander of the Department of the South as
will carry out the purpose of the President’s
endorsement.
J. D. Cameron,
(Signed.)
Secretary of War.

January 19,1877.

Washington Opinion.
The plan of the joint committee for determiaation of the Presidential question continues
to be the prominent theme of conversation in
all quarters. Apart from the gentlemen composing the committee, the plan is not enthusiastically received, though a number of members say they will vote for it as a seeming
necessity; while others do not appear to have
made up their minds on the subject, wishing

Mr. Morton will not Oppose the Bill.
Mr. Morton has stated to one of the House
1
members of the committee that, although be
the report, ho will probably say
tdid not sign
nothing in the Senate to oppose the passage of
bill.
t
the
Another Dissentient.
Ex-Gov. Dix.in a letter,says that all schemes
Ito take away the count of the electoral vote
\from the President of the Senate are unconstitutional and revolutionary.
Action of the Connei ticut Senate.
The- Senate to-day
Hartford, Jan. 19
passed a resolution endorsing the plan proposed
the
lor settling the
committee
Congressional
by
Presidential question, and requesting the Connecticut Senators and Representatives to support the plan in Congress. The House made
the resolution a special order for next Wed-

GERMANV.
The Rinderpest.
London, Jan. 19.—Additional stringent regulations are issued concerning the importation
of cattle, sheep and goats from Germany,
France and Belgium in consequence of the
fresh outbreak ot the rinderpes'.
Denmark and the Netherlands also have been
notified that they will be included in these restrictions unless the importation and transit of
German beasts is prohibited.
A Berlin telegram says the outbreak of the
rinderpest in Germany is officially confirmed.
Necessary measures have been taken to prevent its spreading.

subject

of frauds upon
Southern States.

the

revenue

In

Not much of Note*
New Orleans, Jan. 19.—The Republican
legislature bas expelled Albert Estopial who
joined the Democrats.
One ballot for Senator was had with no
choice.
The House passed a bill appropriating §150,000 for per diem, miieage and expenses of the

General Assembly.

THE PRESIDENCY.
General Grant's Opinion of ihc Compromise.
Washington, Jan. 19—The President, in
conversation with a friend on the proposed
electoral compromise, said he had not yet bad
time to examine the bill carefully and critically, but on general principles he approved of
a measure ot the character
described, and if
not objectionable in detail, or if it did not contain provisions at variance with the
spirit and
letter ol the constitution, he would accord to it
h;s prompt approval. He is much
encouraged
by tbe prospect of a peaceful solution of the
difficulty. The couutiy, he said, is now in condition to {begin a period of unexampled
prosperity, founded on correct principles of business and a proper standard of value, and all
that is wanting is an amicable and satisfactory
settlement of the Presidential question.
The New York Press on the Electoral
Bill.
New York, JaD. 19.—Tbe Times says the
electoral compromise is an abandonment of tbe
Dosition which tbe Republicans are entitled to
bold.
Tbe Bulletin, speaking for business, favors
the bill, and says that merchants, business
meu and tbe industrial classes, should let our
legislator bear from them, and that the country does not belong exclusively to tbe politicians.
Tbe World holds that tlie power to count tbe
electoral votes inheres in the House, and, holding such views, cannot reconcile them with the

Compromise proposed.

Meats

are

The Itepuhlique Francaise publishes a letter
which states that the work ou the fortifications
at Metz and Strasbourg is being pushed forward to completion with the utmost haste, and
The
great stores of provisions are arriving.
Temps, however, discredits the alarmist inferences which the Itepuhlique seeks to draw.
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mid,t.

for New ISugland,
and low barometer, increasing S. W. to
S. E. winds, and warmer, cloudy, followed by
stormy weather with rain.

Cautionary signals continue at Milwaukee
and Grand Havep, and are ordered from New

York to Boston.
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Market.
Brokers’ Board, Jan. 19.]
2 Boston & Maine Railroad. 99}
Boston Ntock

[Sales

at the

New York Stock and Money Market*
New York, Jan 19.—Evening—Money easy at 4
@ 5 per cent, on call, loaning down to 5 per cent, at
the close. Sterling Exchange dull and steady at 483
GO days and 4844 @ 485 for demand.
@ 4834
Imports of drygoods for the week were §1,835,140;
amount marketed §1,870,923.
Gold firm, with all sales at 10G} @ 1064, the latter
being the closing rate The carrying rates were 5 to
2 percent. The clearances were §25,700,000. The
customs receipts to day were §185.000. Treasury
disbursemens §96,000 for interest and §195,000 lor
bonds. Specie shipped East from San Francisco for

1

fifteen days, ending yesterday, §440,973, of which
§420,000 was gold coin and the remainder gold bars.
Governments strong. Railroad mortgages at full
prices.

The following were the closing quotations of Government securities:
United States 6s, 1881, coup.114.J
United States 5-20’s 1865, old.1094
United States 5-20’s,1865, new.1
United States 5-20’s,

loj
1867.113{

United States 5-20*8, 1868 .116j
United States news’s,.1124
United States 10-40s, coup.1134
Currency 6’s..123
United States new 4Js.
108J
The following were the closing quotations of
Stocks:
Western Union Telegraph Co,.*..!,76
Pacific Mail.
25
New York Central & Hudson R R.
102
Erie.
9|
Erie preierred....v. 17j

MichiganJCentral.4gi
Panama...1224
Union Pacific Stock, ex.
60
Lake Shore.
554
.....

Illinois Central.
Pittsburg R.
Chicago & Northwestern.
Chicago <& Northwestern preferred ex.
New Jcrsey Central.
Rock Island.*.
St.Paul.
..
St. Paul preferred.
Ohio & Mississippi.
....

Delaware & Lackawanna.
Atlantic & Pacific Telegraph.
Missouri Pacific.

56}
92
36

56}
344

U
is

484
6}

743
164

Domestic Markets.
New York. January 19—Evening.—Cotton market
is firmer; quotations are unchanged; sales ot 1105
bales; ordinary uplands. Alabama, New Orleans and
Texas at 11}; ordinary stained at 11;
middling uplands 12}; do Alabama at 13}: do New Orleans
and Texas at 13 7-16; do stained 12}: delivered on
contract 9G0 bales; futures—moderate
business,
closing firm at 1-16 @ |c advance. Flour—receipts
9291 bbls; tbe market is without decided
change with
limited export and home trade demand, sales of
10,300 bbls; No 2 at 4 60 @ 5 65; Superfine Western
and State at 5 75 @ 6 00; extra Western and Slate
at 6 10 @ 6 15; good to choice Western and State
at 620@ 6 30; White
Wheat Western extra at
6 55 @ 7 80; Fancy White Wheat Western at 7 85 to
9 00; extra Ohio at 6 10 @ 8 00; extra St Louis at 6 10
@ 9 25; Patent Minnesota extra at 7 85 @ 8 75; choice
at 8 80 @ 10 00; Southern flour at 6 10 to 9 25.
Rye
flour steady at 4 50 @ 5 20 for Superfine.
Cornmeal

is

steady

at 2 85

@ 5 60.

Wheat—receipts

5600

bush;

the market is a shade firmer with a limited export
and milling demand; sales 43,000 bush ; 110 to 1 34
lor
ungraded Spring; 1 40 for No 3 Milwaukee in
store; 150 for Winter Red Western in store; No 2
Chicago nominal at 1 45; No 2 Milwaukee at 1 47 bid
and held at 1 48 @ x 50. Rye is quiet.
Barley is firm
with fair maltiDg demand; 28,000 bush at
51c|tor
ieed barley; 72}c lor choice two-rowed State; about
85 bush choice six-rowed at 112
for#Nol Canada.

Barley Malt is quiet and steady. Corn—receipts of
18,292 bush; the market is heavy; new is }@3c
better with only a light trade lor export and l.ome
use; sales of 34.000 bush; 60c for ungraded new
Western Mixed on track; 61 @
for new no
6l}c

grade
Mixed; 61}@ 61Jc for new steamer Mixed; 61} @ 62c
for new steamer
Yellow, all closing at inside figures;
?°r 0V* Western Mixed. Oat ^receipts of
PVaTTv
9100 bush; the market is dull, without decided
change; sales 27,000 bush; 43@ 55c for Mixed Western and State;
46@55}c for White Western and
State, including rejected at 43 @ 434c; New York
New \ork No3 White at 47c; No 2 Chicago afloat at
47c; Mixed Western 43 to 47c; White do 46 to 48c*
Mixed State 52 @ 55c; White 54 @
55}c. Coftee- Rio
is }c lower and quiet;
cargoes quoted at 18to2l4c
gold; job lots lb (oj 22}c in gold. Sugar is quiet and
unchanged at 9} @ 9}c for fair to good refining; 93c
for prime; the stock here is lower than for many
years; refined slower at 11} for standard A; 1 lie to
llgc for granulated; 11 & @ lljc for crushed and powdered.
Molasses quiet and unchanged. Rice is
steady with only jobbing sales. Petroleum is dull;
crude at 14}; refined at 26Jc, Tallow is
steady; prime
at8§c. Naval Stores—Rosin is easier at 2 49 @2 50.
Turpentine easier at46@46}c for spirits. Pork is
dull and unsettled at 17 50; uninspected newj Mess
seller March at 17 bO; seller February at 17 50 to
17 65.
Beef is quiet; Cut Meats du.l at 7} (a, 8}
for Western long clear; middles at 9, 9} @
9} for city
long clear; 9} short clear Dressed Hoys are firm at
8} tor Western. Lard opened firm, afterwards declined and closed firm; prime steam at 11 20 to 11 30
closing at 1110; seller February 1115 @ 11 20, closing t»t 11 22}; seller March 11 30 @ 11 424, closing at
11 35 bid; seller April nominal at 1147}. Rutter is

DEPARTURE OP STEAMSHIPS.
name

from

for

date

Polynesian..Portland
Liverpool.Jan 20
Britanic.New York. .Liverpool.Jan 20
California.New York .Glasgow.Jan 20
Marathon. Boston.Liverpool
Jan 23
Columbus.New York. .Havana. Jan 24
Batavia.New York. .Livernool.Jan 24
Sardinian.Portland.^ Liverpool.Jan 27
Ethiopia.New York .Glasgow.Jan 27
Elysia.New York. London.Jan 27
City of Merida.... New York. .Hav&VCruz.Jan 27
Etna.New York ..Aspinwall
Jan 27
City of Berlin .New York. .Liverpool.... Jan 27
Wisconsin...New York. .Liverpool_ Jan 30
Abyssinia.New York.. Liverpool
Jan 31
....

Minature Almanac.January 20.
Sun rises.7.24 | High water.
3 00 PM
Sun sets.4.59 I Moon sets
11.10 PM

does not

LOSS

same

for

sneeze

your

head oft, but gently pen-

Riliounneaa. Hick-Headache,

OF

etrates the organs of the
head and loosens the fou

SLEEP.

STATE OF MAINE.

matter, which is simply

WANT

In House of Representatives, 1
January 3.1877. f
That
all bills and petitions for legislation,
Ordered,
except those for redress ot wrongs and grievances
which may be presented to this legislature after
WEDNESDAY, the 18th instant, be referred to the
next legislature; that this order be published in the
Daily Kennebec Journal, Portland Daily Press,
Daily Eastern Argus, Portland Evening Advertiser,
Bangor Daily Whig and Courier, Bangor Daily
Commercial and Lewiston Journal, until said date;
and that this order shall not be suspended nor reconsidered except by a two-thirds vote of the members
present.
Read and passed. Sent up for concurrence.
OKAMANDAL SMITH, Clerk.

poison, in the head.

Be

wise, and procure a box;

OF

if you don’t

need

it

yourself, remember that

VITAL

your wife

or

child, who

for yeats past has

ENERGY.

com-

plained of that Catarrh,

GENERAL

whi, h has rendered life
curse, and made death
almost welcome as a relief from the living agony
of day and night. Rea

WEAKNESS,

Senate, January 4, 1877.

Caused

W. LANE, Secretary,

Attest:
SAMUEL W. LANE, Secretary.
sndlOt

member that 35 cents
will buy the box, and a
few pinches will effect
the cure; and when at
last health, and not disease surrounil the family
table, you will bless the
day that you were wise
enough to purchase a

by

CHRONIC
CATARRH.

Woodbury & Moulton,
Investment Bankers,
EXCHANGE

that they would not

hundreds of dollars. It

nly

and Dyttpepaia is
for sale at all the druggists at Portland. It is entirely a vegetable compound, Trade mark on square boxes.
d6w&wiwsn
jal3

box of

R/EDER’S

ST„

OFFER FOR HALE

German
GUARANTEED BI THE

v*

ivju v«

Avun

Snnfl*.

Dou’t take any other preparation until you have
tried this. Kemember, it costs but 35 cents. It
your druggist cannot procure it, send 50 cents to the
Agents, and receives box by return mail.
SMITH, DOOLITTLE & SMITH, Agents, 26 Tremont Street, Museum Building, Boston,
WS&MsnCm
octll

7 percent. Bonds.

Heald and Mrs*

In this city, Jan. 19, Charles Staples, 2d.,
aged 63
years. [Bangor papers please copy. 1
In Deering, Jan. 19, Mrs. Jane L., wife of H. W.
Stevens, aged 73 years 10 months 19 days.
[Funeral services Sunday afternoon at 2 o’clock.
Relatives and friends are invited. Burial at convenvenieuce of the lamily.]
in Augusta, Jau. 16, at the residence of GreeDlief
Haskell, Miss Jennie Brawn, aged 16 years.
In Batb, Jan. 17, George L., eon of E. A. and
Mary
Marr, aged 3 years 10 months.
In Ellsworth, Jan. 12, Wm. R. EssingtOD, aged 30
years OJmonths.
In Eden, Jan. 10, Wiutbrop E.
Hamor, aged 21
years 4 months.
In Lamoine, Dec. 24, Mrs.
A. Graves, aged
Nancy
o3 years 9 months.

cure

be without the

THE LITTLE GIANT PILL,

jan8

of one small box of

but 35 cents, so great a

OF

makers, at extremely low prices.
Orders for Tuning attended to as

S.

expensive

German Snuff, costing

LOSS

Mercantile Trust Co.,

Biports.
CAIBARIEN. Sclir Delhi—3000 shocks ami hogsheads, 20 bbls potatoes, 75 boxes herring, 30 kits
mackerel, 1 iron safe.
CARDENAS. Scbr M. A. Wiley—5000 box shooks,
500 shooks and hogsheads, 670 empty casks, 25 boxes
clay pipes, 16 packages sundry merchandise.
Foreisn

use

other

true copy.

the

last dollar upon articles

THROAT.

ED- B- ROBINSON, 5 Myrtle Street.
rmmJO has the celebrated Weber Plano, and

A

truly

of no merit, find, by the

PTAttHQ

Read and concurred.

can

remedies, and spent the

sndtf

cures
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Many people, having
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INSTRUMENT**,
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That

the

as

have been snatched

tried all

DROPPINGS

501 Congress St. Portland, Maine.,

ORGANS.
angtti

difficult and obsti-

from the grave

LUNGS.

Sole Agent for Geo. Tieinann A Co.
Mew l'ork.

and

the

cure

testify.

SCHLOTTERBECK,

SURGICAL

so

John A.

price within the

thousands who by

AND

for sale and to let by

E. Morse.

Skowbegan, Jan. 14,

a

of cases,

nate

use

hand and made to order.

on

Sullivan. Dee. 31, Wm.W. Bunker and Mias
Lavinia R. Clark.
In Bridgton, Jan. 11, Clark Lewis and Miss Ella
M. Hamlin.
In North Bridgton, Jan. 4, Casper K. Jordan ana
Miss Olive E. Woodbury.
In MoDmoutb, Jan. 1, W. G. Merriman and Miss
In

doubt it is the

always sure to

BLADE

In

Mary

THE

most

Club Foot Shoes, &c.,

Spinal Supporters,

in

this city, Jan. 18, by Rev. H. J. Bradbury, ClarT. Beale and Miss Mary H. Sonle, both ot Port-

Frank M. N'ye.

sold at

SHOULDER

Shoulder Braces,

67
land.

a

people’s remedy, being

Bandages and Supporters, Trusses,

Portland

In

Without

DEAFNESS.

STOCK!AOS,

ELASTIC

does Hunt’s It emedy. Sullerings from Dropsy, Bright’s Disease
Kidney, Bladder and Glandular Complaints, Keten-’ j
tion and Incontinence of Urine, Gravel, Diabetes,
Pain in the hack and loins, and Afflictions of the
Urino-Genital Organs, will disappear after a few
doses of Hunt’s Remedy.
Infallible Eye Wash cures Sore Eyes.
Jhl5
eod&wlw

ence

NNVVV.

DIPHTHERIA.

MARRIED.
Wholesale. Market.
Friday, Jan. 19.—The general markets are dul
to-day, with hut little demand for goods of any
kind. Corn, however, is very firm, and the demand
is excellent at 70 fo 72c for car lots aud 75c tor bag
lots. Oats are firm at 53 to 60c. Sugars are unchanged at 12|c for granulated and 12ic for Extra C.
Flour is dull, though holders show no disposition to
sell, but picfer to hold It. Pork continues dull, with
but little call.

of the

eERlUN

All the dealer, tell it.

In

falling

DIZZINESS.

THROAT.

which

remedy

Surgical Iustruments,

preferred 18.

Time works wonders, and

a

use

great medicine

earnestly

vre

cured by the

LORING’N VEGE-

ha,

>

))

HEADACHE.

reach of all, while it is

London, January 19—1.30 P. 51.—Consols at 05}
tor money aud accouut.
Liverpool,January 19.—12 30 P. M.—Cotton—the
market is quiet and unchanged; JliddliDg uplands at
6 13-16d; do Orleans at 7 l-10d; tales 10,000 bales,
including 1,000 hales for speculation and export.
Keceipts of 23,000 bales, of which 13,000 bales were
American. Futures—Holders asking an advance of
l-32d.

.HETEOBOLOtilCiL

or

to take

well as dangerous

NICK

PERIODICAL

entreat

as

complaluts can readily be

PAINS

European markets.
London, January 19—12.39 P. M.—Consols at 95}
for money and account.
London, January 19—12.30 P. M.—American securities—United States bonds, 1807’s, 109}® 109};
Erie

face

the

on

jan20

dling uplands at 13}c.
Charleston, January 18.—Cotton market firm;
Middling uplands at 12Jc.
Savannah, January 19—Cotton firm; Middling
uplands at 12}.
Mobile, January 19—Cotton is quiet; Middling
uplands 12}c.
New Orleans, January 19. Cottou is steady;
Middling uplands at 121c.
Memphis, January 19.—Cotton market is steady;
Middlingluplands 12}c.
Wilmington, January 19 -Cotton steady; Middling uplands at 12} (a) 12}c.
Galveston, January 19.—Cotton is weak; Middling uplands,12}c.
Louisville, January 19.—Cottou is quiet; Middling uplands 12} @ I2}c.
Norfolk, January 19.—Cotton i9 steady; Middling uplands at 12} @ 12}c.

10-40’s, 109}.

being

TABLE SPECIFIC,

Cl
eland, January 19.—The Petroleum market
is unchauged at 27 for standard White.
Augusta,January 19.—Cotton is iu good demand;
Middling uplands at 12c.
New Fork, January 19.—Cotton Is firmer; Mid-

foreign Notes.
The Deutsche Zaitung reports that ltussia
has sent orders to tho United States for large
additional quautities of arms and ammunition,
and has requested the Austrian contractors for
cartridges to hurry the delivery, but they will
be unable to make any deliveries before the
date originally fixed.

human

DIGESTION,

and firm; shoulders at7 50; clear rib Bide3 9 80: clear
sides 10 @ 12}. Green Meats are nominal. Whiskey
lirmer at 1 05
Hogs dull; packing grades at 6 00 @
6 25; extra butchers at 0 35 @ 6 55; receipts of 1915
head; shipments 72 head.

A Gigautic Laud Slide.
London, Jan. 20.—The Standard’s despatch
from Vienna aunouuces that communication
between Trieste and Vienna has been interrupted for three days by a tremendous land slip.
Some 80,000 cubic metres of rock and earth fell
ou the Trieste railway track and into the river,
destroying the road and blockirg the river.
Two houses containing families were overwhelmed and the inmates are stnl buried.

a

aufTering from BISPEPSIA,
I*.
COSTIVE VENN, ELATELEICV,

chiefly tor speculation; shoulders at Cj; short rib
at
8} ® 8} on spot; 9 buyer for March; 9} buyer for
April; short clear sides at 81 @6 Bacon is quiet

AUSTRIA.

the

.LOUISIANA.

Bulk

there be

If

•f the earth

of these disagreea-

All

ble

COLDS.

are

February; kettle at 11} @ 12.

WILL ClJltE

CATARRH.

Cincinnati, January 19.—Pork nominal at 17 00
@ 17 25; sales at 17 75 seller for Murch. Lard is inactive; steam rendered at 10} on spot; 11 for buyer

Another resolution was passed urging the
government to take measures for assimilating
the fishery laws of the Dominion with those of
the United States bordering on tbo inland
lakes and rivers.
The direct trade with South America, West
Indies and Australie, the enlargement of Welland Canal and other matters were discussed.
The meeting then closed.

Hayti.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

unsettled and irregular; Mess Pork
nominally at 16 87}. Lard—prime steam at 10 95.
Dressed Hogs dull at 7 00.
Receipts—4,40u bbls flour, 22,000 bush wheat.
Shipments—2600 tiour, 3,200 oush wheat.

t.fi thu mattor

Coiling but 35 els,,

:

bush corn, 000 bush oats.
Milwaukee, January 19.—Flour is quiet and
unchanged. Wheat is strong; No 1 Milwaukee at
1 384; No 2 Milwaukee at 1 32}; seller for February at
133*; seller Marcb at 1 35}; No 3-Milwaukee at
122}. Corn is steady; No 2 at 43}c Oats are quiet
and steady; No 2 at 34$c.
Rye steady and in good
demand; No 1 at 74}c
Barley is dull and easier;
No 2 Spring at 81c; No 3 do nominally at 39c. Pro-

United

Officer, Washington, D.C.,
Jan. 20, (1 A. M

for

Shipments—258 bbls tiour, 1063 bush wheat, 5865

States demanding a duty on lobsters or on
packages containing them, which is deemed an
infraction on the treaty of Washington, and
that the attention of the government be called

Snuff,

German

>

Wheat—nothing doinn; extra White
Michigan noni'nally at 1 54 bid; milliug at 1 51 bid;
Not White Michigan at 148; milling at 144 bid;
No 2 White Michigan at 1 31; No 1 Amber do 1 42.
Corn quiet and steady; new No 1 Mixed at 49c bid.
OatB are steady: White 44}c bid; Mixed at 41}c on
spot and seller February.
Receipts—550 bbls flour, 2,131 bush~ wheat, 5,532
bush corn, 2068 bush oats.

visions

NOTICES.

REEDER’S

SPOKEN.
Nov 25, lat 46 S, Ion 87, ship Biltic, Taylor, from
San Francisco for Queenstown.
Jan 8, lat 31, Ion 74, ecb Leona, Wiley, from Bostom

White at 7 50.

THE .DOMINION.
Yesterday’s Session of the Board of Trade
Ottawa, Oot., Jan. 19.—In the session of
the Board of Trade to-day, the following resolution was carried;

SPECIAL
I

Arat StJago Dec 25, sch Flora Condon, French,
j
New
York.
At Solomon’s Island 16th inst, sch Storm Petrel,
Whitmore, Tnrks Island for Baltimore.

Toledo, January 19.—Flour is steady. Wheat is
No 1 White Wabash at 1 42; No 1 White
Michigan 1 48}; Amber Michigan at 145}; seller for
February at 1 47; seller March 150$; No 2 Amber
Michigan at 1 32}; No 1 Red Winter seller January
at 1 41}; seller February 1 43: seller March at 1 46.
Cornltirm; high Mixed at 45c; No 2 on spot at 45c;
do seller April at 49}c; ao
lay at 51c; No 2 White
Oats are
at 44gc; damaged at 43c; rejected at 43}c.
nominal. Clov r Seeu at 8 90. Dressed Hogs at 7 30
@ 7 40 for all weights.
Receipts—000 bbls flour, 1500 bush wheat, 10,000
bush corn. 1000 bush Oats, 0,00 Barley.
^Shipments—3u0 bbls flour, 2,500 bush Wheat, 1,200 bush Corn, 000 busb Oats.
Detroit, January 19.—Flour|is steady; choice

FOREIGN.

War Dep’t, Office Chief Signal

firm and

quiet;

gress yesterday.

THE NEXT
HOURS,

active,

bbls floor, 4,200 bush wheat, 7,4,800 bush oats, 4,200.bust* barley,

000 bush corn,
000 bush rye.

om-

promiae.

FOB

Wheat is

2,700 bush of rye.
Shipments—6,000

Moines, Jan. 19.—The Democratic state
central committee met this morning and endorsed the compromise bill reported in Con-

INDICATIONS

firm.

are

!
higher; No 2 Chicago Spring at 1 30 cash: 1 30$ seller
|
for
February; 1 32$ seller Marcb; No 3 Chicago Spring
Corn is fairly active
1 16; rejected at 99c @ 1 09.
:
at
and a shade higherat “,31c bid cash; 433c seller for
February; 44|e seller for March; 49}c seller for May.
Oats are fairly active and a shade higher. Rye is
\
and unchanged. Barley is in fair demand
steady
and firm. Pork is unsettled and generally higher at
16 95 @ 17 00 for cash; 17 35 @ 17 37} seller for March;
gales at 17 22} @ 17 60 seller March. Lard is unsettled and generally higher at 10 85 cash; 10 95 for
seller February; 1112} @1115 seller for Marcb.
Bulk Meats are steady and in fair demand: houlders
at 6; short rib sides at 8$; short clear sides at 8|.
Dressed Hogs—light at 7 00 @ 7 15; heavy at 7 33.
Whiskey steady and unchanged.
tteceipts—7,000 bbls nour, 14,000 bush wheat, 105,
000 bush corn, 15,000 bush oats 3,000 bush barley,

Dus

That the Dominion suffers from the

holders

but

nesday.

14
give it further consideration.
Atlantic & Pacific preferred. 2
IHurtagli’s Resignation Accepted.
! The following were the closing quotations of Pacific
It is positively asserted to-night that the resRailroad securities:
ignation of W. J. Murtagh, as member of the Central Pacific bonus.
.106}
Union Pacific. 103g
police board has been accepted by the PresiLand Grants. 101g
dent, and Ira G. Kimball appointed in his Sinking
Funds.,,.
95
stead.
Boston, Hartford & Erie 1st. 15
Cabinet meeting.
Guaranteed. 13
Though the cabinet session to-day was of
Providence Print Cloths Market.
considerable length and fully attended, there
was nttie ot interest Beyond the routine alters
Providence, R. I., January 19 —1The Printing
cloths market is steady at 42c for best standard and
which have accumulated within the past week,
extra w x 04 ciotns, witn tew transactions.
the most importaut matter considered was the
first to

|

—

The Iowa Democrats Endorse the

SIJ lm Newcastle. NSW, Nov 20, barque Nehemlah
GSibson, Bradford, Hong Kong.
At Kai-Pora, NZ, Nov lltb, barque Ada Wiawcll,
ViViswell. for Dunedin, Idg.
Passed through Straits of Le Mai re Oct 23tb, ship
F?russia, Stinson, from Rio Janeiro for Astoria.
Ar at Havre lStb, ship Kentuckian, Moseley, from
^tfew Orleans.
Ar at Plymouth, E, 18th inst, barque J E Holbrook,
LLeavitt, New Yerk.
At Pernambuco Dec lGth, brig F I Meriiman, Leojraw, for United States.
Ar at Cienfuegos 6th inst, barque Clotiide, Miller,
*Boston.
Sid 3d, sch W II Jordan, Richardson, Galveston.
Ar at Havana 10th inst, brig Hattie, Dow, LiverFpool via Gibraltar.
AtSaguaJan 11, barques Jose E More, Carlisle,
disg; Sandy Hook. Nichols, do; brig Mary C Marl
1ner, Titcomb. wtg; schs Northern Light, Wallace,
1for Boston, Idg; Lizzie Dewey, Davis, wtg.
Cld prev to 11th iust, brig A G Jewett, Reed, tor
1
Cardenas.

<
dull
at 13 @ 30 for Western; 18 @ 35 lor State. Whisat 1 14, closing heavy.
Freights to Liverpool nominal; last quoted, Cotton
per sail at 9-32d; do compressed per steam at 19-64
@ 5-16(1; Corn and Wheat per sail 7d per 60 lbs Corn
steam at 6}.
per
1
Chicago, January 19.—Flour is in light demand,

1
is quiet
key

vaji

CAPITAL, $2,000,000.00,
These bonds take the form of a First Mortgage on
Real Estate, and are guaranted principal
interest bytte above named Company, which
has a paid up capital ol Two Million Dollars, one
million of which is kept invested in United

Improved

ana

Slates Hondo.

This security commends itself to Executors,
Guardians, Trustees and the most conservative
Investors for the following reasons:
1st—Each loan is a first lieu on Improved Real
Estate.
S 2d—Loans do not exceed 50 per cent, of the present
appraised cash value of city property, and 331-3 per
cent, ot Farm property.
3d—The Mortgage belongs to the Investor and
not to the

Company.

Portland

Daily Press

janGsneodtf

OAX iT liUiJ

5-20
Bought

BONDS

or exchanged for other
on the most favorable

Securities
terms by

Job

Printing

.....

H. M. Payson & Go.,

MARINE NEWS,

BANKERS AND BROKERS,

PORT OF PORTLAND.

32 Exchange Street.

Friday, Jau. 19.
ARRIVED.
Steamship Bermuda. Angrove, Halifax NS—passenger. and mdse to J B Coyle.
Steamer New Brunswick, Hall, St John, NB, via

y27eodtf

DR.

Mechanics’ Hall Building,

to load oil for Europe. Vessel to Chase, Leavitt & Co
Sch Nellie Starr. Poland, Wilmington. NC—hard
pine to J F Randall & Co, aud J VV Deering.
Sch Charter Oak. Gould, New York—coal to Randall & McAllister.
Sch Ariadne, Dyer. Boston, in low ct tug William
Kemp, to load oil tor Europe.

Resnectfully

tenders thanks to the Citizens of Portland for their liberal patronage during the past year;
and trusts that by Correct nnd Oentlemnnly
deportment, with the skill heretofore displayed in
restoring the sick, he will merit the approbation of
all. Diseases of EVE nnd EAR, THROAT
nnd UUNG 8 skillfully treated. Also

Signal tor a barque, Eupposed the Tidal Wave
from New York.
CLEARED.

CHRONIC

Delhi, Emerson. Caibarlen—E Churchill & Co.
Melissa A Wiley, Gilchrist, Cardenas—Geo S
Hunt <Sc Co.
Sch
Sch

in

ar*Ti THq

Pinvra

Portland, November 30, 1876,

be

feb!7sneodt

I

SWAN &* BARRETT,

MEMORANDA.

Barque Old Dominion, Nichols, from Philadelphia

BANKERS AND BROKERS

Antwerp, has put into Fayal leaking badly and

discharging

can

M.

Dillon, Liverpool.

was

DISEASES
Those diseases

cured

at Alicante prev to 18tb in&t, brig Lena Thurlow. Corbett. New York.
Sid im Maulmain prev to 18th Inst, Bbip Herman,

for

OFF 120 E

without resorting to a local treatment so painful to
the patient.
Reference to a large number, cured
during tbe past year, can be had by calliDg at my office.
Patients visited at their homes when desired; charges moderate.
Office hours from 9 to 12 A. M., 2 to 4 and 6 to 8 P.

IFBOM MERCHANT’S EXCHANGE,!
at. Naot Vnrlr Ifith

all forms.

peculiar to the female organism

Brig Grace Kel.ey, Capt Dinrey, from Barbadocs,

which has been lying at Rockport for live mouths,
waiting orders, has been libeled tor debt and has been
stripped of sails and running rigging. She Is to be
sold atsauction by order of the U S Marshal.

Ar
At

THAYER,

PHYSICIAN AND SERGEON,

Eastport.
Barque J Dubrovaski, (Aus) Matteinich, New York,

cargo 18r.li lor examination.

Brig Ennis, from Newcastle, Eng, tor Marseilles,
before reported at Cagliari in distress, was to be sold
at auctiou.

200

MIDDLE

STREET,

offer for sale

DOMESTIC PORTS.
Portland.G's
GALVESTON—Ar 17th, ship Nonantum, Foster,
Bremen.
c’s
Columbus, Ohio, ...
NEW ORLEANS—Cld 13tb, sch II S Tuthill, PhilTs
Cuyahoga County, Ohio.
lips. Tampa Bay.
Cld 18lb. ship Ella S Thayer. Minott, Liverpool.
Maine Central R. R.
7*s
Sid fm tho Pass 17th, ship William McGilvery, for
•
Liverpool.
7’s
Equitable Trust Co.,
FEKNaNDINA—Cld 12th, brig Geo Harris, Stowers. Mayaguez.
ami other desirable Securities.
PENSACOLA—Cld 13th, seh Jachin, Getchell, for
Mobile.
The hi^hcMt price paid for ‘‘Called” Got*
SAVANNAH—Cld
ernnient Bonds.
^ 17th. sch George Washington,
Roll; Baracoa.
de30
eod3m2dp
WILMINGTON, NC—Cld 17th, sch M C Mose!cy,
Hiegins, Humacao.
Sid fm New Inlet Bar 17tb, sch Mary Lymburner,
Coombs, Baltimore.
RICHMOND—Sid 6th, sch Charles W Holt, Delay,
New York.
COE, WETIIERELL & CO..
NEW YORK—Ar 17th, barque Noreua, Nichols,
Matanzas 11 days; scbs Am Cblel, Snow, Rockland;
Newspaper Advertising Agents,
Nettie Cushing. Robertson, do.
i
Cld 17th, barque Sam Shepherd,Evans, Cienfueeos;
Receive
advertiseuiei
for all newspapers in the
sch Pilot’s Bride. Eldridge. Ponce.
United States a.. .1 Canada, at their office,
Ar I7th, ship Eureka, Minott, Tybee; barqne Ada
Gray, Race, Buenos Ayres; brig Charlotte. Whine617 CHESTNUT ST., PHILADELPHIA, PA.
more, Cette; ech Jennie Beasley, Harrington, Ma-

Posters, Band Bills,

Bill Beads.

AGENCIES.

Cld 18th, brig Henry T Wing, Small. Morgan Pill,
Eng; scbs Annie L Palmer, Lewis, Port au Prince:
Nellie Doe, Trask. Port Royal.
VINEYARD-HA VKN—Ar 17th, sch C II Maeornber, Parker, Azua for Boston, (the mate. C G Parker,
son of the captain, aged 25 years, died llthinstot
fever.)
Sid 17tb, scbs C II Eatou. O P Gerrish, Effie J Sim-

C. J. WHEELER,

j

NEWSPAPER ADVERTISING AGENT
Ao. B Washington Building,
PROVIDENCE. K. I.

aud Addie M Chadwick.
BOSTON-Ar 18th, sch Majestic,

S. R. NILES,

mons.

Pendleton, from
Bangor.
ADVERTISING AGENT.
Cld 18th, scbs Albus, Hodgdon, Portland; Lily B
French. Nickerson. Wood’s Hole.
Contracts for Advertisements in all Newspapers ot
Ar 19tb. scbs R C Thomas, Thorndike, Richmond;
all cities and towns ol the United States, Canada
Owen P Hinds, OlendenniDg. Salem.
aad British Provinces
Cld 19th, sch Addie Todd. Corson, Surinam.
Office No.« Tremont Street. Boston.
SALEM—Sul 16th. scbs Want J Parks. Bogart, (fm
Wood’s Hole) for Boothbay; Hume, Calderwuod, for
ESTABLISHED IN 1649.
Rockland.
GLOUCESTER—Ar 17th, sch Radiant, Hardy,
S. M. HE TTENCILL & CO.’S
Boston tor Swan’s Island.
S W 11 a KBOK—Ar 7lh, sch W L Plummer, PlumADVERTISING AGENC’V
!
mer. St John. NB, for Havana.
Ar 9th, sch Emma T Story, Fernald, Portland.
No. 10 State SI., Boston, and 37 Park Row, New York
FdREIGN

PORTS*

Sydney NSW Dec 11, ship Ladoga, Pierce,
Melbourne.
Arat

Cards, Tags, &c., printed

Estimates furnished gratiB fur Advertising in al
the Uniied States and British A’rov*

Newspapers in

lie as.

notice

at short

THE
SATURDAY

Supreme Judicial Court.

PRESS.
77

TORSISC, JAN 80,

Friday.—Dwight G. Parker vs. Portland Pubishing Company. To recover compensation for injuries received in falling down the elevator-way in
“Printers* Exchange,” September 17th, 1875. Ad
damnum $25,000.
Some twenty witnesses testified to having carried
notices, advertisements, or local items to the Press
rooms up stairs, after dark, and handing them to the
night editor, or foreman of the composing room, and
to finding the hall-way more or less dark.
George E. Rines, foreman ot the Argus composing
rooms, testified that plaintiff came to the Argas
He did not obroom on the night of the accident.

THE PRESS
May be obtained at the Periodical Depots of Fessenden Bros., Marquis, Brunei & Co., Andrews,
Wentworth. Moses, N. B. Kendrick, and Chisholm
Bros., on all trains that ran oat of the city,
At Biildelord, of Phiilsbary.
At Saco, of L. Hodgdon and H. B. Kendrick.
At
At
At

Waterviile, of J. S.

Carter.
of J. O. Shaw.

Bath,

Lewiston, of French Bros., and Stevens & Co

CITY AND VICINITY

ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.
Lecture—Prof. Howe.
SPECIAL NOTICES.

Free

Loring’s Specific.
MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
Silver Filigree Jewelry—C. II. Lamson,
Cars to Richmond.
Forest Tar Soap.
The Committee.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
The Wooton—Samuel Thurston.
F. G. Dow—Attorney.
Notice—L. A. Halcrow.
Notice—Chase, Leavitt & Co.
Removal—B. H. Ordway, M. D.
Wanted—Situation.
To Let—Lower part of House.

through the side window which opens into a closet,
throwing the light direct to the elevator-way. That
gate could be Been with perfect distinctness. The
light was such that persons could be readily distinguished, as I tested, and the window frame, the
doorway, the gate, the elevator place could be
readily distinguished,
George H. Lefavor, foreman in the Press composing room, in his direct testimony substantially
corroborated the previous witness as to the condition
of things that night.

Stated Meetings.
CITY GOVERNMENT.
The regular meetings of the City Council take
place the first Monday evening of each month.
The School Committee meet the fourth Monday
evening of each month.
MASONIC.
At Masonic Hall, No. 88 Exchange Street.
YORK RITES.

Cross-examined—I think I have stated that I told
the Press people and Mr. f Brown Thurston before
the accident that that was a dangerous place and
ought to he fixed, or somebody would get hurt.
A. A. Strout- S. C. Andrews for plaintiff.
T. B. Keed for defendants.

Blue LoDGE-Ancient Land-Mark, first Wednesday ; Portland, second Wednesday; Atlantic, third

Wednesday.

Chapters—GreenleafR. A.C., first Monday; Mt.
Vernon, R. A. C., third Monday.
Council—Portland C. R. & S. Masters, fecond

Monday.

*

Commanderies of K. T.—Portland, fourth Monday; St. Albans, second Thursday.
Grand Bodies—Grand Lodge, first Tuesday in
May; Grand Chapter, first Tuesday evening in May;
Grand Council, Wednesday 3 p. m.; Grand Com-

mandery, Weduesday evening.

Masonic Relief Association—Fourth Wednes»
day in every month.
Portland School of Masonic Instruction—
Second and fourth Tuesday of each month.
ANCIENT ACCEPTED SCOTTISH BITES,

Lodge—Yales Grand Lodge of Perfection, first

Friday.

Council—Portland Council P. of J. second Fri-

day.
Chapter—Dunlap Chapter Rose Croix do H.,
third Friday.
Consistory—Maine Consistory, S. P. R. S., fourth
Friday in March, June, September and December.

Brief Jottings.

Capt. Dutton of the steamship Sardinian will
lead the meeting at the Y. M. C. A- rooms this

evening.

The Portland Choral Union hate tendered
Miss Ada F. Hodgkins, their organist, a complimentary benefit which will take place about
the first of February, on which occasion will
Miss Hodgbe produced Paine’s Mass in D.
kins’ many friends will no doubt see that she

I. O. O. F.
At Odd Fellows’ Hall. Farrington Block, Congress
Street.
Lodges—Maine, on Monday evenings; Ancient
Brothers, on Thursday evenings; Ligonta, on Friday
evenings; Beacon, on Tuesday evenings; Ivy, D., of
It., second and fourth Saturday.
Encampment- Machigonne, first and third Wednesday ; Eastern Star, second and fourth Wednesday; Portland, first and third Saturday.
Relief Association—Every third Tuesday in
the month.
Benefit Association—Board of Directors meet
first Monday evening of each month. Association
meeis

first

Monday

and October.

evening of

January, April, July

TEMPLARS OF HONOR.
100 Exchange Street.
Council—Maine, fiist and third Monday in each
At

Templars’ Hall, Ho.

mouth

Temple—Forest City, No. 1, every Wednesday
evening.
Patriotic Order Sons of America—Camps No
l, 3 and 4 convenes over the Eastern Express Office,
Plum street. No 1 on Tuesday evening; No. 3 on
Weduesday evening: No. 4 on Monday evening; No.
2 at School House, Turner’s Island, Cape Elizabeth,

Friday Evening.

BoswoRTn Post G. A. R.—Meeting every Friday
evening in Mechanics’ Hall, corner of Congress aud
Casco streets.
Portland Temperance Reform Club—Headquarters in Printer’s Exchange, 2d floor, Exchange
Business meeting
street. Open day and evening.
every Monday evening at 7i o’clock.
Young Men’s Christain Association-Corner

has a large audience.
Capt. Dutton of the

Portland Typographical Union, No. 75Second Saturday of each month.
Mercantile Library Association—Farrington
Block. Second Monday in each month.
Delivery
of books, 2 to 6,7 to 9, day and evening.
Library Society—Meetings every
Monday evening, Brown’s Block, cor. Brown and
Congress streets, at 7J o’clock.
Portland Institute and Public Library—
In City Building. Open and free to all fromlO to
1 and 7 to 9.
MAINE CnARlTABLE MECHANIC ASSOCIATION—
Corner of Congress and Casco streets. First Thursday in each month.
Payson

Pythias—Bramhall Lodge, No. 3,
Thursday evenings; Munjoy Lodge, No. 6, Monday
evenings; Pine Tree, No. 11, Priday evenings, at
their Hall, Clapp’s Block, Market Square.
of

Religions Notices.
Bay Side Parish and Knightville Church.
—Rev. B. F. Pritchard Pastor. Sabbath School at 1
Preaching at
p.m.; Preaching at 2 and G p. m.
Knightville at 10J a. m. Sabbath School at 111 a.
m.
Social meeting 7} p. m.
St. Luke’s Cathedral, State St.—Rt. Rev. H
A. Neely, Bishop of the Diocese of Maine.—Sunday
services 10.30 a. m., 3 and 7. p. m. Daily services at
9 a. m. anil 5 p. m. Seats free to all.
Bethel church—Services 10J a. m., 3 and 7 p.m.
7i p. m.
Prayer meetings on Thursday eveniugs atfree.
All from sea and land are invited. Seats
First Lutheran Congregation, Scandinavian
Hail, corner oi Miauie ana irium oireeiBSt. Paul’s Church, comer oi Congress and Locust street.—Frederick fcr. Sill, Rector. Services on
Sunday 10} a. m. and 3 p. m.
y. M. C. Association, Mechanics’ Building, Congress street, comer Casco.—Religious Meeting,
Wednesday and Saturday at 7} o’c’k P. M.
St. Stephen’s Church.—Rev. Asa Dalton, Rec~
tor. Sunday Services at 10} a. m.; and 3 p. m. Sittings free to ail. and all are welcomed.
West Cong. Church.—Rev. J. F. Morgan acting
pastor. Sabbath School at 11 a.m. Preaching at
3 p.m. Prayer meeting at7 p.m. Seats fiee. All
welcome.
First Free Baptist

are

Society, Cor. Casco and
Cumberland StreetB.—Rev. C. S. Perkins pastor.
Preaching at 10} a. m., and 3 p. m. Sunday School
at 11} a. m. Prayer meeing at 7 o’clock evening.
igp-Tbe Disciples of Christ will meet at 8 Winter St., corner of Gray, every Lord’s Day at 3 p m.
to attend to the Apostles’ teaching, to the Fellowship, to Breaking of Bread and to PrayerB. All are
invited to attend,
Harmon’s Hall, West End, Portland.—Preaching by Rev. J. A. Strout, at 10} a. m. Prayer
meeting at 7} p. m. Seats free.
Woodford’s Corner M. E. Church.—Rev. J.
A. Strout, Pastor. Preaching at 2} p. m. Prayer
meeting at 7} p. m. Seats free.
St. Lawrence St, Church.—Rev. A. H. Wright
pastor. Services at 10} a, m‘ and 3 p. m. Sunday
school at 1} p. m.
Congress Street M. E. Church.—Rev. W. MSterling, pastor. Preaching by the Pastor at 10}
a.m. and 3 p.m. Sunday school at 1} p.m. Prayer
meeting at 7.
Williston Church, comer Danforth and May
Streets.—Rev. Frank E. Clark, Pastor. Bible ExerPreaching at 3 o’clock p. m.
cise at 10.30 a. m.
Prayer meeting at 7 in the evening.
Pine St. M. E. Church.—Rev. C. J. Clark,
m. Preaching
pastor. CummuiDion servise at 10} a.
and 3 p. m. Sabbath School at 1} p. m. Prayer meetfree.
ing at 7 p.m. seats
Preble Chapel, comer Preble and Cumberland
Preaching at
streets. Sunday School at 2 p. m.
The
3 p. m. A Temperance meeting at 7 o clock.
invited.
are
cordially
public
Church.—Proi. .J B. Sewall of
Plymouth
Brunswick will preach tomorrow at 10} a. m yand

a

every Sabbath at 10i o’clock; every
Seats free.
evening at T^ o’clock.
Hunt will preach to-morrow at 10i a.
are

Thursday
Martha
m.
All

invited.

I. S. Elder, Esq., of this city lectured in the
Scarboro lecture course Thursday evening.
He had a large house. Kev. Mr. Bicknell delivers the next lecture.
Yesterday was a lovely day, warm and

bright.

Religious News

Personal.
to deliver his

Gen. Neal Dow is
‘‘England and the Eoglisb,”

lecture,
Monday evening

in the Representatives’ Hall, Augusta, at the
request of the Governor and Council and members of the Legislature.
Mr. Joseph Wbeelock, an actor long and
favorably known in this city, has severed liis
connection with the Varieties Theatre at New
Orleans, which he was engaged to play at
during the seasoD, and passed through Chicago
yesterday on his way to Philadelphi. He is to
join the company of Mrs. Drew’s Arch Street
Theatre in the latter city.—Chicago Tribune.
Kev. C. W. Buck will by invitation repeat

morning in

his

The statement has been made that the
Judge Ether Shepley, just deceased, was
last surviving member of the convention
framed the constitution of Maine. This

m.

o’clock.

finlpit

*ng Monday

evening.

at

Free

sep!6

Ao.

145

ALL

Bark “Jedauesti Dubrovacke,” Mattieoicli, Master,
from New York, as no bills of their contracting will

be paid by Captain or Consignees,
CHASE, LEAVITT A CO.
jan20
dtf

REMOVAL.

To Lel>
Part of House, No. 263 Congress Street;
8 rooms; Sebago water
Inquire within or at
NO. 374 WlLViOT STREET.
jan20'13t*

LOWER

Wanted.
married
situation
foreman
BY
to manage the farm;
to do
farm;
the work ot

wnos.

at the Preble House last evening,
Gen. W. S. Tilton of Togus, is in town.
General Manager Hickson of the Grand
Trunk will arrive in the city to-day and sail in
the Polynesian in the afternoon.

at Waterville, has been employed to secure the
The
remaining sum and to make collections.

was

The State Fair.—It is confidently expected
that the New England Fair will combine with
the State Fair and give an exhibition on Presumpscot Park next season. The former association has shown an inclination to come to this

the

state for several years, and it is thought that if
they can come this season the Maine Society
will be able to clear np their indebtedness and
The amendments to the constitustart anew.
tion to be offered at the next meeting shows an
improved tone on the part of certain members
If they are adopted, the Society will be in much
better condition toward the public.
They are

tollows:

1. All members of this Society who vote for
officers and the officers are elected, shall be
equally assessed to make up any deficiencies in
the treasury occurriog during the administration of said officers.
2. No member shall be entitled to vote at any
meeting, nor be eligible for election to any office
in the Society who shall not first have signed
the constitution, including these amendments.

Getchell, Esq

Treasurer

of

and

a

Address
Mills.

Cumberland

44

nice

37

SOLD

N. S. GARDINER,
AGENT,
St.,

Mo.

eod3w

Champion,

w. ROBINSON,
City Hotel Stables,

On Friday night of last week someone broke
into the shop of Hiram Kendall in Brunswick,
and robbed his money drawer of §12 or §15 and
a box of cigars.
On the same night the Scribner flour mill was broken into', and here the
rascals wreuched'a temporary desk from its
fastenings, taking with it a patent till and §2
in change.
KENNEBEC COUNTY.

CREAM !
For

Chapped
Rough

A. S.

A man by tbe name of Joseph Goodwin was
killed by a tree failing on him last Monday.
He was in the employ of M. P. Wadleigh’s employ on Milliuocket Lake, was 20 years old,
and came from Massachusetts.
His remains
were taken to Medway fer burial.

notle. and lowest prices; any turn out from a nice
single team to six in band, A 1. Call and see hlu>.

dtf

Desk Room to Let.

The Calais papers are agitating tbe extension
of the St Croix & Penobscot road to tap the E.
& N. A. road.

Wesley

bears off the palm for bounties al_
lowed by the state l'ur bears killed during 1870
receiving bounties for 32; Lowell, Penobscot
county, comes next, witb 24; Princeton and
Topsfield, in this county, each 22. The state
paid in all §2743 fur bear bounties during last
year.

•

Apothecary,

POBTI.AND, ME.

illinls

isdlf

WOOD PUMP !

best and cheapest out door pump in the
market. Liberal discount to the trade. Send for a
circular.

Tar,

For Throat, Lungs, Asthma, and Kidneys.

Tar
for

Solution,
Consumption,

Forest
Forest Tar Troches,
Forest Tar Salve,
Forest Tar Soap,
Forest Tar Inhalers,
or

Catarrh,
Bronchitis, and Asthma.

Inhalation

Agents, Portland, i?le.

dtf

Chapped Hands, Salt Iiheum, Skin Diieaflea,
the Toilet and Bath.

or

Inhaling

for Catarrh, Consumption, Asthma.
For Sale by all Druggists,

Fred L. Stevens.
sewing machine expert,
113 MIDDLE STREET.

Bailey

&

We have

riKORBE W. BARNES, lately of the firm
O' Chase, Knight &
Co., is now with Charlss
V"Walker
& Co., where ho will be glad to meet hi*

J.

^customers,

janl7cUw*

on

hand about

500 Gold and Silver Stem and Key
Winding Watches Gold Chains,&c.
FOR

—

liADl£iO AlUf UDUIO

TTJUAAl)

have advanced money on, and the time
we otier them at less than
halt the original cost.

haviug expired

Solitary rbi<1
Cluster Diamond Ring#,
Pi BBS, StuUn, Arc. CALL AND SEE AT

PRINCIPAL

LOAN OFFICE,

9 Market Square, Opposite U. S. Hotel,
g*»I6B 3 BALLS.dc16dtJa1teod

REMOVAL.
The Eastern Branch Office of the New
York Life Insurance Company,
will hereafter be located in tbe

Centennial

GENERAL

Jauli)

a

Store, No. 549 Congress Street,
invites an examination of bis Goods
which consist in part of

Black Cashmeres, Alpacas, Cheap Plaids,

Prints, Ginghams, Skirts, Flannels,
Tickings, Shirtings, Quilts, Turkey Red

Table Linens, Napkins, Shirt Fronts,
Handkerchiefs, Fancy Towels, Crash
Brown and Bleached Cottons, Thread,
Cloths for Men’s and Boy’s Wear, Lasting, Frocking, Paper Collars and Caffs,
Suspenders and Smali.Wares, &c., &c.
dtf

For Rent.
new, elegant and convenient Cottage, with
all the modern improvements. Apply at
NO. 70 BRACKETT STREET.
ftUgSiftdtt

THE

Moore & Bailey.
Owen,
jal6
dtf

Weak-

PALMER’S PRICES

owners

of horses

than lmve

1877.

Rubbers.

Also (to arrive)

fine

a

Shoes:

Over

ST.

MIDDLE

330

dtf

Remember that HILL & PHINNET

can
—

be found at
w

wsws

“Dear Sirs,—I have used your Centaur Lini
ment in my family, and find it to be of great value
me two dollats worth, one for the mules
RILEY SICKLES.
and horses.
Falls Station, Woyming Co., Pa.’*
It makes very iittle difference what the case is,
whether it be Wrench, Sprain, Poll-Evil, Rinebone.
Scratches or Lameness of any kind, the effects are
the same. Liverymen, Stage proprietors, Farmers,
&c., should never be without the Yellow Centaur

moving their

It is sold everywhere, and warranted in

.4#

lot of Men and Women's

Canandian

Embroidered

si null

Liniment.

.43
3.35
.33

HISSES’ I.NT. SANDALS

Its effects are simply wonderful.
We have thousands upon thousands of certificates
as strong as the following:
“My horse was lame for a year with a fetlock
wrench. All remedies utterly failed to cure and I
considered him worthless until I commenced to use
I
Centaur Liniment, which rapidly cured him.
heartly recommend it.
“REV. GEO. W. FERRIS.
“Manorville, Schoharie Co., N. Y.”

Please send

3.00
.03

....

ai

age.

93.00

HEN’S HEATT BOOTH
HEN'S LIGHT BOOTH
HEN’S OVER SHOES
LADIES’ I NIT. SANDALS
LADIES’ CRO. SANDALS
BOVS’ ROOTS

ant

nil the Farriers in the mnntrv in

—

_

de27

This Linimont has cured more Sprained
sweenied, Ring-boned and Galled Horses in tbre<

FOB

—

1877.

uiiuer

<v n

their old

VI

TV

ATTOR

uuuoju,

ruLDLXi

until Saturday night, where they
will offer great bargains in Gents’

Famishing Goods, previous

to

stock to their NEW

STOKE ON MIDDLE STREET.
Jal9<13t
For Comfort, Elegance and Durability,
J. C. Bennett A Barnard’s superior grade
of

Laboratory of

Ladies’ Fine Shoes, Ten Widths.

J. B. Rose & Co..

46 DEY ST,, NEW YORK.

The French Last a specialty. Sold by

PREBLEDAVIS,1’} LEAVIH & DAVIS
4J7 CONOBEiUKT., Farrington Block.
u
Jyv

AGENT.

f

nlw

Ja29

L.

few

Sewing Machine Expert. dlw

COAL.

Stevens,

The largest stock and the best variety ot Coal, la
the city, toe

blocks east of Post Office.

He repairs and adjusts all kinds«
dlw
JalO

COPARTNERSHIP.
have this day formed a copartnership under
the firm name of DAVIS & CARTLANl),
and have taken the store No. 210 Middle street, formerly occupied by Augustus Robinson, for the purpose of carrying on the retail Boot and Shoe business and would solicit the public patronage.
AUGUSTUS T. DAVIS,
THOS. P. It. CARTLAND.
jal9dlw

WE

HASKELL SILK CO.,
Manufacturers of Sewing and Machine Twist.

Office, 31 Plum Street,

Portland.

where can be found a full assortment of all grades ol
Silk, for hand or machine use.
Mills at Snccnrunun, Maine.
dlw*
jal9

AUBURN FOUNDRY COM

"1

Iron Founders and

NICKEL

PLATERS.

(LIcensedby tbe United Nickel Co., of New York,)
ADBIIK», MAINE.
HfAll Ordcra will have l’rompt Attention,
*
ana
eod&wlySXu&Xh
jauli ^

STEYENS,

L.

FRED

113 MIDDLE STREET,

439 CONGRESS ST., PORTLAND, ME,

Respectfully

to

Solicited.

Examination

If your Sewing Machine troubles you, call on

Fred

having taken

Also balance of oar stock of Ladirs’ Has
Cashmere Hoar with embroidered clocks,
greatly reduced prices.

at

_

General Arran for Maine.

NEW STORE I
NEW GOODS!

ijp gold

following

W. F. MORRILL,

W. II. FUBBU8H & SON,

dtf

years* standing, Neuralgia,

its weight

dtf

In order to redace our stock of Woolen Hoiiery,
otter the
special bargains which at.
from 10 to 35 per cent, lower than ever betoie.
we

The Yellow Centaur Liniment
Is worth
mules.

Nearly Opposite Cbm* Hi.

pair.

Its effects.

Block,

510 CONGRESS STREET,

The relations existing between the undersigned
and the Home Ottice and Policy-Holders in Maine
and Vermont under this Agency remain unchanged.

endorsed by tbe highest Musicians, and making
75,000 homes pleasant and attractive, are sold for
Cai*li or Installments by

jan!5_

Notice.

j

GOLD AND WEB WITCHES

SMITH AMERICAN ORGANS,

Throat, Hoarseness, Tickling Cough and
Purifying the Breath.

dlw

Co. will sell, at rooms 35 and 37 Exchaugo St.,
parlor suits, black walnut and painted cbambei
set’, crockery, &c.

SQUARE AND UPRIGHT PIANOS,

eodtf

HE.

Back, Fever, Sores, Weeping-Sinews, Sciatica,
Caked-Breasts, Distorted Joints and Sprained
Limbs of the worst kind are cured by the Whitt
Centaur Liniment.
It will destroy the pain and heal without a
scar all ordinary Burns and Scalds.
It will extract
the poison of Bites and Stings, and the frost from
Frozen Limbs. It is very efficacious for Ear-ache
Tooth-ache, Itch and Cutaneous Eruptions.
Mr. Josiah Westake, of Marysville, O., writes:
“For years my Rheumatism lias been so bad that
I have been unable to stir from the house. Tbc
first three bottles ot Centaur Liniment enabled mt
I am mending rapid
to walk without my crutches
ly. I think yonr Liniment simply a marvel.’*
C. H. Bennett, Druggist, Rock Prairie, Mo., says
“Centaur Liniment sells better and gives the bes
satisfaction ot anything in the market.’*
What the Centaur Liniment baa done for other
it will do for you. It is handy, it is reliable, and i ;
is cheap.

in the same Office with District Society*

Sore

Healing Indolent Sores, Ulcers, Cuts, Burns,
and for Piles.

tism of many

General Auctioneers & Commission Merchants

SO Dozen Children'. Fancy Hose, at lO,
IS. 30 and 33 ceoU per pair; former price
15, 30, 33 aud 37 cent..
35 D.zen Henry All Wool Hosiery, fall
finished, at 33, 37 and 30 cents per pair.
Very Cheap.
5 Dozen Elegant Cashmere Hosiery for
misers ai73 cents to 81.37 per pair; former
price 91.00 to 91.73.
Ladies Woolen Balmoral Hose at 13,
30 and 33 cents per pair. Cheaw.
33 Dozen Ladi.s All Wool Hosiery, la
plain colors and stripes, at 30 cents per

£ain,

d3t

we

PORTLAND,

CO.,

&

reducedprices.

FRYE,

The lame can be healed and the wounded made
whole. We now know just what the Centaur Liniments will do. They will not mend broken bones 01
care Cancer, but they will extract soreness, alias
cure Rheumatism and a larger ranee of flesh,
one and muscle ailments than any articles ever before discovered.
Scientific skill cannot go beyond the effects of thes?
remarkable preparations. Chronic Rheuma-

HILL& PHINNEY

which

C.

DOW, LICHTENSTEIN

Crutch

LINIMENTS.

KENDALL & WHITNEY,
augl4

Elastic

CENTAUR

opposite foot of Free.

ja!9

the public.
Dated at Portland, January 17, 1877.
MATT ADAMS, Deputy Sheriff.

de9

Congress & Franklin Sts.,

janl

ST„

Large

on

to

A 23 RAM »’

The

Patent

GEO.

unforeseen circumstances we shall be obliged to vacate our store on Congress St., but
have leased the large and commodious
store at 341 MIDDLE
STREET, and shall move Our elot dent’s Furnishing
stock
egant
doodson Monday, the 33d, from
our present quarters to our new,
where we shall be pleased to see
all our old friends and patrons
and he happy to make the acof new ones.
We
quaintance
shall continue to keep a full stock
of the latest styles aud finest qualities, and shall not be undersold
by any one. It you are in want of
anything in our line don’t fail to
give us a call, as we know that we
can do yoa good.
Remember tbe

HREMITJM

nov23

Forest

Wlnttemore’s

con.tantly

2}

P. O. Bailey St Co., Auctioneers.
Janl8dsf

Supporters,

innUD

Cor.

£U1V

In one of the most desirable first
floor offices in (he cify. Apply at
No. 38 Exchange Street.

Stockings,

TIBER

January,

o'clock in the afternoon and continuing fortnoon and afternoon until the stock is closed out, at
Store of E. T. Elden & Co No. 5 Free St. Block, In
Portland and said County, the following described
and Valuable
personal property, to wit: A
Toe Stock is large
Stock of Dry and Fancy Goods
aud fresh and contains a full assortment of the most
desirable Goods iu the market. Sold in lots to tail

from tbe best Manufacturers and
in the Country.

are

^“TACCINE

vpnra

CUMBER

on

25th, day

THURSDAY,

at

Importers

REMOVAL.

—

FARRItVGTOX BLOCK.

or

COUNTY

Face,

or

HINDS, Proprietor,

de23

or

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

and

The above

and will t*

on

TRUSSES/TRUSSES

St.,

f

ss.

Bundry writs,
sold at public auction, commencing
ATTACHED
A. D. 18TT,
the
of

BATTERIES,

Shoulder Braces,

At Half Value to Pay Advances.

which, for purity of tone, perfection of action or
beauty, are not surpassed. The

Hard Skiu, Sunburn,
Salt Rheum, Ac#, Ac,

or

On Monday, 4th iust., a new Masouic Hall
was dedicated by Grand Master Moore, in Richmond.

Hands

ELECTRIC

STATE OF MAINE, 1

FOR, SALE IT

O vying

ROODS.

SHERIFF’S SALE.
Cumberland,

for Deformities, Dislocations and Fractures,

dtf

is ready to furnish Sleighing Parties at shortest

THE

Thurston,

Surgical and Dental
INSTRUMENTS,

YOU

HOUSE.

341 MIDDLE

THE

DRY

—

Block,

GENERAL AGENT.,

BY APRIL 1st UNDER PREBLE

LEGISLATIVE NOTICE.

W. H. IVERS’

HONEY & ALMOND

Samuel

C.D. B. FISK & GO.,

jal9

OF

PORTLAND.

Elastic

PIANOS & ORGANS.
HIND’S

3 Free Street

one, warm,
comfortable.
Former

Now 233 Middle

—

find Fancy Woods, Designs, Saw Blades,
Machines. Hand Frames, and all Material for line
Scroll Carving, at

place,

no22

Portland.

Amateur Workers

wants

FOR LESS THAN

Block,

Apparatus

AGENTS WANTED,

dec27

3 Free St.

Valuable Stock

instruments

can

A general clean out desired.
Spend your Dollars where they
will do yon all the most good.

to whom Liberal Commissions will be paid.

j.

assortment of first-class
iu the State.

SAMUEL THURSTON, Gen’l Agent.

CAN BUY THE CLOTH.

Any information desired regarding the different
Plans ot insuring in the above Reliable Company,
working under the Mass. Non-ForfeitiDg Law,” will
he cheerfully giveu,

Sleigh Barge

[largest

Warerooms,

453,668 72

that “Consumption is incurable” deterred physicians
from attempting to find remedies for that disease,

proved, however, that Consumption can be
cured, and that it has been cured in a very great
number of cases (somes of them apparently desperate ones) by Schenck’s Pulmonic Syrup alone; and in
other cases by the same medicine in connection wi th
Schenck’s Sea Weed Tonic and Mandrake Pills, one
or both, according to tue requirements of the case.
Dr. Schenck himself, who enjoyed uninterrupted
good health for more than forty years, was supposed,
at one time to be at the very gate of death, his physicians having pronounced his case hopeless, and
abandoned him to his fate. He was cured by the
aforesaid medicines, and, since his recovery, many
thousands similarly affected have used Dr. Schenck’s
preparations with the same remarkable success.
Full directions accompauy each, making it not absolutely necessary to personally see Dr. Schenck unJes8 patients wish their lungs examined, and for this
purpose he is professiodally at his principal office,
Coiner Sixth and Arch Sts., Philadelphia, every
Monday.where all letters tor advice must be addressed. Schenck’s medicines are sold by all druggists,
deod&wlm
jal

The

BROKEN LOTS AND JOB LOTS

standard, four per cent. $231,873 27

Portland,

&~HAMLIN,

UIU

31

which have for many years obstructed the
The false supposition
progress of medical science.

now

Griffin who, with bis brother
Robert, colored, live on Crab Island, off Flyiug
Point, Freeport, met with a serious mishap the
other day.
Seeing a big seal on ^cake of ice
he put off from the island with his float on a
his boat in tbe open water,
launched
he
sled;
pulled for the seal and shot it. He then put
about and rowed for home; a high wind prevailing, one oar was broken which left Griffin
with a paddle and an oar. Finding be was going down the bay, and could not reach Crab Island, he put for and reached Frenchman’s Island, where he laid over night, freezing one
side of his body and both hands, the latter so
severely that it was thought he would lose both
of them.

and

Surplus, as regards Policy-holders, Mass.

jal6

our

we
Elegant Chamber Sets, 25
Marble top Library and Extension Tables, Parlor
Suits In variety, Easy Chairs, Book Cases, Parlor
Desks, DlniDg Room Chairs, Sitting Room Chairs,
Full DmiDg Sets of Crockery, &c &c.

RICHARDSON.

price $14.00.

64
33

No. 421-2 Exchange

WEDNESDAY, Jan. 24th. at 10 o’clock A.
ONshall
M., at
Salesroom, 35 and 37 Exchange St.,
sell 20 New and

Prices the lowest possible, conbest Material and Workmanship.

MASON

them less Ilian
The cloth cost $10*13. To

Everybody

Total Liabilities, Dec. 30, 1876.$2,557,370 11

patients afflicted with it reconciled themselves to

to suit all.
sistent with the

SIO OO !

Gross Assets, Dec. 30, 1876......§2,809,243 38
LIABILITIES.
Net Value of Outstanding Policies, Massachusetts standard, four per cent... .§2,522,493 15
Losses Due and Unpaid.
None.
Losses Outstanding, not yet due.
19,154 00
Matured Endowments, due and unpaid
100 00
Premiums paid in advance.
7,301 24
Dividends due and unpaid.
8,321 72

STATE

BY AUCTION..
F. O. BAILEY Sc CO., AUCTIONEERS.

Styles

Heavy Black Beaver Ulsters

Surplus, as regards Policy-holders, N. Y.
standard, 4£ per cent.

FURNITURE

$2.5B

them will do you good.

55
71

SALE

—

ELEGANT NEW

SAMUEL, THURSTON,
General Agent.

33,771 52
08
71
05
50

OF

—

3 Free Street Block, Portland.

soul

never

$14.00,
see

6,799

IMPORTANT

flTTUnVTLI V

We

<J3t

jan!8_

Piano Stools, Piano Covers.

nine, drown or mack Plain Beaver Overcoats, all Wool for $10.00.

$2,668,963

death without making an effort to escape from a
doom which they supposed to he unavoidable. It is

Geoige

At 10 o’clock this morning F. O.

81

Committee appointed to contract with a
suitable r arty, or parties, to do the State Printing and Binding for the ensuing year, subject to the
approval of the Legislature, will give a hearing to
all parties interested therein, at the Senate Chamber,
on TUESDAY. Januarv 23, 1877, at 12 o’clock M.
G. T. STEVENS,
I
rhairmftT1
Chairman.
GEO. S. BALLKAD,)
janl5d7fc
Augusta, Me., Jan. J3, 1877.

and

is solicited to this Stock.
ALL WARRANTED.
Cash purchasers cannot aflord to ignore it.

20 shades and kinds to select
from Just as good as others sell
(or 95.00.

Also:—
Interest due and accrued.$ 59,308 37
Rents due and accrued.
614 83
Excess of Market Value of Investments
over par.
25,327 50
Outstanding Premiums on Policies in force
on which a liability was calculated Dee.

NEWS.

WASHINGTON

98

ASSETS.
United States Bonds..
$100,000 00
Bonds
and
Loans.
City
92,000 00
National Bank Stock. 35,500 00
Railroad Bonds and Loans. 471,000 00 !
Corporate Bonds and Loans. 70,000 00
Loans on Mortgages.1,437 810 00
Loans on Collateral. 52 950 00
Premium Note3.
341,045 98
Bills Receivable.
2,014 17
Loans on Personal Security.
1,500 00
Agents’ Balances.
c,926 74
Commuted Commissions.
3,958 81
Cash in hand and in Banks.
3,328 71
Real Estate, owned by the Company, cost 50.928 96

maxims

the

581,225
$3,170,577

ON

Attention

Prices!

our

ALL WOOL PANTS

71
86,215 59
1,772 00
31.347 04
4,110 82
619 83
2,867 33

Rents.
10,891
Commissions. 46,177
Medical Examinations.
6,369
Notes cancelled on Lapsed
Policies. 26,055
Surrendered Policies.. 109,250

ted aud popular medicines have effected a revolution
in the healing art, and proved the fallacy ot several

the

Advertising

Stationery.

deomly

CCMBEBLANI) COUNTY.

Mr.

Printing,

Schenck’s Pulmonic Syrup, Sea Weed Tonic
and Mandrake Pills.—These deservedly celebra-

Waterville.

STATE

Reference given.

FARMER,”

oct20

treasury at once. According to the terms of
the subscription, unless otherwise specified,
one-third is now due and payable. Money can
be sent by cbeck or postal order to J. H. Hanat

home

Policy-holders..

Postage and other Office
Expenses.

Wonderful Success.
It is reported that Boschee’3 German Syrup
since
its
introduction in the United States,
has,
reached the immense sale of 40,000 dozen per year.
Over 6,000 Druggist have ordered this medicine
direct from the Factory, at Woodbury, N. J., aud
not one has reported a single failure, but every
letter speaks of its astonishing success in curing
severe Coughs, Colds settled on the
Breast, Consumption, or any disease of the Throat and Lungs
We advise any person that has any predisposition to
weak Lungs, to go to their Druggists-and get
this Medicine, or inquire about it. Regular size,
75 cents; Sample Bottle, 10 cents.
Two doses will
relieve auy case. Don’t neglect your cough.

committee are confident that he will meet with
It is very desi rable that
a generous reception.
the amount subscribed should be paid into the

E. Ii.

on

Notice.
persons are hereby cautioned against harborALLing or trusting any of the crew of the British
Bark ‘-Tidal Wave.” from
Marseilles via Sandy
Hook, as no debts of their coutiactiDg will be paid
by Captain or Consignee.
jan20d3t*L. A. HALCROW, Master.

urane, wno nas labored witn so
much faithfulness and perseverance during tbe
past two year, has declined further service, and
Dr. J. H. HansoD, Principal or the Institute

son or

as

woman

jan20dlw*

mr.

University,

man a

man

Look at

S3

55,029

has removed to
34 India Si Oppsaite Potgam Hall.
Flour Houses from Congress Street,
jan2l>tf

a

Dividends to

by Auction.

SATURDAY, Jan. 20th, at 10 o’clock A. M.,
at Salesroom 35 Exchange Street, we shall sell
Parlor and Chamber Furniture, Dining Room
Furniture, Crockery and Glass Ware, Silver Plated
Cutlery, Kitchen Ware, Cook and Parlor Stoves,
Mattresses, Bedding, &e.
F. 0* BAILEY Sc CO., Auctioneers.

1837.

IN

oc3dtl

Furniture, Carpets, Stores, &c.,

WAREROOJUS,

Losses.$132,366

Taxes.
Reinsurance.
Legal Expenses.
Salaries, Travelling Expenses,

Consignments solicited.

VETERAN,

ESTABLISHED

C. W, ALLIS.

Regular sale of Furniture and General Merchandise every Saturday, commencing at 10. o’clock a. m.

commended by all who use them.

must be disposed ot at some price
before that time. We don’t intend
to remove a dollar’s worth. We
arc bound to sell them.

696 00

30, 1876.$68,786
Less loading 20 per cent. 13,75/

B. II. ORDWAY, M. D.,

on account of interest as other subscribThis enables the schools at once to re

sunaa; evening.
Mr. F. E. Brydges, son of tlie famous manager Grand Trunk and a prominent actor in a
romantic affair in New York not long since,

talks

eod2w

persons are hereby cautioned against trusting or harboring any of the crew of Austrian

only to pay the principal in the
proportion as others, but agrees to pay as

of

LAW,

YORK CITY.

ja20

not

income

AT

Broadway,

SEW

1875.$2,589,351

Matured Endowments.
Annuities.

F. O. BAILEY.

Spare & Upright,
THE

35 and 37 Exchange •<,

Nale.room.

Billings & Wheelock’s

CLOTHING!

BUILDING,

Rents.

Auctioneers and Commission Merchant',

Medal,

endorsed by Prof. J. K. Paine and other eminent
artists.

of our

GEORGE THORNTON, President,
SAM’L ATHERTON, Vice President,
GEO. B. WOODWARD, Secretary,
CHAS. G. WOOD, Treasurer,
JAMES C. WHITE, Med. Examiner,
SAM DEL WELLS, Counsel.
Balance Dec. 31,

F. O. BAILEY Ac CO.,

BOURNE,

Balance, December 30,1876..§2,668,963 37

—

COUNSELLOR

offer, Gov. Coburn promised to pay his subscription as rapidly as others did, and no faster.
With his accustomed generosity, however, he

the

AND

McPhail’s Gold

For the Tear ending Dee. 30,1876.

SEARS’

AUCTION SALE

The best Pianos, for the least money, ever offered
to the citicens of Maine.

EveryDollar’s worth

Company,

dly

__

—

Colby University,—It was noticed a few
days since that Rev. A. R. Crane bad succeeded in securing the pledge of $50,000 to secure
the liberal endowment of that amount from
Gov. Coburn. Since then the committee on
tbe subject, William Wilson, Calvin Hopkins,
George H. Pilsbury, and Percival Bonney
have made their report, announcing the fact
that we have already stated. In the original

ceive the aid afforded by

Insurance

i

501,614

ATTORNEY

National Clam Banks, which at discount hours
have promptly favored personal applications
when, accompanied by tbe familiar endorsers,
H. Sled, A. Hoe and C. Basket.
Zero.

ers.

Block,

F.Gr.DOW,

pine shipped in vessels now frozen up in Virginia rivers. The quiet of the ship yaids is relieved in a small degree by a brisk run on the

offers

St.

PC RTLAND.

every

much

Provident Association.—Friday nights the
rooms of the Provident Association in the City
Building are opened for the distribution of
clothing to the poor. The system of giviDg out
this clothing is (now well nigh perfect, and

3

in full blast.

of that convention.
Kev. C. S. Perkins of Casco street church
will give instructing and entertaining Bible

as

AGENT,

Keuncbnnk.
river is a rare exception to the
ice-embargoed coast, it having all the wiuter
been, and now is, open to vessels and the channel unobstructed by ice, either floating or field.
The ship yards there are to some extent idle
on account of delay in obtaining Southern

same

Desks,

Thurston,
GENERAL

Kennebunk

now

MUTUAL LIFE

ia!8d3t

PIANOS!

shall
present quarters

Staples’,

180 Middle St.

d3‘

we

Under Preble House.

Premiums.$404,108 25
Interest. 176,421 73

Samuel

Maine Business NmcaTbe Journal says that boot and shoe manufacturing in Auburn is quite active. Tbe shops
are all of them in operation, and one of them

Mr.

of

April 1st

our

REMNANTS !

jal8

RECEIPTS.

to be the

the handsomest, the most convenient, the most symmetrical, the most
accessible, the most comprehensive, the
most durable ever invented.
An enclosed stamp secures a catalogae.

year.

Christopher Dyer of New
Sharon, aged ninety-five, who is enjoying a
green old age, was one of the original members
mistake.

universally acknowledged

King

Zion’s Advocate says of the Maine Baptist
churchesThere is a good state of religious
interest in the ^Baptist church in Alfred, Rev.
Rev. L. E irant has reS. A. Ives, pastor.

late
the
that
is a

JOHN HANCOCK

THE W00T0N
is

from

to store

BOSTON, MASS.

regular pastors.

pulpit.

remove

16

A series of revival meetings, deeply interesting, and attended with conversions, are being,heid in the “Christian Church,” at Skowhe*
gan, conducted by Rev. G. T. Ridloo, a Maine
evangelist, Mr. Ridlon will make a tour among
tbe churches in eastern Maine that are without

his discourse delivered New Year’s, to-morrow

On or before

—

OFFICE

April.

at

OF TflE

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

Rev. John H. Palmer, of Michigan, has acthe call to become pastor of the Universalist church in Rockland, at a salary of $1500,
bis labors to commence not bcforo the first of

July

—

In the last five .years, thousands of persons
have borne witness to the truly wonderful medicinal power of DR. BULLOCK’S KIDNEY
REMEDY, NEPHRETICUM, in the relief of
kidney, bladder and glandular diseases, loss of
appetite, affections af the liver, &•>. It is pre
scribed daily by the medical faculty,
tru
a
proof of its merit.
10—25 —49
june 20eodawlw

cepted

until February.
The Norway shoe factory is
Workmen swarm like bees in
sound of the wbistlc,

Nelson’s for 25
the best goods
aud should be

STRANDED !

180 MIDDLE ST.

(1. COIRES & PREBLE STS.

annual statement

MISCELLANEOUS

Horatio Staples’, Horatio

House,

(131

fourteenth

ST.,

Under the Preble

180 MIDDLE ST.

Jat8

intends making
up shirts this season. H. I. Nelson & Co., new
store, Farrington Block.
janl8d3t

Notes.
The new Hammond street M. E. Free church
edifice, in Lewiston, will be dedicated next
Wednesday, Jan 24th. Bishop Foster, of Boston, will officiate and preach the dedicatory
sermon.
Rev. Mr. Bolton, of Park street
church, will conduct the singing. Servicer to
commence at 101 A. M.

Shepley.
The farewell benefit to Miss Violet Camp.
Dell comes off at Music Hall this afternoon and
evening. The play of “Leah, the Forsaken,”

a

MISCELLANEOUS

Left high and dry
Five thousand yards
when the Christmas
of
best
tide went out, a few Remnants
Striped India Long Prints for 5 Cents a
Shawls, which will he
yard at
sold cheap SURE at

large aud elegant store

Horatio Staples,

desirable to those who wish to wear something rare and beautiful. C. H. Damson has a
good assortment at 201 Middle street.

and

Leather is
this week will call back full crews.
a little less firm, but has advanced since fall
over thirty per cent.
Buyers of manufactured
goods are blindfolded, and are exercising the
utmost caution. Manufacturers are receiving
spring orders; but will not begin to ship heavily

50 cents

to

to the

pair.

more

Being

ceived and accepted a very unanimous call to
the pastorate of tbe Baptist church at Buxton
Centre, and has already entered upon his labors.
State Missionary Harden is greatly encouraged
in his work in Hancock Association; tbe work
has moved forward steadily, and souls have
been converted and inquirers multiplied in
district where he has labored. The Elm Street
Churcb, Bath, has voted to adopt the free seat
plan. In Norridgewock there is a .gracious
revival.
Rev. Daniel Outhouse is to supply the pulp’t
at the Baptist church in Hodgdon the present

DOWK

Silver Filigree Jewelry (so fashionable
since the fino display in the Italian department
at the Ceuteuuial), though too delicate and expressive to become “common,” is therefore

committee has decided to use in these meetings
“Gospel Hymns No. 2.” Great good is hoped
for from these meetings.

Persons attending the temperance convention
at Augusta must ask for return tickets at the
office where their tickets are purchased.
Kev. Mr. Hincks will, preach at the State
street church to-morrow morning a discourse
commemorative of the, late Chief Justice

will be given.
The meeting at the Allen Mission last evening was well attended. Earnest und effective
addresses were made by.S. F. Pearson, President Dow of the Dry Mills club, Henry C.
Lovell and X. Plunket.Mr. Card and others.

Cars to Richmond, Danville, Washington,
Baltimore and Philadelphia, are now running
direct fiom Boston, without change, over the
N. Y. & N. E. Railroad. Travelers will And
this route the moat convenient by which to
roach Florida aud other points South and
West.

[

233 MIDDLE

All my Dollar Kid
Gloves, Black and
HARKED
Colored,

Persons afflicted with Salt Rheum should
use the “Forest Tar Soap’’ daily. jan20-dlw

Those linen shirt fronts at
each are warranted to be
in the market at that piice,
examined by every lady who

from our present store

—

SO Cents.

193 Middle street.

cents

*

FOR

to Move

Going

GLOVES
—

]'an20-lt

day evening last, by a lecture from Gen. J. J.
Perry of Portland, on “Dreams aud Dreamers,” which was closely listened to by a large

7} there is but little chance for any but deserving
An officer is on duty who
ones receiving aid.
Street.—
New Jerusalem Church, New High
is supposed to know the majority of bummers
Services every Sunday morning|at 10.30 a. m.
Subwho make a business of begging. Last evening
Arcana Hall —Conference at 2.30 p. m.
Jhct: The analogy os spiritualism taught by Jesus,
there was a full hcuse.but the clothing gave out
aud the philosophy oi modern manifeslatiouB.
of the number were supplied,
Contribution for the Widows’ Wood Society will lie before half
taken Sunday afternoon at the Chestnut St. church.
Two tramps who entered with the expectation
The Poor*ye have always.
of getting fitted out, were conducted to the
First Baptist Church, Congress st., corner ol
door. None but residents of the city will be
Sabbath
Wilmot.—Rev. W. H. Shailer Pastor.
School at 1.45 p. m. Preacldng at 3 p. m. Social
aided at this place. There is a very great need
Meeting at 7 p. m. Sea;s free.
of clothing of aH kinds at their rooms. If any
First Untversalist Church, Congress Street.—
Preaching at 10} a. wish to see the disposition made of articles they
Rev Wm. E. Gibbs, jiastor.
m.
Sunday School at 3 p. m. Vespers service at should visit the rooms next Friday evening
7 o’clock.
and see the large crowd of people which is sun
Second Advent Church, Union Hall, 87 Free
to be sent away disappointed.
Preaching Sunday at 10} a. m. and 3 p. in.,
Street.
by Elder A. W. Libby. Prayer meeting at 9 a.m.
Sabbath School at 12 m. Capt. Dutton will preach
Class of ’75 P. H. S.—The class of ’75, P
at Union Hall Sabbath evening. Seats free.
H. S held a meeting at Reception Hall las ;
Free Street Baptist Church.—Rev. James
McWhinnie pastor. Preaching at 10} a. in., by tbi
evening and formed a permanent organizatioi
pastor. Sunday School at close oi morning service.
President, Geo
with the following officers:
Kev. Mr. Inglis, the Evangelist, will occupy tin
iu the afternoon and evening. All are cordial
H. Ayer: Vice President, Marion H. Allen
y invited.
Secretary and Treasurer, Minnie E. Yeaton ;
Allen MissionChapel,Locust Street.—Sumla;
Executive Committee, Fred D. Irish, Geo. U
m.
1.30
at
at
3
m.,
p.
b;
p.
School
Preacbiug
Temperance Concert and Prais 1
Capt. Dutton.
Brooks, E. S. Williams, Mary C. Whrtney
at
o’clock.
Meet
7}
Temperance
Meeting evening
Mary Peters, Florence I>. Brewer.

7 p.

Prayer meeting Tuesday evening

steamship Sardinian,

Bible reading in Congress street M.
Bring
B. church to-morrow morning at 10J.
your Bibles if you please.
Friends meetings will be held at Oak street

give

will

Congress and Casco Streets. Every evening.

Knights

I

Hoyt, Fogg & Donham’s,

East Deering.—The enterprising citizens
of this village have arranged for a course of
lectures for the present winter iu their new and
spacious hall. The course was opened on Thurs

Pullen, editor-in-chief aud business
Stanley
and appreciative audience, to the end.
The
manager of the Press, testified in part as follows:
next lecture is to be by Percival B jnney, Esq.,
The counting room for business and where the
of this city.
books of account are kept is on the ground floor.
Theroomsnp stairs are editorial and composing
New System of Grammar.—Prof. L. P.
rooms. The counting room closes at about six.
Howe author of the Seven-hour System of
if
carried
stairs
advertisements
After
that
time
up
POST
OFFICE.
PORTLAND
Grammar, is in the city and is to deliver a
are received there, although we have attempted to
first
Office Hours.
discourage that practice. Soon after this accident course of lectures upon “Language.” The
of the course will be free, at Mechanic Hall,
From 8.C0 a m to 8.30 p m, Sundays excepted.
I directed the doors leading to the elevator to be
for
and
Carriers
General Delivery
Sundays open
Monday night.
nailed up, but Thurston’s people opened them for
from 9 to 10 a m.
their uses. I was afraid these doors might be opened
Portland, Me., Jan. 9, 1877.
Temperance.—At a meeting held at the
and
not
be
as
tlie
and
put
at
some
time
up,
gate
Arrival and Departure ot Haile*
Preble Chepel last evening, a new organization
there had been a bad accident there, I concluded in
Boston and intermediate offices. Arrive at 12.20
was effected, to be called the Portland Indep. m. and 12.30 a.m. Close at 8.30 a m, and 2.30 the interest of humanity to have a light burning
and 9.00 p. m.
pendent Temperance Union. The following
there, so that no possible thing that I could do to
Boston and the West. Arrive at 5.10 p m.
Intermediate or Way Mails via Boston and Maine
prevent such a thing happening should be omitted. officers were unanimously elected:
Railway. Arrive at 12.20 and 8.20 p m. Close at I did not do it before because I did not conceive any
President—Geo. A. Merry.
8.30 a m and 2.30 p m.
Vice Presidents—Ashbury C. Sylvester, Hordanger. Our folks never to my knowledge have
Great Southern and Western. Arrive at 12.20 p m
ace
\V. Allen, John R. Rigby.
but
from
the
comthe
from
used the elevator
hall,
and 12.30 a m. Close at 8.30 a m, 2.30 and 9.00 p m.
Bangor, Mattawamkeag, and connecting routes. posing rooms. The night of the accident was vefy
Secretary—L. C. Phillips.
a.
m.
Arrive at 3.00 p. m. Close at 11.30
Treasurer—J. H. McDonald.
clear; the moon was near its full. On arriving at
Augusta and connecting routes. Arrive at 9.00 a
Chaplain—Rev. W. T. Phelan.
m. and 3 00 p. m.
the rooms about half-past twelve the night of the
Close at 11.30 a m and 5.00 p m.
B. Mosley.
Sergeant-at-Arms—Chas.
Morning Northwestern by G. T. R. Arrive at 8.40
accident I found them vacant with the lights burning
The Independent Temperance Union will
a m. Close at 6.30 a m.
and
the
office
to
I proceeded
as usual.
below,
job
Lewiston and Auburn. Arrive at 9.00 a. m., and
hold a public meeting Sunday evening at the
3.00 p m. Close at 6.30 a m, 11.30 a m and 5.00 p. m.
there found a group assembled around the plaintiff.
Rochester, N. H., and intermediate offices. Arrive After he was carried to the hack, I returned up Preble Chapel at 7 o’clock. All are cordially
at 1.30 p. m. Close at 7.00 a m and 2.00 p m.
invited to attend.
stairs, made inquiries in regard to the affair and
North Conway and other offices on the P. & O. R
The Reform Club will hold a public meeting
examined the place. I found the doors of the eleR. Arrive at 12.05 a m and 5.10 p m. Close at 9.00
a m and 2.20 p m.
vator open and the gate-started back in the neighborat 10J a. m., i a the club room, No. Ill ExBy the Bridgton Stage. Arrive at 3 p m. Close at hood of a toot. I examined as to the light at that
change street,and at 7 p. m. in the Y. M. C. A.
6.50 a m.
Eastport, via each steamer. Arrive at 6.00 a m. time. The lower doors on Exchange street were rooms, Sunday.
Close at 5.00 p m.
in
there
shone
the
very brightly up
moonlight
open;
Nova Scotia and Prince Edward’s Island. Arrive
the stairway; do not remember about the condition
Revival Meetings.—The first of a series of
Thursday at 6 a m. Close Saturday at 3.30 p m.
entrance. The
Market
street
of the doors from the
revival meetings will be held on Sunday afterForeign Mails per Allan Line close every Saturhall
of
the
day at 12 m.
at
the
end
gaslight in the Argus stairway
noon at Free street church.
The committee
Foreign Mails, via New York, day previous to sailwas burning brightly, and the direct rays fell within
ing ot steamers. Close at 2.30 p m.
think themselves fortunate in having secured
Express, Augusta, Bangor and tho East. Arrive perhaps a foot or a foot and a half of the Exchange the services of Mr.
Inglis, a co-worker with
at 2.00 a m. Close at 9.00 p m.
street stairway. Light from the composing rooms
Skowhegan intermediate offices and the north.
Messrs. Moody aud Sankey, both in Europe
came through the window over the door to the back
Arrive at 3.00 p m. Close at 11.30 a m.
and in this country. A choir of one hundred
room, through the window over the stairway which
Skowhegan closed pouch closes at 9.00 p m
Canada and intermediate offices, via G. T* R. Arvoices is now being organized under the direcleads to Lime street, through the window over the
rive at 12.30 p. m. Close at 1.00 p m.
tion of W. L. Fitch. T-'-n. of this pi rv
The
vrlilMi loaria infn llio pditnrial rnnm. and sliohf.lv

KID

The committee having in charge the Revival
to be held the coming week, have decided to use in these meetings, "Gospel Hymns
No. 2,” copies of which can be obtained at

brary
yesterday. The referees wore Bion
Bradbnry and Judge Howard, and quite an array of prominent counsel appeared on both sides.
The parties to the hearing are not made public.

T.

MISCELLANEOUS.

ONE DOLLAR

:

balance

ana

meetings,

room

DEFENCE.

MISCELLANEOUS.

of cloaks and shawls.

Referee Case.—A hearing to fix an attorney’s fee was had in the Cumberland Law Li-

any appearance

part of plaintiff.

expected in millinery, fancy goods

Life Insurance Company, has removed to Centennial block, same room as the District office.

acts

To*D»y.

Auction Sale.—Our readers will remember
that tbere is another sale at the Bon Marche, at
2J o'clock this p. m., by F. O. Bailey & Co. As
this is to be the last sale, great bargains can be

two large stares under the Preble House are to
be made into one grand salesroom for this firm.
W. F. Morrill, general agentof the New York

of intoxication as far as his
Mr.
were concerned, but he smelled liquor.
Higgins, night editor of the Argus, testified that
Mr. Parker was sober, but that his breath smelled of
ale or lager.
This closed the testimony for the plaintiff, and the
Hon. Thomas B. Reed then opened the case for the
defence. He said he was prepared to show that at
the time of the accident all proper care had been
exercised by the defendant corporations, that the
hall-way was sufficiently lighted, and that the accU
dent was caused by want of ordinary care on the
serve

fTew AdvertUemeuU

Removals.—Messrs. Hill & Phinney aro to
Monday from their present quarters to
the store formerly occupied by Mr. Doten, on
Middle, rpposite the foot of Free street. They
will continue to keep their usual fine line of
goods for gentlemen’s wear.
0. D. B. Fisk & Co. are soon to remove from
their present quarters on Middle street. The
remove

BEFORE JUDGE VIRGIN.

Castoria.

SUMMER AND WINTER USE,
FOR SALE AT

It is a mistake to suppose that Castoria is not
adapted to grown persons as well as Children. They
only need to increase the quantity. But childreu
have so many complaints for which Castoria is
adapted-like Wind Colic, Sour Stomach,Worms,
Tetter, Teething and Croup, that it is especially
recommended for them.
Its effects are more certain than Cantor Oil. It
contains no alchohol and is as pleasant to take as
honey. It never gripes. By regulating the stomach
and bowels the Castoria cool* ihe blood, expels
worms and prevents feverishness, quiets the nerves
and produces health—then ol course children can
sleep in quiet ami mothers can nit.
Castoria is recommended by all i| ysicians and
nurses who have tried it, and it is having a rapidly
increasing sale. It is prepared with great care after
the recipe of Dr. Samuel Pitcher, of Mass., at the
Laboratory of J. B. Rose & Co., 46 Dey Street, New
w3m41
York.

Lowest market Rates,
—

Randall
60

COMMERCIAL,

ST.

store will be at HO. 441 MID-

new

DLE STREET, store formerly occupied by E. S. Doten & Co., opposite loot ol Free street.
jal9

d3t

Kiarsarge School for Boys,
CONWAY, N.H. The Itesl Quarter
For partku*
Commence- September 7.

NORTH
udinistsion ail dress
lars

in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and given
All persons having
bonds
as the law directs.
demands upon tho estate of said deceased, are
persons indebted
required to exhibit the sainejandti>allmake
payment to
to tsttUl estate aro called upon
AARON CLEAVES, JR., Adm’r.
w!3w2*
Cumberland, Jan. 2d.11877.

or

FREDERICK THOMPSON, Principal

wttt»

UK.VIS

miiK
executed at

McAllister,

HULL & PHIMNES’S

NOTICE

neatly

&

—

__<l8tf

sep6

is hereby given, that the subscribei
has been duly appointed and has taken ni>on
himself the trust ot Administrator of the estate ol
AARON CLEAVES, late of Cumberland,

JOB PRINTING
Ibis OUict'.

BY

*

A

cents

oiwftB

tuk>

U

OF

6EBHA3

LIFE

“NUFF !SED.”
#in
above sent to any address. onjrecejptot 10
and stamp.

HERMAN

Bolton. Mam.

THE

and female—exist, had, of course no great
weight in the union controversy.
But, Sir, if grave meu and women will sit
calmly down and fling dirt upon every woman who shall aspire to medicine in an island
though she can do so on a neighboring continent with honor, and choose their time when
the dirt can only fall on seven known women
—since the female students in that island are
only seven—the pretended generality becomes
a cowardly personality, aud wounds as such,
and excites less coldliearted and more hotheaded blackguaids to outrage. It was so atPhiladelpbia, aud it was so at Edinburgh.
Our extramural teacher in anatomy was
about to give a competitive examination.
Now on those occasions we were particularly
obnoxious. Often and clearly as it had been
proved by o priori reasoning, that we must
be infinitely inferior to the average male, we
we persisted in proving by hard fact, that we
were influitely his superior; and every examination gave us an opportunity of crushing
solid reasons under hollow fact.
A band of medical students determined
that for once a priori reasoning should have
fair play, aud not be crushed by a thing so
Illusory as fact. Accordingly they got the
gates closed, and collected around them. We
came up, one after another, and were received with hisses, groans and abusive epithets.
This mode of reasoning must have been ad
mirably adapted to my weak understanding;

PEESS.

(.From “A Woman Hater” in Harper’s Magazine.]

A Woman’s Battle.
Lconcluded.j
“To qualify for medicine, and pass the
•tiff examination by which the public is very
properly protected, you must be versed in
anatomy and clinical surgery. jBooks and
lectures do not suffice for this without the
human subject—alive and dead. The University Court knew that very well when it
matriculated us. and therefore it provided
for our instruction by promising us separate
classes.
Backed by this public pledge, we waited
on the University Professor of Anatomy to
arrange our fees for a separate lecture. He
flatly refused to instruct us separately for
love or money, or to permit his assistants.
That meant ‘the union sees a way to put you
in a cleft stick and cheat you out of your degree, in spite of the pledge the University
has given you in spite of your fees, and of
your time given to study in reliance on the

promise.’

But there was an
was a heavy blow.
called Surgeon’s
and
the
Hall,
University formally recognized
all the lecturers in this Hall; so we applied to
those lecturers, and they were shocked at the
illiberality of the University professors, and
admitted us at once to mixed classes. We
attended with the male students lectures on
anatomy and surgery, and of all the anticipated evils, not one took place, Sir.
The objection to mixed classes proved to be
idle words; yet the old-fashioned minds opposed to us shut their eyes and went on reasoning a priori, and proving that the evils
which they saw did not arise, must arise
should the experiment of mixed classes,
which was then succeeding, ever be tried.
To qualify us for examination, we now
needed but one Ihing more—hospital practice. The infirmary is supported not so much
by the University as the town. We applied
theiefore with some confidence for the permission usually conceded to medical students.
The managers refused ns the town infirmary.
Then we applied to the subscribers. They
not belonging to a trades-union, declared in
our favor, and intimated plainly
that they
would turn out the illiberal managers at the
next election of managers.
But by this time the war was hot and general, and hard blows dealt on both sides. It
was artfully suppressed by our enemies in the
profession and in the press that we had
begged bard for the separate class which had
This

extramural establishment

uccu

jpiuujiocu

us

iu

aua’umj,

auu

women

with no worse

from

A few awkward revelations were made during this discussion. A medical student had
the candor to write and say that he had
been at a lecture and the professor had told
an indelicate story,and finding it palatable to
his modest males had said, ‘There, gentlemen ; now if female students were admitted
here, I could not have told you this amusing
circumstance.’ So that it was our purifying
influence that he dreaded in secret, though
he
told the public he nreaded the
reverse.

Again, female patients
nals to beg that female

wrote to the jourstudents might be
admitted to come between them and the brutal curiosity of the male students, to which
they were subjected in so offensive a way
that more than one poor creature declared
she had felt agonies of shame even in the
midst of an agonizing operation.

This being a cry from that public for whose
sake the whole clique of physicians—male

nnlv

nn«.
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“I think
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y

body stared.

a

“The next day that pair left.
He was
English; and so many good-natured strangers cauea on mm mar ne nea swirtiy, ana
did not even bid me good-by. However, I
was told they botb inquired for me, and were
sorry I was out wben they went.”
“How good of themsaid Vizard, turn-

and cast about for juggles. They
a sudden that they
illegally in matriculating female
They would, therefore, not give
fees, and pay them two hundred

ing red.
“Oh, never mind. Sir; I made use of him.
I scribbled an article that very day, entitled
it, ‘While there’s Life there’s Hope,’ and
rushed with it to the editor of a journal. He
took it with delight. I wrote it a la Francaise: picture of the dead husband, mourning wife, the impending interment; effaced
myself entirely, and said the wife had refused to-bury him until Doctor Brasscur,
whose fame had reached her ears, had seen
the body. To humor her, the doctor was applied to, and his benevolence being equal to
his science, he came: when, lo! a sudden

pounds apiece for breach of contract, but de-

their studies unti>
compelled by judicial decision to keep faith.
it
was
under
advice of the Lord
Observe,
Justice-General they had matriculated us,
and entered into a contract with us, for fulfilling which it was not, and is not, in the
power oi any mortal man to punish them.
But these pettifoggers said this: 'We have
acted illegally, and therefore not we, but you,
shall suffer: we will profit by our illegal act,
for we will cheat you out of your fees to the
University, and your fees to its professors, as
well as the seed-time of your youth, that we
tain their fees and stop

surprise;
detected

the

swift, unerring eye of science
subtle sign that had escaped

some

the lesser luminaries.

have wasted.’
Now in that country they can get the opinions of the judges by raising what they call an
action of declarator.
One would think it was their business to
go to and meantime give us the benefit of the
legal doubt, while it lasted, and of the moral
no-doubt, which will last till the day of judgment, and a day after.
Not a bit of it. They deliberately broke
their contract with us, kept our fees, and
cheated us out of the article we had bought
of them, disowned all sense of morality, yet
shifted the burden of law on to our shoulders.

possession.

Possession is nine points. The female students are now sitting with their hands before
them, juggled out of their studies in plain defiance of justice aud public faith, waiting till
time shall show them whether provincial lawyers can pettifog as well as trades-union doctors.

As for me, I had retired to civilized climes

long before this. I used to write twice a
week to my parents; but I withheld all mention of the outrage at Surgeons’ Hall. I
knew it would give them useless pain. But

j

He doubted the death.
He applied remedies; he exhausted the
means of his art, with little avail at first, but
at last a sigh was elicited, then a sneeze; and,
marvelous to relate, in one hour the dead
man was sitting up, not convalescent, but
well. I concluded with some reflections on
this most important case of suspended animation very creditable to the profession of
medicine and Doctor Brasseur.”
“There was a fox I”
“Well, look at my hair. What else could
you expect? I said that before too.
“My notice published, I sent it to the doctor, with my respects, but did not call on him.
However, one day he met me, and greeted
me with a low bow.
‘Mademoiselle,’ said
he, ‘you were always a good student; but
now you 9how the spirit ot a confrere, and
so gracefully that we are all agreed we must
have you for one as soon as possible.’
“I courtesied, and felt my face red, and
said I should be the proudest woman in
France.
“
‘Grand Dieu,’ said he, ‘I hope not; for
your modesty is not the least of your charms.’
“So the way was made smooth, and I had
to work hard, and in about fourteen months
1 was admitted to my final examination. It
was a severe one j but I had some advantages. Each nation has its wisdom; and I
had studied in various schools.
“Being a linguist, with a trained memory,
I occasionally backed my replies with a string
of French, German, English, and Italian authorities, that looked imposing.

Boston & Maine

No.

THE SCIENCE OF LIFE;
Or. DVLF-PBE8EBTATIOIV.

__dtf

More Tkan One Million Copies Sold.

FOR SALE OR TO LET.

Gold Medal Awarded to the Author by
the “National Medical Association*” March 31st, 1876
“The untold miseries that result from indiscretion
in early life, may be alleviated and cured.
Those
who doubt this assertion should purchase the new
Medical Work published by the Peabody Medical
Institute, Boston, entitled lThe Science of Life, or
S£lf Preservation.* Price $1 Vitality impaired by
tne errors of youth or too close application to business, may be restored and manhood regained.
Also
another valuable medical work treating
exclusively on Mental and Nervous Diseases;
more than two hundred
royal octavo pages, 20
elegant engravings, bound in substantial muslin.
Price only $2. Barely enough to pay for printing.”—
London Lancet.

NEW AND ELEGANT RESIDENCE.
First-Class Dwelling
pleasant rooms:

fourteen
THEHouse, containingStory
brick furnace ami all modern
Three

New

improvements; situated

Congress Street, between State and Dow Streets,
next door to residence of
Pay son Tucker, Esq.
Apply at office of
on

ROLLINS, LORTNG & ADAMS,
No. 22 Exchange Street.
Also to Let-Two New and Desirable Houses on
Park Street, and one on Green Street. Apply of the

above.___dec23dtf
FOR SALE-A BARGAIN?

The “SCIENCE OF LIFE” also contains MORE THAN FIFTY VALUABLE
MEDICAL
PRESCRIPTIONS, each
one of which is worth the
price of the
book.

f IUIE New two story French roofed house, on CumI berland near High street, contalnidg 14 rooms,
furnished and fitted ,for two families, gas, Sebago,
bath room, furnace, and all modern conveniences of
a first class house.
Will be sold low as the owners
are about leaving the state.
Appiv to
N. S. GARDINER, Real Estate Agent,
nov3dtf42j Exchange St.

“The Book for young and middle aged men to read
just now, is the Science of Life, or Self Preservation.
The author has returned from Europe in excellent
health, and is again the Chief Consulting Physician
of tb Peabody Medical Institute, No. 4 Bulfinch
Street, Boston, Mass.”—Republican Journal.
“The Science of Lite is beyond all comparison the
most extraordinary work on Physiology ever published.”— Boston Herald.
“Hope nestled in the bottom of Pandora’s box, and
hope plumes her wings anew, since the issuing o
these valuable works, published by the Peabody Medical Institute, which are teaching thousands how to
avoid the maladies that sap the citadel of life.”—

NXFA 1\T Ip \f to loan on first class Real Estate
iTXv/i.™ MZJ X Security, In Portland, or vicinity Rents collected, taxes paid, &c on Commission. Apply to F. G. PAT TERSON, Dealer in
Real Estate, 379J Congress Street.
nol8Jtf

CATARRH.
TWELVE

Philadelphia Enquirer.
“It should be read by the young, the middle-aged

and even the old.”—New York Tribune.
The first and only Medal ever conferred upon any
Medical Man in this country, as a recognition of skill
and professional services, was presented to the author
of these works, March 31st. 1876. The presentation
was noticed at the time of its occurrence by the Boston Press, and the leading journals throughout the

YEARS

OF SUFFERING.
Gentlemen:—About twelve years ago. while traveiing witn pat tier Hemp's Ola Folks Concert Troupe
as a tenor singer, I took a severe cold and was laid up
at Newark, N J. Tbis cold brought on a severe attack of Catarrh, which I battled with every known
remedy for four weeks without avail, and was finally
obliged to give up a most oesirablo jmsition and return home unable to sing a note. For three years
afterwards I was unable to sing at all. Tbe first attack of Catarrh had left my nasal organs and throat
so sensitive that the slighest cold would bring on a
fresh attack, leaving me prostrated. In this way I
continued to suffer. Tbe last attack, tbe severest I
ever bad, was terrible,
I suffered the most excruciating pain in my bead, was so hoarse as to be scareelv
able te speak, and coughed incessantly. I thought I
was going into quick consumption, and I
firmly believe that had tnese symptoms continued without relief they would have rendered m© an
easy victim.
When in this distressing condition, I commenced the
use of Sanford’s Radical Curb for
Catarrh,
very reluctantly, I confess, as I had tried all the advertised remedies without benefit. Tbe first dose of
this wonderful mediciue gave me tbe greatest relief.
It is hardly possible for one whose head aches, eyes
ache, who can scarcely articulate distinctly on account of the choking accumulations in his throat, to
realize how much »eliefl obtained from tbe first
application of Sanford’s Radical Cure. Under
its influence, both mternal and external. I rapidly
recovered, and by an occasional use of the remedy
since have been entirely free from Catarrh, for the
first time in twelve years.
Respectfully yours,
GE0- W. HOLBROOK.
ttt
Waltham, Mass., Jan. 8, 1876.
the Radical Cure of GEO.
TTp^5,;n1J)archa8e(i
H. ROGERS, Druggist, Rumford Building.
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or single,
the
life,
any age or condition
young epeciallv,all can he cured by a simple remedy.
Send one dollar with your address plainly written,
and yon will receive the remedy without other expense, that must cure vou. Address

DR. F E. MOORE,
Box 1483, Portland, Me.

jal6dlw*

WORLD’S CHOICE.

ular arts or sciences, convened at Philadelphia for
six months, to decide upon the comparative merits
of the various inventions of mankind, awarded to
the manufacturers of Benson’s Capcine Porous Plaster, after a careful test and comparison of this remarkable remedy with ordinary porous and other
kinds of plasters,the highest and only medal, above all
foreign ami American competitors, on the ground of
its great superiority over other piaster, and its wonderful pain relieving, strengthening, and curative
properties Remember that this decision was made
by tour practical and skilled physicians.
Remember that no nostrum was allowed to be exhibited at the Centennial Remember when you are
suffering from any ache or pain that Benson’s Capcine Plaster is the best remedy ever devised for all
external difficulties. Sold everywhere. Price 25
cents. W, F. PHILLIPS & CO.. Agents,
eod&wlm
jal

EVERY

herbs, free from every contamination pure and colorless. Thus the active medical constituents ot thousands of pounds of herbs may be condensed into a
In this way Sanford’s Radvery small compass
ical Cure iB divested of tbe nauseating, worthless
leaturesot all other remedies, white its curative
properties are increased tcntola. It is positively the
greatest medical triumph ot the age.

vbainedfor raecbanica deother
ces, medical, or
< m
ornamental
pounds,
deigns, trade-marks, and

promptly attended

to.

package contains Dr. Sanford’s Improved InhaliugTube, with full directions for its use in all
cases.
Price $1.00. For ale by all wholesale and
retail druggists throughout
the United States.
WEEKS & POTTER, General Agents and Wholesale Druggists, Boston.
fcacn

labels,
Caveats, Assignments, Interferences, etc.
nventions that have been
by the Patent Office may
still, in most cases, be
secured

by

us.

Being

opposite the Patent Office, we can make closer

searches, and secure PatUt.

those who

are

remote from

|

send

|
j

us

a

model

or

sketch ot your device ; we make examinations free of charge
and advise as to pa-

tentability. All correspondence strictly confidential. Prices low, AND

IS
NO CHARGE UNLESS PATENT
SECURED.
We reier to officials in the Patent Office, and to
inventors in every State in the Union.
no24

C. A. SNOW & CO.,
Opposite Patent Office, Washington, I). C.
dtf

Respectfully yours,

MRS

RICHARD GORMAN.
Lynchburg, Va., July 22, 1876.
P. S.—Siuce I finished my letter some oi my
neighbors have come in and wish me to send for Eome
more oi yonr Plasters.
I am recommend them to
all my friends. Please send me six of your Collins’
Voltaic Plasters. Enclosed find $1.25.
MRS. GORMAN.

Time Jan. 8, 1877.

New

THE“Golden
Perkins,
WHIPPOORWILL.
is filled with
Robin”),

Maine
Central
RAILROAD.

Embracing the leading Hotel? in the State, at which
the Daily Pbe83 xnav always be found.
ACBUBN
Elm Home, Court. St. W M. A A. Vouug

Proprietors.

AUGUSTA.
Stalest. Harrison
BATH.

Haiti

BOSTON.
Parker House. School St. H. D. Parker A
St. James Hotel—J. B. Crocker, Propri'.'
etor.

Trement House, Tremont
Gurney A Co. Proprietors.

Proprietor.

ROUTE.
Ocean
etor.

and after Monday,
11, 1876,
ON Sleeping
Car will be attached at Nashua, at
New Yoik
leaving Portland

HIRAM.
Mt. Cntler House,—Hiram Boston, Pro*

prietor*

LEWISTON.
DtKitt House, Qninby A March, Proprietor.

ALTERATION OF TRAINS.
ARRANGEMENT

(stopping
(1711

at

null

HUNTS’ oh nm

——

vnn

Proprietor.
Perry’s Hotel,
Proprietor.

Freight Requiring Very Quick Despatch
New York at 3.00 p. m.,
in Portland 1.13 p. m. NEXT

arrives
DAY
Freight leaving Portland nt 1.30 p. m,
arrives in New York 0.00 n. in. NEXT
MORNING.
We take pleasure in

referringyou to all

SKOWHEGAN.
Tururr House, W. G. Hesellon, Pi

Posters, Band Bills,

Bill Heads.

Eastern
OCT.

aug-’Gdf

WEST NE WFIELD.
West Newfleld House, R.G. Holmes, Proprietor.

GENERAL FREIGHT AGENT,
106 Washington Street.

janlldtf

ALLAN LINE.
Montreal Ocean

Steamship Co.

Under contract for the conveyance of

#

Passengers
and

derry

booked to London-

Liverpool.

Remrn Tickets panted at
reduced rates. The Steamship

POLYNESIAN, Capl. Brown,
will sail from this port for Liverpool

on

Saturday, January ‘JOih,
immediately after the arrival ol the train of the

previous day from Montreal.
Passages to Londonderry and Liverpool, cabin
(according to accommodations,) 970 and 9&0.
Intermediate passage 940.
Payable in gold or its equivalent.
For freight or cabin passage apply to
H. & A. ALLAN, No. 1 India 8t.
For steerage passage inward and outward, and lor
ight drafts on England in suras to suit, apply to
JAMES L FARMER, No. 3 India St.
Portland, Nov. 24, 1876.
nov22dtf

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.

WINTER

and

John, Dijtby,

Nt.

CHESTNUT ST PHILADELPHIA, PA.

ARRANGEMENT

TBIP~PER

ONE

Newspaper Adrertisiug Agents,
Receive advertlseuiei.. for all newspapers in the
United States a_ A Canada, at their office,
6 7

Richmond, Charleston, NewWashington.
D. D. C. MINK,

Windsor and Halifax.

COE, WETHERELL & CO.,

S. K. NILES,
ADVERTISING

WEEK.

On and after Monday, Jan. 1st,
the Steamer New Brunswick,
Capt. D. S. Hall, will leave Railroad Wharf, foot of State Street,
every Monday at 6.00 P. M., lor
Eastport and St. John.
Returning will leave St.John and Eastport every
—.

Thursday

Connections made at Eastport for Rcbbinston, St.
Calais.
Connections made at St. John for Digby. Anuapolis, Windsor, Kentville, Halifax, N. S., Sbodiac. Amberst, Pictou, Frederlcktown, and all stations cn
the Intercolonial Railway.
.ESf** Freight received on day of sailing until 4

o

AGENT.

clock p.

Cards, Tags, &c., printed at short

Railroad,
9, 1876.

PASSENGER TRAINS len«e Portland
for Scarboro’* Saco, Biddeford, Kennebnnk, Kells North Berwick, South
Berwick, Conway Junction, Elio t,
Rittery, Portsmouth, Newburyport,
Salens, Lynn, Chelsea ami Boston at
9.00 a. in., arriving in Boston at 1.40 p. ra.
Saco, Biddeford, Rennebnnk, Rittery,
Portsmouth, Hamptons, Newburyport,
Salem, Lynn, Chelsea and Boston at
3.00 p. m., arriviDg in Bostou at 7.30 p. ni., in
season for New York ami Western connection.

notice

m.

tMMtt

Contracts for Advertisements in all Newspapers ol
til cities and towns oi the United States. Canada
and British Province.*
Office No. 6 Tremont Street, Boston.

_A.

BOSTON

R.

STUBBS. Agent.

STEAMERS?"

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

S. M. PETTENGILL & CO.’S
ADVERTISING

AGENT'

No. 10 StateSt., Boston, and 37 Park Row, New Vork
Estimates furnished gratis for Advertising in al
in the Uniied Statos and British Pror-

Newspapers

nces.

On and after MONDAY, JAN. 1st, Ibe
superior
Sea Going Steamers

DODD’S
ADVERTISING AGENCY,
121 WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON.
Advertisements recoined for every Paper in the
United States and British Provinces at the lowest
contract prices.
Any information cheerfully given
and estimates

promptly

l'uurnished.

_HORACE
BATES * LOCKE,

DODD.

Nrnspiiper Advertising Agcul.,
34 PAi.X

ROW, NEW YORE.

J. H. Bates, late ot
D. R. Locke, o Locke A
S. M. Pettengiil & Clo.
Jones, Toledo Blade.
Send for list of 100 choice newspapers.

Dealers In Printing Materials of
Type, Presses, etc.

barnes. Accountant

FOSTERS and HAND-BILLS printed
thU Office.

at

Norfolk.

Eastport, Calais

AGENCIES.

FOR ALL THE LEADING NEWSPAPERS,

oct25eodSm*

W&Ssep30tt

Dailv.

Through Bills Lading given lrom Boeton and nrincipai poults in ae» tnaiaml to the South ami Southwest. Close connection made at Philadelphia with
the “CLYDE STEAM LINES" to Ballim.rr,

FOREST CITT

will,

until

Pullman Parlor Car attached.
3,30 p. m. Biddeford accomodating train.
*
Returning, leave Biddeford at 8.00 a. m.
Night Express with Sleeping Car, for
Boston at £.13 a, m., every day (except
RETURNIMG,

Through Tickets to all Points South and West at
owe«f rales. Pullman Car TicketB for Seats and
Berths at Ticket Office.
Passengers by this line avoid all change.
GEO. BATCHELBER. Supt,
0c9dtf

description

ADV

RTIMING .AGENCY

JOHN BROOKS

run as

follows: Leave

every lUomlny. WeiluexInT, nn.l Prldar
m 7 o'clock I". M., and inltlA
WnAKP

asKj-.nrp.sr--'* Thur’,,n5r
FARE

—

$1.00.

Passengers by this line are reminded that they so
cure a comfortable
night’s rest and avoid the ex,
pense and inconvenience of arriving in Boston late
at night.
Through Tickets to New York Tia the various
Sound Lines, for sale at very low rates.
Freight taken as usual.
de30-76dtf
J. B. COYI.B, nr.. Geu’l
Agt.

CLAIRVOYANT.
now

i„™.

**DOX,the celebrated
*[• S’
,77;*:“t',Fortune Teller «nd Doctress. can

o'1"*'1 !‘l Market Square, rear of the Dollar
°?Je H°rse Car Dei«t, where she can
lted
who wish to make her a call
Vy ii11
**as **ad large experience in telli4*me
ing fortunes, searching out Tost, hidden or stolen
treasures.
«

T. C.EVANS,
A

PRINT.

E118’ WAREHOUSE,
IGo WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON.
Dealer in Wood and Metal Type and all kinds oi
Printers’ Materials. Advertisements! nserted in any
paper in the United States or Canadas at publishers’
owest prices. Send for estimates.

&c., and was never known to be at tault.
uo not miss this
opportunity of consulting the greatest fortune teller of the
age. Per ns entering intoany
new business or
profession, the con nctiug ot which
they do not understand, will find it to their advanto pay her a visit. She can foretell the
destiny
of friends in any part cf the world and describe
them
perfectly. She also describes all manner of disease
that flesh is heir to, and gives medicine for the
same
She has given universal satisfaction to all who
have
:onsulted her iu her constant travels iiuce she whs
seven years old.
Good testimonials given it desired,

tage

row

Mondays.)

Leave Boston at 7.30, tl3.SO and at 8.00
p. di., connecting with Maine Central
and E. A N. A. Railway for St. John
and Halifax. Pullman Sleeping Car attached

every

Office No. 41 Park Row, New York.

OR

further notice,

FRANKLIN WHARF, Portland,

IDVERTI81NG AGENTS

AT WILAONig stable,
Federal Street.

BOOKS

Old Colony Railroad via Fall
River.
Goods Received at Depots

GEORGE P. ROWELL & CO.,

202

ed; Complicated accounts adjusted. Special attention to bankruptcy matters, the settlement of estates,
examination of agencies, and other matters requiring
the services of a thorough accountant.
Orders left
at 28 Exchange St., Portland, Me., or forwarded ,by
mail, proiutly atended to.

jun-

ctor.

the Fish

Lobster Dealers, Produce Dealers,
Wholesale Dry Hoods Merchants. Whole
sale Milliners and any others of Portland, who
are now shipping by this route.
Our landing in New Yorn is Pier 40, North River,
(Norwich Line, foot of Canal Street)
For rates and lurther iniformation, apply to
J. M. LUNT, Supt. Portland, or
H. N. TURNER,
Freight and Passenger Agent, Worcester, Mass.
Portland. Me., May 4, 1878.
iuv4dtf
and

all domes-

opened, examined, balanced, and closed;
Trial Balances and Cash Accounts investigat-

Federal St. J.G. Perry,

England

STEAMSHIP LINES.

__*.
117

Proprietors.
St. Julian Hotel, Cor. Middle and Plant
Sts. G. E. Ward, Proprietor.
C. S. Hotel, Junction of Congress and Federal Sts. Timothy Wolcott, Proprietor.
Commercial House—E. O. Sanborn F Co..
Propiietors.

Freight leaving

Proprietor of Kiplej’sAlteratire Powders

d. h.

Boston & New

ESTABLISHED IN 1849.

dS&Wtf

Horn s-8 to 9 A. M„ 1 to 2 P. M.

a. m.

CLYDE’S

Citr Hotel, Cor. Congress and Green St,
J. K. Martin, Proprietor.
•
Preble House, Congress Sit Gibson &Co.,

_

tunes.—New lork Metropolis.

OFFICF

at 10

Insurance one half the rate o
sailing vessels.
Freight for the West by the Penn. R. R., and South
by connecting lines forwarded tree of Commission.
PASSAGE TEN DOLLARS.
For Freight or Passage apply to
E. B. HAVIHNON, Agent
Jn2»-lyTO Long Wharf. Boston.

berne and

C. J. WIIEELER,

CO. are extensive brokers, of large
experience
and tried integrity.
In addition to their stock brokerage business, they sell what are termed “Privileges,” or “Puts and Calls.” now one of the favorite
methods of legitimate speculation. Their advice is
valuable, and by following it many have made tor-

of

Long Whart, Boston, 3 p.m
Pine Street Wharf, Phila-

delphia,

FORTE AND.
Adams House, Temple St. Charles Adam

1

Wharfage.
From
From

etor.

J. C. FURNIVAL.Agt.

«

ticated Animats.

Leave each port every WedVy & Sat’d’y.

PHILLIPS.
Barden House, Samuel Farmer, Propri-

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY is in splendid
condition, is well equipped with first-class rolling
stock, and is making the best connections and quickest time of any route from Portland to the West.
ear^PULLMAN PALACE DRAWING room
AND SLEEPING CARS are attached to the trains
leaving Portland at 1.50 p. m.
Baggage checked from Portland to Detroit and
Chicago, and not subject to Custom House examina-

OFF ISO £S

$25. $50. $100. $200. $500.

May be consulted ou the diseases

Steamship Line.

PARIS HIDE.
Hubbard Hotel, H. Hubbard, Proprietor

THE

Portland & Worcester Line

Boston

Veterinary Surgeon,

PiilLADELPIlIA

PEAK’S ISLAND.
Cuiou House—W. T. Jones. Proprietor.

—

AND

—

FOUR STEAHERN PER WEEK.
WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY by Boston and
Providence Railroad via Providence.
TUESDAY and SATURDAY by

prielors.

Passenger Offices
74 EXCHANGE ST.,

We wonld respectfully call the attention ot
Merchant, and others to the superior lacillties
oftered by the

C. H. Ditson & Co. I I.E. Ditson Or Co.
711
Successors to Lee& Walker
Broadway,
New York.
|
Philadelphia.
JalI7G
jal7W&S&w2w

ripleT,

dtf

MACHIAS.
Eastern Hotel.—E. E. Stoddard. Prop.

NORTH STRATFORD N. H.
Willard House, C* S. Hailey A Co. P

train

for Quebec, Montreal and the West.
Express train for Auburn and Lewiston and
South Paris at 5.15 p. m.
Trains will arrive as follows:
Express train from Gorham at 8.45 a. m.
Express from Lewiston and Auburn at 8.45 a. m
Mail from Quebec, Montreal and West at 12.25 p. w.
From Lewiston and Auburn at 2.25 p. m.
Express from Lewiston and Auburn at 5.45 p. m.

AMO

73

Philadelphia,

NORKIDGEH'OCR.
Dsiiiorth House, D. Danforth. Prop ieto

all stations to

ni.hf

through.

Tickets procured at depots of Boston & Maine and
Railroads and at Rollins & Allan s’, 22 Exchange St.,and W. D. Little & Co.’s,49} Exchange St.
L. W. FILKLNS,
D. S. BABCOCK,
Gen. Passenger Ag*.t, New York.
President,
Eastern

prietor.

3W^^3?trains

m.
/innmuitinn

Steamboat Express trains leave Boston from Boston & Providence R. R. Depot daily, except Sunday,
at 5.30 p. m., connecting at Stonington with the entirely new and superb Steamer Rhode Island, every
Monday, Wednesday and Friday, anti with the elegant and popular steamer Stonington every Tuesday, Thursday and S&turdav. arriving in New York
always in advance of all other lines. Bag-

LITTLETON, N H.
Thayers Hotel, H. L. Thayer, Proprietor.

MILLBR1DGE.
Atlantic House, Geo. A. Hopkins, Pro-

On and after MONDAY, Oct. 16,1876,
will run as follows:
train for Gorham at 7.10 a. m.
tor Auburn and Lewieion at 7.00 a. m.
tram at 12,25 p. m rox Auburn and Lew-

jngnri

OTHERS.

the Only Inside Route
Avoiding Point Judith.

Jlo

ELLSWORTH.
City Hotel.—N. H. Higgins A Sens, Props

Trans-

OF ALL

This is

Merchants’ Exchange Hotel, Dexter, Me.—
W. G. Morrill, Proprietor.

Grand Trunk R. R. of Canada.

Dnnd \.

AHEAD

DEXTER.

fers.

iston.
Mail train 2.00 p.

OH

FOH NEW YORK,

Simpson,

Cinrk’s Dining Hall, Grand Trunk Railway Depot, M. W. Clark, Proprietor.

For Berths in Pullman Cars, or Staterooms on
N orwich Lino Steamers, apply at 28 Exchange St.,
or at Depot, foot ot Myrtle St.
J. M.LTJNT, Su*t.
dec22dtf
J. W. PETERS, Gen’l Ticket Agent.

Express
Express
Express

^TOUIKGTON

BO ST O

make close
and
Central

Fares, Fine Equipment, No

WINTER

famished if
oe21dis2wtostf

DANVILLE JUNCTION.

LINE.

CO.,

STREET.

TICKETS

COBNISU.
Cornish House,M. H. Davis, Proprietor*

Train for New London leaves Portland at 2.30 p.
m., making close connection with Norwich Line
Steamers for New York, arriving at Pier 40 North
River, New York, at 6.00 a. m.
Tow

EXCHANGE

wauled.

ocl

D.

way

Maine
Grand Trunk Railroads*
with

NORWICH

Hotel,

Proprietor.

to

m.

Express Trains each

CALAIS.
W.

International

Leave New York at 11 30 p. m., arriving at
Nashua at 9.30 a. m., and at Portland at 1.20 p. in.
Sleeping Car on this train runs directly through
from New York to Nashua without change.
connection

DUCED RATES by

W. D. LITTLE &

gage checked

CAPE ELIZABETH.
House—J. P.Chamberlain, Propri-

a

Express,

directly through

St.-Chapin,

BRUNSWICK, ME.
Dining Booms, W. B. Pleld,

P. A K.

35 miles Saved to lew York.

run

by nil the popular route*, via ROCHESTER and WORCEVI EK, NEW CONDON. NTONINGTON and FALL RIVER
LINEN: also lo all point. WENT and
SOUTH and CALIFORNIA, K-.il or
Nteamrr., for .air nl the I,GWENT RE-

Co., Proprietors.

to New York.

Dec.

PHILADELPHIA Ail RETH!

Hotel, C. M. Plummer, Proprietor

PROVIDENCE, K. 1,

Tilden.
collections of cheerful sacred songs, such as
enter so gracefully Into School Life, we commend three books of uncommon beauty, our Sabbath School Song Books, Hirer of Bite, (35 cts.)
Shining Hirer, (35 cts.) Good New., (35 cts.).
Either book mailed, post free, for Retail Price.

F.

Excursion Tickets

Andrews and

As

IS.

j

ACCIDENT
Halt,

No. 5 Washington Building,

now

oct9

|

31

Augusta House,
er. Proprietor.

PORTLAND ^WORCESTER HE

and

janlldSt

HOTEL DIRECTORY,

JUONDAY, OCT. 9, 1876.

6.30 p m., to
at 2.30 p. m

—

Boston.
To all points of North and South Cardin a by Seaboard and Roanoke Railroad and Atlantic Coast Line
John S. Daly, Agent, 222 Washington street, Boston.
And to all points In the West by Baltimore & Ohio
R. R., M. W. Davison, Agent, 219 Wasnington street,
Boston.
Through bills of lading given by the above named

HOTELS.!

Trains leave Portland for Bangor, Watervllle,
Belfast and Dexter at t!2 35 a. m., 12.41) p. m.
Skowhegan 12.35 p. m. and 12.40 p. m.
Augusta, Hallowell, Gardiner, and Brunswick
tl2 35 a. m., 17.00 a m., 12.40, 5.20 p. m.
Rockland and Lewiston via Brunswick {7.00 a. m.,
12.40 p. m
Bath {7.00 a. m., 12.40, 5.20 p. m.
Lewiston 12.35 p. m., 5.C5 p. m.
Farmington 12.35 p. m.
The tl2.35 a. m. train for Bangor makes close connection with E. 52 N, A. Railway foi St. John and
Halilax.
{Pullman Sleeping Car attached.
PAYSON TUCKER, Sup t.
{Mixed.
au3ldtf
Portland, Oct. 0,1876.

RAIL

LINK

week.

a

Agents.
Passage $12.50 to Baltimore. To Philadelphia $15,
For freight or passage to Norfolk, Baltimore, Wash35 Hifcs Mhorter and 5 Hoars Qaicker 1
ington, or other Information apply to
than any other Route.
E. SAMPSON, Agent,
53 Central Wharf, Boston,
Trains leave P. & R. Depot at 7.30 a. ra.and 2.30 p. !
E.
H. ROCKWELL, Agent,
m.; making close connection at Ayer Junction with |
Providence. R.
no£dtf
thiough trains for the West.
Through Tickets and further information can he |
obtained at all principal Ticket Offices and at the

Depot.

AXiL

times

Route

NEWSPAPER ADVERTISING AGENT

(author of

The reliable house ot ALEX. FROTHINGHAM A CO., No. lii Wall St., New York,
publish a handsome eight page weekly paper, called
the Weekly Financial Report, whicli
they send free
to any address. In addition to a
large number ot editorials on financial and other topicB, it contains very
full and accurate reports of the sales and standing
of every stock, bond and security dealt in at the
Stock Exchange, fflenri. PROTHINGHARI

ITKAJIMIIIP

—

and Hoosac Tunnel Lines.

W.43 A. HI. far all stations, running through to
Johnson, Vt.
9.43 P. n. for Upper Bartlett and intermediate
stations.
Arrire in Portland:
11.30 A. n. from Upper Bartlett.
3.00 P. n. irom Johnson, Vt.
J. HAMILTON, Supt.
jaSdtf
Portland, Jan. 8, 1877.

JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
W. J. SPICER, Superintendent,
Portland. Oct 16, 1876.ap29dtf

genial, pleasing

CO.,

Norfolk, Baltimore & Washington
Four

Portland & Worcester

Pnsiicnger Train* JLenve Portland.

NEW

decldtf

street._

Mouth

VIA

tion.
The Company are not responsible tor baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value (and that personal) unless notice is given, and paid tor at the rate ot
one passenger for every $500 additional value.

songs for Common Schools.
American School music Readers.
Book 1,
(35 cts.) Book II, (50 cts.) Book III, (50 cts.) are
well-made Graded note readers, by Emerson &

OLIVER DITSON &

Short
—

“pioved

OLUUUJOt

Exchange

—

a

a
prized”
schools, and has songs in 2, 3 and 4 parts, by
Emerson & Tilden.
Equally good are the older llour ©f Hinging, ($1.) by Emerson & Tilden. Choice
Trio*, ($1,) for 3 Femal- Voices, by W. S Tilden, and Deem’n Solfeggi, (75 cts) which
has exercises in Italian style.
TUP PKlPnDP (75 cts., or $7.50 per doz.) so suclilB IjliuUXlIb cessful as a Singing School book,
is also a practically good class book for High

Or-

Trains on Boston & Maine road connect with all
First Glass Steamship
running between Portland and Bangor,
WM. CRANK.
JOHNS HOPKINS.
Rockland, Mt. Desert, Macliias, Eastport, Calais.
GEORGE APPOLD.
LAWRENCE
WM.
St. John and Haliiax.
Also, connect with Grand
TlJKMDAl'
From ffoslon direct every
Trunk trains at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine
and HATGHDAY.
Central and Portland & Ogdensburg trains at
AND
Transfer Station,
I
WM. KENNEDY.
BLACKSTONE,
All trains stop at Exeter ten minutes for refreshj
and aIoCLELLAN.
ments at llrst class dinning rooms.
From
Providence
1
every WEDNESDAY
JAS. T. FURBER, Gen. Supt.
and NATIRDAY.
S. H. STEVENS, Gen. Agent, Portland. oc7utl
forwarded
from
Norf( Ik to Washington and
Freight
Alexandria by steamer Lady of the Lake and Jane
Mosely.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Petersburg and
Richmond, and Va. and Tenn. R. R. to all places in
TO THE
the South, W. M. Clark, Agent, 240 Washington St.,

and all points In the

Printing

Old

steamers

Northwest, West and Southwest.

Job

Point,

Pine

Through Tickets to all Points
and West at lowest rates.

To Canada, Detroit, Chicago, Milwaukee, Cincinnati. St. I.ouis, Omaha,
Saginaw, St. Paul, Salt Lake City,.
Denver, San Prancit.ro,

Sold by all druggists, for 25 cents. Sent to any
part oi the United States and Canadas on receipt
for 25 cents for one, $1.25 for six, or $2.25 for
twelve, by WEEKS <S POTIOR, Proprietors,
Boston, Mass.
Ja20S&W2w

ACADEMIES AND_ SEMINARIES.
THE HIGHSCHOOL
doz’) is already
CHOIR.
and
book in
multitude of

|

Tickets sold at Reduced Rates!

Daily Press

Scarborough,

For

PORTLAND & OGDENSBURQ RB.

—

Portland

ient and comfortable route tor travellers between
New York and Maine. Passage, including State
Room. $5.
Meals extra.
Good destined beyond
Portland or New York forwarded to destination at
For further information apply to
once.
HENRY FOX, General Agent, Portland.
J. F. AMES. Ag’t. Pier 38 E. K.. New York.
Tickets and State Rooms can be obtained at 22

m.

chard Reach, Saco, Biddeford and lieunebunk at 6.15, 9.00 a. in., 3 00, 5.30 p. m.
Horning Trains will leave Ht uuebuuk
for Portland at 7.20 a. m.

DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST.

WONDERFUL REMEDY.”

Messrs. Weeks & Potter-. Gentlemen,—Your
Collins’ Voltaic Plasters is a wonderful
remedy. X have suffered witb a weak and painful
back more than eight years before X sent ior
your
Collins’ Voltaic Plasters The pain reached
irom my hack to my sides and hips. My left side
and hip are feeling very well, but I think I
require
another Piaster for my right sido. 1 am so much
improved that I can walk and stand, but belore IJgot
your Plaster I was unable to walk or stand.

p.

For Hanchrster and Concord, N. U., (via
Newmarket Junction,) at 6.15 a. m., 3.00 p. m.
(via Lawrence,) at 9.00 a m.
For Rochester and farming ton. W. II., at
6.15, 9.00 a. m., 3.00 p. m.

tMixed
•Steamboat Express stops only at Springvale. AlSaco River, Gorham, Sacearappa and Westbrook, making close connection with through trains
of Maine Central and Grand Trunk Railroads,
J. M. LUNT, Supt.
deldtf

Tolnn/I

Washington.

Steamers Eleauora & Franconia

Will until further notice, leave Franklin Wharf,
Port land, every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 5
5.00, 8.10 p. m.
For Wills, North Berwick, Salmon Falls,
P. M. and leave Pier 38 Fast River. New York,
(-real Falls. Dover, Newmarket, Exeter, ; jvery MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 4 P. M.
Haverhill, North Andover, Lawrence,
These steamers are fitted up with fine accomoAndover and Lowell at 6.15, 9.00 a.m., 3 00
latiocs tor passengers, makiug this a very conven-

fred,

Depot at 5.45 a

A CENTENNIAL DECISION.

Semi-Weekly line to New York.

will leave Portland for !
Boston at 6.15, 9.00 a. mM and 3.00 p. in., ar- j
riving at Cfostoo at 10.45 a. m.. 1.40. 7.30 p. m.
Returning, leave Boston for Portland at 7.30 a. m., j
12.30, 3 30 p. m., arriving at Portland at 12.10,

Passenger Trains

a. m.

of

Steamship Company

Maine

—

New York
without change, via Worcester, Putnam, Middletown and New KaveD, arriving at Grand Central

Competent judges representing the civilized people
of the world, appointed for the knowledge ot partic-

Prepared by Distillation.

Railroad lor New York, at Pntnani with
“Boston & Philadelphia Express Line” for
Philadelphia, Baltimore and Washington, at New London with Norwich
Line Steamers, due at Pier No, 40, North
Ri rer New York, at 6.00 a. m.
5.LO P. M. Mixed Train for Rochester.
#1*40 P. M. Local for Gorham.
Trains leave Rochester at 7.00, *il. 5 and £11.45 aa
m., arriving in Portland at 9.35 a. in., *1.20 and
£5.10 p ra.
Leave Gorham 6.00 a. m., arriving at Portland 0.40

d&wtt

oet!4_

Commencing Monday Oct. 9,1876.

4«30 P. M. Steamboat Express through to
New London without change. Connects at Rochester for Rover and Oreat
Falls, at Epping for Manchester and
Concord at Nashua for Lowell and
Boston, at Aver .'unction for Fitchburg and the West via Hoosac Tunnel
Line, at Worcester with Boston & Albany

Change

MTEAMEK MAGNET,
Capt. Curtis, will leave end ot
Portland Pier Monday, Friday
and Saturday at 3p.m. Retuning, \eave Harp-swell Monday, Tuesday and Suturtouch at Long, Little and
m.—will
8
a.
at
lay
For freight,
Jr eat Ctacbeague Islands eaehway
CAPTAIN, on board.
to
apply

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

West.

Sleeping Cars

Nervousness, Confusion, Pale
WEAKNESS,
Bluish Skin, Loss ot Vitality in either sex, at
in
married
in

plant and herb that yields its medical essence to it is placed in an
improved still, and
there mingled with a solvent liquid, which, by heat,
is made to pass over into a receiver, hearing with it
the healing essences or juices of these
plants and

“A

GROWS,

WORTH

RADICAL CURE

Electro-Galvanic Battery, combined with the
AN celebrated
Medicated Porous Plaster, foiming

prepared by

‘444 Oxford Street.
For sale by all Druggists.

In

the grandest curative agent in the world of medicine
and utterly surpassing all other Plasters heretofore
in use
The accomplish more in one week than the
old Plasters in a whole year.
They do not palliate,
they cure.

requiring skill,

Office hours, 9 a. m. to 6
auglTTh&Sly&w31

THROAT.

R.

THE

Voltaic Plasters

all diseases

Grows’ Iilnimont

CURE

COLLINS’

as

M.

SORE

Iib severest forms, is curable*
and that comfort and happiness may be made to
follow years of misery, years of suffering, by a persistent use of it. The method ot treatment
originated by Dr Sanford, viz: the local and constitutional
by a remedy prepared by distillation, is the only one
ever offered to the public that will bear the test ot
time.

SANFORD’S

diseases,

secrecy and experience.

worked a'revolution in the treatment ot
HASCatarrh.
Jt has demonstrated beyond all doubt
that this
even

This maimifleeiit medal is of solid tmld sot
than one hundred India diamonds of rare

t3f“Catalogue sent on receipt of 6c. for postage.
Either of the above works sent by mail on receipt
of price. Address PEABODY MEDICAL INSTITUTE, (or W. H. PARKER, M. D., Consulting Physician.) No. 4 Bultinch St., Boston, Mass., opp. Revere House.
N. B. The author can be consulted on the above

For CATARRH
disease,

more

brilliancy.
“Altogether, in its execution and the richness of its
materials, and size, this is decidedly the most noticeable medal ever struck in this country for any purwhatever, It is well worth the inspection of
pose
Numismatists. It was fairly won and worthily bestowed.”—Massachusetts Ploughman, June 3d, 1876.

SANFORD'S
RADICAL

Bulfiach St., Boston,

(Opposite Revere House.)

For Sale.
House and lot at No. 81 Newbury
K. RUBY.
St. Apply at house,
.1.27

4

follows

Leave Portland at 7.30 a m.,
4*30, 5.30 and 0.40 p ui.
7.30 A. M. Accommodation for Worcester. Arrives at Rochester at 9.55 a. m., (connecting with
Eastern and Boston & Maine Railroads.) At
Nashua 11.47 a. m., Lowell 12.15 r>. in.,
Boston 1.15 p. m., Ayer Junction 12.40 p.
m., Fitchburg 1.25 p. m., and Worcester
at 2.10 p. m.. connecting with trains South and

property
recently occupied by Otis Kaler & Son, for sale.
J. B. IHOBKTOU,
Oak Mill, Me.
JaDdtf__

run as

FOR HARPS WELL.

RAILROAD.

DECEMBER 5, 1876.

a sneeze

cause.

PORTLAND &WORCESTER LINE

Trains will

finger.

with him—except being dead—he got
ridiculously well, and began paying us fulsome compliments, the doctor and me.
“So then we handed him to his joyful wife.
“They talk of crying for joy as if it was
done every day. I never saw it but once,
and she was the woman. She made a curious gurgle; but it was very pretty.
I was
glad to have seen it, and very proud to be the

new

in three weeks or so came a letter from my
father, unlike any other I ever knew him
write. It did not even begin, ‘My dear child.,
This was what he said. The words are engraved in my memory: ‘Out of that nation
of cowards and skunks: out of it this moment
once and forever.
The States are your
home. Draft on London enclosed. Write to

acub

ter

discover all of

in

mau

must revivify the brain
for he made rapid progress, and
then we tried friction, and he got well very
quick. Indeed, as he had nothing the mat-

fright,

was

aumuuuiUg

wonderfully,

in, and matriculated; and the

long. Perfidy

terribly expeditious

RAILROADS.

Portland & Rochester R. R.

KIRKWOOD

STEAMERS.

RAILROADS,

_MEDICAL;

BEAL ESTATE.

sneeze.

“Thereupon the authorities, instead of saying, ‘We have pledged ourselves to a great
number of persons, and pocketed their fees,’

is

are

When I first
saw him his fingers were all close together;
but now the little finger was quite away from
the third finger, the one with a ring on.
“I felt his heart, and found a little warmth
about it, out no perceptible pulse. I ordered
them to take off his sheet and put on blankets, but not to touch him till I came back
with a learned physician.
The wife embraced me, all trembling, and promised obedience.
I got a fiacre and drove to Doctor
Brasseur, who was my hostile professor, but
I burst on him, and told him I
very able.
had a case of catalepsy for him—it wasn’t
catalepsy, you know; but physicians are fond
of Greek; they prefer the wrong Greek word
to the right English; so I called it ‘catalepsy,’ and said I believed they were going to
bury a live man. He shrugged his shoulders,
and said that was one of the customs of the
country. He would come in an hour. I
told him that would not do, the man would
be in his coffin; he must come directly. He
smiled at my impetuosity, and yielded.
“I got him to the patient. He examined
him, and said he might be alive, but feared,
the last spark was going out. He dared not
venture on friction. We must be wary.
“Well, we tried this stimulant and that
till at last we got a sigh out of the patient;
and I shall not forget the scream of joy, at
that sigh, which made the room ring, and
thrilled us all.
“By-and-by I was so fortunate as to suggest letting a small stream of water fail from
a height on his bead and face.
We managed
tha', and by-and-by were rewarded with a

glctlb.

Litigation

vujcitou

“He had moved

pressure on the authorities to keep faith, and
relax the dead lock they had put us in, was

took

be-

“In short, I did pass with public applause
aud cordial felicitation; they quite feted me.
The old welcomed me; the young escorted
me home, and flung flowers over me at my
door. I re-appeared in the balcony, and said
a few words of gratitude to them and their
noble nation. They cheered and dispersed.

at me.

but were impudently refused, under
the plea that the managers must first be consulted ; so did the servants of the infirmary
defy the masters, in order to exclude us.
“By this time the great desire of women to
practice medicine had begun to show itself.

affected to
had acted
students.
back their

occurrence

‘T said. ‘You must wait till a physician
has seen him; he has moved a finger.’
“I stared at the body, and they all stared

statute,

came

They

loud that every

so

“The union served the Provost with an
interdict not to declare the new managers

Numbers

extraordinary

heart into my month, and I cried ‘Arretez!’

women.

[

an

taking place.

“But as to the mere election of managers,
the other party demanded a scrutiny of the
votes, and instructive figures came out.
There voted with us twenty-eight firms,
thirty-one ladies, seven doctors.
“There voted with the union fourteen
firms, two ladies, thirty-seven doctors, and
three druggists.
“Theteupon the trades-union, as declared
by the figures, alleged that firms ought not to
vote. Nota bene, they always had voted unchallenged, till they voted for fair play to

tickets under the

cuuut

In the south of France.
“This caused an altercation; and the poor
lady rushed out, and finding the officer peremptory, flung her arms round the body, and
said they should not be parted—she would be
buried with him.
“The official was moved, but said the law
was strict, and the town must conduct the
funeral unless she could find the sad courage
to give the necessary instructions. With this
he was going out, inexorable, when all of a

expressions.
“Well, Sir, she obtained a majority; and
those managers of the infirmary who objected
to female Btudents were dismissed, and others
elected. 'At the same meeting the Court of
Contributors passed a statute making it the
law of the infirmary that students should be
admitted without regard to sex.

our

iu

“After a time they begged me to come
down and talk to her. Of course I went. I
found her with her head upon hia knees. I
sat down quietly, and looked at him. He
was young aod beautiful, but with a feminine
beauty. His head finely shaped, with curly
locks that glittered in the sun, and one
golden lock lighter than the rest. His eyes
and eyelashes, his oval face, his white neck,
and his white hand, all beautiful. His left
hand rested on the counterpane. There was
an emerald ring on one finger.
He was like
some beautiful flower cut down.
I can see
him now.
“The woman lifted her head and saw me.
She had a noble face, though now distorted
and wild.
“She cried, ‘Tell me he is not dead 1 tell
me he is not dead 1’ and when I did not reply, the poor creature gave a wild cry, and
her senses left her.
We carried her into
another room.
“While the women were bringing her to,
an official came to insist on the interment

sible excuse.’
“The old doctor had only to say that he did
not control his assistants in the street, and
his own mode of conducting the opposition
and his long life of honor were there to correct this young woman’s unworthy surmises
—and she would have had to apologize for
going too far on mere surmise. But, instead
of that, he was so injudicious as to accuse
her of foul language, and say, ‘My attendant
is a perfect gentleman; he would not be my
attendant if he were not.’
“Our lioness had him directly. ‘Oh,’ said
she, ‘if Doctor So-and-so prefers to say that
his attendant committed that outrage ou
decency when in his sober senses, I am quite
content.’
“This was described as violent invective by
people with weak memories, who had forgotten the nature of the outrage our lioness was
commenting on; but in truth it was only
superior skill in debate, with truth to back
it.
“For my part, I kept the police report at
the time, and have compared it with her
speech; the judicial comments on those rioters are far more severe than hers.
The truth
is, it was her facts that hit too hard, not her

elected.
“We applied for

Yvautcu leave

son.

us.

inf.rmpat.Ad. and that. is t.ha

x

friended me: no, not. extraordinary—unusual.
I lodged on a second floor. The first floor
was very handsome.
A young Englishman
and his wife took it for a week. She was musical—a real genius. The only woman I ever
heard sing without whining; for we are, by
nature, the medical end unmusical sex.”
“So you said before.”
“I know I did; and I mean to keep saying
it till people see it.
Well, tbe young man
was taken violently and mysteriously ill; had
syncope after syncope, and at last ceased to
breathe.
“The wife was paralyzed, and sat stupefied, and the people about feared for her rea-

“Our lioness subscribed £5, and became
entitled to vote and speeclL As the foulest
epithets had been hurled at her by the union,
and a certain professor had told her, to her
face, no respectable woman would come to
him and propose to study medicine, she said,
publicly, that she had come to his opinion,
and respectable women would avoid him—
which caused a laugh.
“She also gave a venerable old physician,
our bitter opponent, a slap that was not quite
so fair.
His attendant had been concerned
in that outrage, and she assumed- in which
she was not justified-that the old doctor
approved. ‘To be sure,’ said she, ‘they say

together.
This key-note struck, the public was regaled a with burst ot hypocrisy such as Moliere never had the luck to witness, or, oh 1
what a comedy he would have written 1
The immodest sex taking advantage of Moliere’s decease without heirs of his brains, set
to work in public to teach the modest sex
modesty.
In the conduct oi this pleasant paradox,
the represenlatives|of the sex which has much
courage and little modesty were two professors —who conducted the paradox so judiciously that the London press reprimanded

ly.

Well, Sir,

‘Thank you. Sir: no.
to escort us

gentlemen enough here

hundred eyes; manhood awoke with
a start—ay, and chivalry too; fifty manly fellows were round in a moment, with glowing
cheeks and eyes, and they cariiedus all home
to our several lodgings in triumph; the
cowardly caitiffs of the trades-union howled
outside, and managed to throw a little dirt
upon our gowns, and also hurled epithets,
most of which were new to me; but it has
since been stated, by persons more versed in
the language of the canaille, that no fouler
terms are known to the dregs of mankind.
“Thus did the immodest sex, in the person
of the medical student, outrage seven fair
samples of the modest sex—to teach them
modesty.
“Next morning the police magistrates dealt
with a few of our teachers, inflicted severe
rebukes on them, and feeble fines.
“The craftier elders disowned the riot in
public, but approved it in private, and continued to act in concert with it, only with
cunning, not violence. It caused no honest
revulsion of feeling, except in the disgusted
public, and they had no power to help us.
“The next incident was a stormy debate by
the subscribers to the infirmary; and here
we had a little feminine revenge, which, outraged as we had been, I hope you will not
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My view was tenable; and Cornelia, by her
beauty and her popularity, gained over all
the professors to it but one. He stood out.

a

grudge

a, itiYui

my Scotch time in France.

“The magic of a great word from a great
heart at certain moments when minds are
heated 1 At that word, Sir, the scales fell

Sir, this gentle proposal was rejected with
rude scorn, and in aggressive terms. Such is
the spirit of a trades-union.
Having now shown you what we were, I
will now show you what our enemies, declining to observe our conduct, though it was
very public, suggested we must be. Seven
shameless women who pursued medicine as a
handle for sexuality; who went into the dissecting room to dissect males, and into the
hospital to crowd round the male patient,
and who demanded mixed classes, that we
might have male companions in those studies
which every feminine woman would avoid al-

chimera! What a monstrous misinterpretation of pure minds by minds impure ! To us the dissecting-room was a temple, and the dead an awe, revolting to all our
senses, until the knife revealed to our minds
the Creator’s hand in structural beauties,
that the trained can
if
appreciate,
wicked dunces can’t.
And so at the infirmary, we should have
done just what we did at Zurich. We held a
little aloof from the male patients, unless
some good-natured lecturer or pupil
gave us
a signal, and then we came forward.0 it we
came uninvited, we always stood behind the
male students; but did crowd round the beds
of the female patients, and claimed the inner
row; and, Sir, they thanked God for us open-

are
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safely.’

not.

a

remove

my ears even now,

the University:‘Well, use your own discretion about separate or mixed classes; but for
your own credit and that of human uatuie,
do not willlully tie a hangman’s noose to
throttle the weak and deserving, and don’t
cheat seven poor, hard-working, meritorious
women, your own matriculated students, out
of our entrance fees, which lie to this day in
the University coffers, out of the exceptionally heavy fees we have paid to your professors, out of all the fruit of cur hard stady,
out of our diplomas, and our bread. Solve
the knot your own way. We will submit to
mixed classes, or any thing except professional destruction.’
In this spirit our lion-hearted leader wrote
the letter of an uninjured dove, and said
there were a great many more wards in the
infirmary than any male student could or did
attend; we would be content to divide the
matter thus: the male students to have the
monopoly of two-thirds, we to have the bare
right of admission to one-third. By this the
male students (if any) who had a sincere objection to study the sick and witness operations in our company could never be troubled
with ns, and we, though less favored than the
male students, could just manage to qualfy
for that public examination which was to
prove Whether we could make able phyicians

What

than to see

her; t>he is superior in intellect to many persons here present.’
“At the end of the lecture, thinking us in
actual danger from these ruffians, he offered
to let us out by a side door; but our lioness
stood up, and said, in a voice that rings in
There

a

voice was broken.
When he said that she gave him her hand,
and seemed to cling to it a little; but she
turned her head away from him, and cried,
and even trembled a little,
But she very soon recovered herself and
said she would try to end her story. It had
been long enough.
“Sir, my father had often obeyed me; but
now I knew I must obey him.
I got testimonials in Edinburgh, and started south directly; in a week I was in the south of
France.
Oh, what a change in people’s
minds by mere change of place! The professors received me with winning courtesy;
some hats were lifted to me in the street
with marked respect; flowers were sent to my
lodgings, by gentlemen who never once intruded on me in person. I was in a civilized
land. Yet there was a disappointment for
I enquired for Cornelia. The wretch
me,
had just gone and married a p-ofessor. I
feared she was up to no good, by her writing
so seldom of late.
I sent her a line that an old friend had returned, and had not rorgotten her, nor our
mutual vows.
She came directly, and was for caressing
away her crime, and dissolving it into crocodile tears; but I played the injured friend and
the tyrant.
Then she curled round me, and coaxed,
and said, ‘Sweetheart, I can advance your interests all the better. You shall be famous
for us both. I shall be happier in your success than in my own.’
In short, she made It very hard to hold
spite; and it ended in feeble-minded embraces. Indeed, she was of service to me. 1

spectea a. lecturer, ana proceeded to remove
her; the professor pat up his hand and said:

‘Oh, don’t

one, though

were, he woull have died in their defense ; he was a true American. And to think
the dregs of mankind could wound him for
his daughter, and so near the end of his own
dear life 1 Oh 1” she turned her head away.
“My poor girl!” said Vizard, and his own

the lark. Some of these, however, thought
the introduction ef the sheep unfair to so re-

had joined us,

me.

motive, probably

seen

him;
thing
stranger, insulted,
to

as we

‘•Her cubs.”

we

them for their foul insinuations—and a numner of young men called medical students.
Now the medical student surpasses most
young men in looseness of life and indecency
of mind and speech.
The representatives of womanhood to be
instructed In modesty by these animals, old
and young, were seven prudes, whose minds
were devoted to study and honorable ambition. These women are as much above the
average ofgtheir sex in feminine reserve and
independence of the male sex as they were
in intellect.
The average girl, who throughout this discussion was all of a sudden puffed as a lilly,
because she ceased to be observed, can attend
to nothing if a man is by; she can’t work,
she can’t play, she is so eaten up with sexuality. The frivolous soul can just play croquet with females; but enter a man upon the
scene, and she can hardly be got to lake her
turn in the only thing she has really given
her mind to. We were angels compared with
this paltry creature; and she was the stand
iug butt of public censure until it was found
that an imaginary picture of her could be
made the handle for insulting her betters.
Against these seven prudes, decent dotards and their foul-mouthed allies flung out
insinuations which did escape public censure;
and-the medical students declared their mod
esty was shocked at our intrusion into anato
my and surgery, and petitioned against us.
Some of the Press were deceived by this (or
a time, and hurtaient avec les loups.
I took up one day my favorite weekly, in
which nearly every writer seems to be a
scholar, and was regaled with such items as
this:
‘It appears that girls are to associate with
boys as medical students, in order that
when they become women they may be able
to speak to men with entire plainness upon
all the subjects of a doctor’s daily practice.
In plain words, the aspirants to medicine
and surgery desire to rid themselves and efnature
iectuany or mat mouesty which
has planted in women.’ And then the writer
concludes: ‘We beg to suggest that there
are other places besides dissecting-rooms and
hospitals where those ladies may relieve
themselves ol the modesty which they find so
troublesome. But lathers naturally object
to this being done at their sons’ expense.’ ”
“Infamous!” cried Vizard.
“One comfort—no man ever penned that. That is
some old woman writing down you voung
ones.”
“I don’t know,” said Blioda. “I have
met so many womanish men in this business.
All I know is, that my cheeks burned, and
for once in the fight scalding tears ran down
them. It was as if a friend had spat upon

had he

“A thousand thanks, good Sir. Her does.
Ou second thoughts, ‘her hinds.’ Doe is the
female of buck. Now I said stags. Well,
the ruffians who had undertaken to teach us
modesty swarmed in too. They dragged a
sheep into the lecture-room, lighted pipes,
produced bottles, drank, smoked and abused
us ladies to our faces, and interrupted the
lecturer at intervals with their howls and
ribaldry; that was intended to show the
professor he should not be listened to any
more if he admitted the female students.
The affair got wind, and other students, not
connected with medicine, came pouring in,

and we were now the seven wise virgins of a
half-civilized nation, and, if I know black
from while, we weie seven of its brightest
ornaments.
We were seven ladies* who
wished to be doctresses, especially devoted to
our own sex; seven good students who went
on our knees to the University for those separate classes in anatomy and clinical surgery
which the University was bound in honor to
supply us; but, our prayer rejected, said to

or

virtuous woman was a sacred

pushed manfully through the crowd, and
hammered at the door; then we crept quaking after. She ordered those inside to open
the gates; and some student took shame and
did. In marched our lioness, crept after by
her—by her—”

must be.

Two accomplished

It was like a lion’s roar of anguish. I saw
my dear father’s heart was bursting with agony and rage at the insult to his daughter,
and I shed tears for him those wretches had
never drawn from me.
I had cried at being insulted by scholars,
in the Press; but what was it to me that the
scum of the medical profession, which is the
scum of God’s whole creation, called
me
words I did not know the meaning of, and
the
dirt
of
their
flung
streets, and the filth of
their souls, after me? I was frightened a litthat
is
But
all.
that
tle,
these reptiles could
wound my darling old lion’s heart across the
ocean—
Sir, he was a roan that could be
keen and even severe with men: but every

‘Better is an army of stags with a lion for
their leader, than an army of lions with a
stag for their leader,’ Now it so happened
She
that we had a lioness for our leader.
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insinuated

long!’

it,convinced me at once I had no business there; and I was for
private study directly.
But, Sir, you know the ancients said,

attend, by ourselves, a limited number of
wards in the infirmary; and on this falsehood
by suppression worse calumnies were built.
I shall tell you what we really were, and
pens

no more.

for

to

wbat foul mouth and

from France next week, or- write to me
Graduate in France. Then come
north from Havre to New York. You Aave
done with Britain, and so have I, till our
next
war.
Pray God that may’nt be

me
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For Salt*.
Fishing Schooner Sargasso; thirty (30) tons
burden, new measurement; well found iu sail,
rigging; will be sold low lor cash. Am lv “o

Overseers
THE
mouth will receive proposals for superintendTHE
ing ot the Alms House and Faim, in saia town, for and

one year, until 12 o’clock on THURSDAY, the 15th
day of February. Those who apply will please to
state the number in the family. The Overseers reserve the right to reject any or all proposals not
deemed satisfactory.
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